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" Explanation-based learning is a recently developed approach to concept acquisition by 1P

computer. In this type of machine learning, a specific problem's solution is generalized into a

.- form that can later be used to solve conceptually similar problems. A number of explanation-

based generalization algorithms have been developed. Most do not alter the structure of the

explanation of the specific problem - no additional objects nor inference rules are incorporated.

Instead, these algorithms generalize by converting constants in the observed example to

variables with constraints. However, many important concepts, in order to be properly learned.

require that the structure of explanations be generalized. This can involve generalizing such

things as the number of entities involved in a concept or the number of times some action is

performed. For example. concepts such as momentum and energy conservation apply to

arbitrary numbers of physical objects. clearing the top of a desk can require an arbitrary

number of object relocations, and setting a table can involve an arbitrary number of guests.

Two theories of extending explanations during the generalization process have been

developed, and computer implementations have been created to computationally test these ,t

approaches. The Physics 101 system utilizes characteristics of mathematically-based problem

solving to extend mathematical calculations in a psychologically-plausible way. while the

BAGGER system implements a domain-independent approach to generalizing explanation

structures. Both of these systems are described and the details of their algorithms presented. -

Several examples of learning in each system are discussed.- %,An approach to the

operationalitv generality trade-off and an empirical analysis of explanation-based learning are

also presented. SThe computer experiments demonstrate the value of generalizing explanation

structures in particular. and of explanation-based learning in general. These experiments also

demonstrate the advantages of learning by observing the intelligent behavior of external agents.

Several open research issues in generalizing the structure of explanations and related approaches

to this problem are discussed. This research brings explanation-based learning closer to its goal

4)f being able to acquire the full concept inherent in the soluticn to a specific problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to learn is fundamental to intelligent behavior. Extracting the general concept

inherent in the solution to a specific problem is a powerful wNav to learn. Often the solution to a %

-.

specific problem will repeatedly employ a technique or collection of techniques. It is an :h.5

I ~ ~important but difficult, problem in machine learning to correctly generalize such a sequence %.,€,.

once observ ed. Sometimes the number of repetitions itself should be the subject of''"-.

°,. ,,.,,

generalization. Other times it is quite inappropriate to alter the number of repetitions. A

recently developed paradigm of machine learning, called explanato leartin toI.) a',g"."-

[DeJong6 Ellman87. rpitchel6l provides a approach to this issue. In this type of learning a

specific problem solution is generalized into a form that can be later used to solve conceptually

similar problems. The generalization process is driven by the expanation of why the solution

worked. Knowledge about the domain allows the explanation to be de,,eloped, andi then

generalized. The explanation of a technique's functionality dictates when it is valid and proper % "

to generalize the number of times it occurs.ns. A

This thesis addresses the important issue in explanation-based learning of' lertcatiz: (Ni) 0

sirrof explapo atibm. sT g he s can involve generalizin such things as the nt er f e -lutin

V~ e= orIlworked°,." ." ,- Knowledge aboutth domain allows" , the e"plnation o be deelpedan"thA l.



involved in a concept or the number of times some action is performed. Generalizing the

structure of the explanation has been largely ignored in previous explanation-based learning

research. Instead. other research has focused on changing constants into variables and

determining the general constraints on those variables.

The central claim of this thesis is:

Explanation structures that suffice for understanding a specific example are not always

satisfactory for generalizing the example. The explanation structure must often be augmented if

a useful generalization is to be produced. ,.

Evidence for this claim and techniques for augmenting explanation structures are presented.

While generalizing the structure of an explanation can involve more than generalizing the

number of times a technique is employed - for example. the order techniques are applied or the

actual techniques used can be generalized, this thesis largely focusses on the topic of

generalizing number. Usually this involves generalizing a fixed number of applications of a

* technique into a possibly constrained but unbounded number of applications. The phrase

* generalizing to N is also used to indicate this process.

Generalizing number, like more traditional generalization in explanation-based learning.

* results in the acquisition of a new inference rule. The difference is that the sort of rule that

results from generalizing number describes the situation after an indefinite number of world "'*

changes or other inferences have been made. Each such rule subsumes a potentially infinite class

of rules acquired by standard explanation-based generalization techniques. Thus, wvith such

* rules the storage efficiency can be dramatically improved, the expressive power of the system is

increased, and, as shown in chapter 11. the syte' performance efficiency can also be higher

than w~ithout these rules.

The next section in this chapter further motivates the need to generalize explanation

* structures. Following that, a lengthier introduction to explanation-based learning is provided.

The subsequent sections introduce two implemented systems that address the need to generalize

explanation structures. The remaining chapters of this thesis further elaborate these tw'.o

* ~sv.stems. This chapter closes with comments on the notation used in the rest of the thesis and a V

* brief description of the remaining chapters.

0A
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1.1. The Need for Generalizing the Structure of Explanations %

The need for generalizing the structure of explanations can be seen by considering two %
existing explanation-based learning systems. The LEAP system [MitchellS5] is shown an example

of using NOR gates to compute the boolean AND of two OR 's. It discovers that the technique %

generalizes to computing the boolean AND of any two inverted boolean functions. However.

LEAP cannot generalize this technique to allow constructing the AND of an arbitrary number of

inverted boolean functions using a multi-input NOR gate. This is the case even if LEAP's initial

background knowledge were to include the general version of DeMorgan's Law and the concept

of multi-input NOR gates. Generalizing the number of functions requires alteration of the

original example's explanation.

Ellman's svstem (Ellman85] also illustrates the need for generalizing number. From an

example of a four-bit circular shift register. his system constructs a generalized design for an '

arbitrary four-bit permutation register. A design for an N-bit circular shift register cannot be -

produced. As Ellman points out. such generalization, though desirable, cannot be done using the " WM

technique of changing constants to variables. .

Many important concepts, in order to be properly learned, require generalization ofb

number. For example, physical laws such as momentum and energy conservation apply to .','-%."

arbitrary numbers of objects, constructing towers of blocks requires an arbitrary number of "

repeated stacking actions, and setting a table involves a range of possible numbers of guests.' In
-S.. -- .

addition, there is recent psychological evidence [Ahn87] that people can generalize number in an .

explanation-based fashion. ,* "

Repetition of an action is not a sufficient condition for generalization to N to be . .

appropriate. Compare two simple examples. Generalizing to N is necessary in one but

inappropriate in the other. The examples are:
1 %,*

* observing a previously unknown method of moving an obstructed block, and 0 S. -"

* seeing. for the first time, a toy wagon being built. %

These three concepts are among those acquired by the systems described in this thesis. Detail- of their

acquisition are provided in the following chapters. %

.5
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The initial states of the two problems appear in figure 1.1. Suppose a learning system observes

an expert achieving the desired states. In each case, consider what general concept should be

acquired.

In the first example. the expert wishes to move, using a robot manipulator. a block which

has four other blocks stacked in a tower on top of it. The manipulator can pick up only one

block at a time. The expert's solution is to move all four of the blocks in turn to some other .

location. After the underlying block has been cleared, it is moved. In the second example. the

expert wishes to construct a movable rectangular platform. one that is stable while supporting 'K C
any load whose center of mass is over the platform. Given the platform and a bin containing

two axles and four wheels, the expert's solution is to first attach each of the axles to the

platform. Next all four of the wheels are grabbed in turn and mounted on an axle protrusion.

This comparison illustrates an important problem in explanation-based learning.

Generalizing the block unstacking example should produce a plan for unstacking any number of K
obstructing blocks, not just four as observed. The wagon-building example, however, should -'

not generalize the number -4.- It makes no difference whether the system is given a bin of five.

six. or 100 wheels, because onlv four wheels are needed to fulfill the functional requirements of

a stable wagon.

Standard explanation-based learning algorithms [DeJong86. Fikes72, Hirshh7. Kedar- .

CabelliS7. MitchellS6. Moonev6. O'Rorke87a] and similar algorithms for chunking [Laird86]

cannot treat these cases differently. These algorithms, possibly after pruning the explanation to

eliminate irrelevant parts. replace constants with constrained variables. They cannot

0000i

Figure 1.1 Initial States for Two Sample Problems
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significantly augment the explanation during generalization. Thus, the building-a-wagon type of

concept will be correctly acquired but the unstacking-to-move concept will be undergeneralized.

The acquired schema will have generalized the identity of the blocks so that the target block

need not be occluded by the same four blocks as in the example. Any four obstructing blocks

can be unstacked. However. there must be exactly four blocks.2 Unstacking five or more blocks

is beyond the scope of the acquired concept.

Note that EBL systems do not work correctly on the building-a-wagon kind of problems

either - they just get lucky. They do nothing to augment explanation structures during

generalization. It just happens that to acquire a schema to build a wagon, not generalizing the

explanation structure is the appropriate thing to do.

One can. of course, simply define the scope of EBL-type systems to exclude the

unstacking-tu-move concept and those like it. This is a mistake. First. the problem of

augmenting the explanation during generalization, once seen. is ubiquitous. It is manifested in

one form or another in most real-world domains. Second, if one simply defines the problem

S -away. the resulting system could never guarantee that any of its concepts were as general as

they should be. Even when such a system correctly constructed a concept like the building-a-

wagon schema, it could not know that it had generalized properly. The system could not itself

tell which concepts fall within its scope and which do not.

1.2. Explanation-Based Learning

In explanation-based learning, knowledge about a domain is used to construct an

If I explanation of how a specific problem can be solved. The resulting explanation is then

generalized so that conceptually similar problems can be quickly solved in the same manner.

The view that analyzing the solution to a single. specific problem may lead to a useful

general problem-solving technique can be traced back to the STRIPS system [Fikes72]. This

2 The SOAR swstem [I.ard86] would seem to acquire a number of concepts which Ingelher are slivlhtl

more g!eneral, As well as a new operator for moving four blocks, the s\-tem would acquire new operators
., '] for moving three block,,. to blocks, and one block, but not for [ive or more.

1 The notion of a ,ro,(': should be laken rathei broadlx. EBI. can he used to jusi1y " why a %pe Ifl(
example is a member of some concept as well as explain w-hv a sequence of actions produces a desired ,,tate
in the world.

I
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influential system learned macrc-operators by generalizing an operator sequence that satisfied

some goal in the blocks world. Additional early work, either intentionally within the emerging

paradigm of explanation-based learning or research that can now be viewed as being in the spirit

of EBL. includes (DeJong8l. DeJong83, Mitchell83a. Silver83. Soloway78, Sussman73.

Winston83]. All of this work investigated having a computer system apply its understanding of

a domain to the process of learning by generalizing solutions to specific problems.

This approach to learning can be contrasted to the more traditional approach of analyzing

descriptions of a number of positive, and possibly negative, instances of some concept. In this

paradigm, learning usually occurs by extracting the commonalities among the positive examples

to produce a description of the concept. Care must be taken to avoid including any of the

negative instances in the acquired concept. This type of learning has been termed similarity-

ba.sed learning [Lebowitz86]. although some researchers prefer similarity/difference-based %

learning because differences between the positive and negative examples can be as important as

the similarities among the positive examples. Examples of research investigating this approach *,' \

to machine learning include ([funt66. Langley,81. LebowitzSO. MichalskiSO. Mitchell7. ,,

Quinlan79. SchankS2, SteppS4. Vere7h. Winston75]. Reviews. comparisons, and critiques can be

found in [Angluin,3. Bundv5. DietterichS2. DietterichS3. .1ichalski83. Mitchell82. Schankh6].b

Connectionist approaches to learning [Rumelhart,%] can also be viewed as belonging to this
V.

par~idigm.

The main difference between the similarity-hased and explanation-based approaches is that

the similaritv-based approaches do not use knowledge about a dcmain to justify which of the

features of an example explain hv it is or is not a member of the concert being learned. This "

can be a strength if this knowledge is not available [1)ietterich-6]. lowever. often the -

knowledge is available. Research in explanation-based learning is investigating ho,% to take

advanta,e of this additional knowledge. mitigating the need for a large number of examples and

a.oiding the combinatoriallv expensi\e process of search:ng through a large space of possible "

,oncept descriptions.

Follovwing the initial wkork on explanation-based learning, a second ,va\e of research tested *-

and extended the emerging methodologies in more complicated domains: matherat~it

\lahdde.,an,5. ()'RorkeS4. PorterS5. L tgofl-.N4]. circuit design [Flrlman,5. Mitchell'5]. natural

.,i;::1; cl -e N\l,,one'.,S5. PazxaniS5] robotiics [SeorehS]. Fh.,i~ [si!;w. :iO 5a]. :iieir,i~r%.

%-



- [Rajamoney85]. and game playing [Minton84]. More recently. the fundamental underpinnings

of explanation-based learning have become apparent and a third wave of research has focussedp -
on developing domain-independent explanation-based generalization algorithms [DeJong86. w P

Hirsh87. Kedar-Cabelli87, Mitchell86. Mooney86. O'Rorke87a. Rosenbloom86. Shavlik87d]. .%.

Initially the attempts to produce explanation-based generalization algorithms were influenced by %

the notions of goal regression (Waldinger77l and weakest preconditions [Dijkstra76]. However.

more recently the simpler notion of unification has been seen as sufficient [Hirsh87. Kedar- % %

Cabelli87. Moonev86].

Figure 1.2 schematically compares the operation of standard EBL algorithms and a

structure-generalizing EBL algorithm. Both algorithms assume that, in the course of solving a

problem. a collection of pieces of general knowledge (e.g., inference rules, rewrite rules, or plan r,

Standard EBL

0 "Variablization 0'C( ,%
con tants constrained variables % %

Desired EBL

Augmentation

and 0,',.\
S "Variablization' 0 %

0 U --' -4-('

constants

generalized structure

and
contrained variables

Figure 1.2 Generalizing the Structure of Explanations

- %%
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schemata) are interconnected, using unification to insure compatibility. Unlike the result of

standard explanation-based learning, the generalized structure in the lower right corner
represents a class of potential explanation structures and not a single fixed structure.%

The structure-generalizing algorithms presented in this thesis extend the EGGS algorithm %

[Mooney86], a standard domain-independent explanation-based generalization algorithm. In

EGGS. the resulting explanation structure is generalized by first stripping away the details of the

specific problem and then determining the most general unifier that allows the general pieces of

knowledge to be connected in the same way. This involves replacing the constants in the specific

explanation with constrained variables. The result is a new composite knowledge structure that

contains the unifications that must hold in order for the knowledge pieces to be combined in the ":"

given way. If the leaf nodes can be satisfied, the root (goal) node will also be satisfied. There is

%N2*no need to again reason about combining the pieces of knowledge together to achieve the goal.

Since a substantial amount of work can be expended constructing the original solution, the new

knowledge structure can lead more rapidly to a solution. The other domain-independent - '

explanation-based generalization algorithms operate basically the same. See [Mooney86.

Nlooney88] for further comparison.

When generalizing an explanation structure. the necessary unifications are determined.

However. importantly. the explanation structure is also reformulated so that additional pieces

of knowledge are incorporated.

An important issue in explanation-based learning, one that has received little attention, is

the question of how representative a sample problem is of future problems likely to be

encountered. Most research assumes that each sample problem is not anomalous, and. hence. its

generalization is worth saving because it will prove applicable to similar problems in the future. !

Often the criterion for learning is simply that the system could not solve the sample problem on '

its own. However care must be taken to prevent a system from being overloaded with acquired

concepts that will rarely be used. This issue of deciding when to learn is exacerbated when

generalizing the structure of explanations. because the final result is. roughly speaking.
..-

conceptually further away from the specific example. It is not appropriate to generalize

structure whenever possible. The two systems described in this thesis conservatively estimate

when generalizing the structure of explanations is appropriate. Determining the appropriatenes\

. %
Sb%

I
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of generalizing structure is a theme interwoven throughout this thesis and is also seen as an

important open research issue. -s

The next two sections introduce two approaches to the problem of generalizing the

structure of explanations. In these sections. the foclis of each system is described. As is typical

in the explanation-based learning paradigm. both of these systems address the acquisition of

structured knowledge chunks. In this thesis, these chunks of knowledge are termed schemata

[Chafe75]. and are similar in spirit to scripts [Cullingford78. Schank77]. frames [Charniak76.

NMinskv75] and macro-operators [Fikes72]. New schemata are built by usefully organizing other %

schemata. The two approaches focus on learning composite schemata useful in problem solving.

These composite schemata possess the desirable property that once one is selected, several

problem-solving steps can be carried out without the need for intervening search.

1.3. The Physics 101 System

The need for generalizing number in explanation-based learning was first articulated in %

[Shavlik85b]. an early report on the Physics 101 svstem. This system learns such concepts as

the general law of conservation of momentum (which is applicable to an arbitrary collection of " " ,

objects) by observing and analyzing the solution to a specific three-body collision. Physics 101 .

reasons about using mathematical formulae to solve problems in mathematically-based domains.

learning new concepts about these domains in the process.

Mathematically-based domains are an area where the strengths of explanation-based
%p.. .-

learning are particularly appropriate. because explanation-based learning supports the ,

construction of complicated concepts by analyzing how smaller concepts can be pieced together

to solve a specific problem. This process of combining small concepts to form larger ones is the

basis of progress in mathematical domains.

Understanding and generalization in Physics 101 are guided by analyzing the elimination

of obitacles in a specific problem. Obstacles are variables that preclude the direct evaluation of

the unknown. Cancelling these variables allows the determination of the value of the unknown.
One important feature of anal\z~ng 'ariable cancellation is that the generalization of number is

properly moti\.ated. (;eneralization occurs by performing the general versions of these

cancellations in the general world.

ANIR~
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The new calculation produced during generalization is often substantially more general, in

terms of its structure as well as its variables, than the specific calculation. The number of

entities, the identity of the operations performed. and the formulae applied may all be

generalized. Physics 101 offers a different perspective on the process of explanation-based "

generalization. Rather than directly using the explanation of the specific problem's solution, the

explanation of a specific calculation closely guides the construction of a general version of the "7

calculation, from which a new general concept may be extracted. No problem-solving search is

performed during the construction of the general calculation - construction deterministicall,

follows from the specific calculation. Hence. the process is relatively efficient.

The results obtained in the development of Physics 101 are applicable to several research .'

areas in addition to that of generalizing the structure of explanations. The next several

paragraphs view Physics 101 from the perspective of these additional topics within artificial ,,

intelligence.
e,

Learning Apprentices ,:

Symbolic mathematics systems, such as MACSYMA [Mathlabh3], MAPLE [Geddesh2],

REDUCE [Hearn,4]. and SNIP [WolframS3]. perform remarkable feats. Unfortunately these

svstems do not help in formulating an approach to a problem. improve their performance with

experience. automatically adapt to the idiosyncrasies of individual users. nor pro% ide

comprehensible explanations of .heir problem-solving steps. Largely this is because the bulk of

their mathematical knowledge is implicitly encoded ' ithin their algorithms (see [t-ateman5l

for a discussion of this).

Physics 101 is given descriptions of problems and. whenever possible. produces a solution. I
explaining how and ,xhy its solution works. When the system cannot solve a problem. it asks

t,, obser'.e a solution performed hV its human user. The .olution produced is analyzed anti. !I

p r.,.oed correct, generalized. The generalized prohlem-scling technique is then added to the

. knowledge base. thereby improving its luture problem-solving perlormance. A

iearr.inc s. stem such as Physics 101 can be incorporated into systems that perlorm s\ mbnol ."

n hem.atical computations to construct an expert aid for workers in mathematijallv-ba.ed

m'initi- Sli., lik Sa]. 13', initially observing the use of composite concepts - those derivaHit"

I r> . , main's first principles to e ct iienlv :O 'e prhleni - hee onc"t1101 can 1 e al r't

NV%



- by the system and used to rapidly solve similar problems in the future. In this vein.

Physics 101 can be viewed as a learning apprentice for domains based on mathematical

calculation.

% Learning apprentices have been defined [MitcheIl85] as

interacti'e knowledge-based consultants that directly assimilate new knowledge by observing

IN and analyzing the problem-solving steps contributed by their users in their normal use of the

system.

The incorporation of learning apprentices in practical problem solvers [Hill87, Minton86.

Mitchell85. O'Rorke87a, Segre87a, Shavlik87b. Wilkins86] is an active area of research in

machine learning. Chapter 11 presents empirical results relevant to the design of learning

apprentices.

Psychologically-Plausible Modelling

-". Physics 101 is intended to be a psychologically-plausible model of problem solving and

learning in mathematically-based domains [Shavlik85b, Shavlik86b, Shavlik87e]. It is proposed

that focussing on obstacle cancellation provides a way of understanding much of human
1- mathematical reasoning. This work investigates the transition from novice to expert problem

solver [Chii1. Chi82. LarkinSO]. The understanding and learning models proposed in

Physics 101 are particularly relevant for modelling the performance of humans with strong

mathematical abilities when they are learning concepts in a new mathematically-based domain.

\ ." such as physics. Developing a deep understanding in many domains is predicated on the ability

to comprehend the constraints inherent in mathematical formalisms that model the domain.

Intelligent Computer-Aided Instruction

*-" The application of techniques developed in artificial intelligence to the educational process

is a promising endeavor [SleemanS2. WengerS7]. Physics 101 is relevant to intelligent

* N computer-aided instruction in two ways [Shavlikh7a]. One. a model of a learning mechanism i,

proposed. This model predicts which types of sample problem solutions are difficult ",

understand and to generalize. The results of this work can be used to judge the pedagc'gocil

usefulness ot various sample solutions. Two. the data structures and algorithms in the mode',s

computer implementation might form the foundations ol practical intelligent tutors lr

maithieraitall\-ed domains.

11
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1.4. The BAGGER System
I

The Physics 101 system provides one solution to the problem of generalizing the structure "..

of explanations. However it is based on the semantics of mathematics and, hence. is not relevant "

to all domains. A second, domain-independent. approach to the issue of generalizing structure e".

has also been proposed [Shavlik&7c] and investigated in the BAGGER system [Shavlik87d]. In

this approach. the form of the explanation motivates generalizing its structure. - %

In BAGGER, observations of repeated application of a rule or operator indicate that

generalizing the number of rules in the explanation may be appropriate. However, alone this is

insufficient. To be conducive to number generalization there must be a certain recursie %

structural pattern. That is. each application must achieve preconditions for the next. For

example, consider stacking blocks. The same sort of repositioning of blocks occurs repeatedly. ,. 4

each building on the last. In BAGGER. the vocabulary of predicate calculus is adopted to

inve.tigate this notion of structural recursion. The desired form of structural recursion :s ,

manifested as repeated applikation of an inference rule in such a manner that a portion of each '"

consequent is used to satisfy some of the antecedents of the next application.

Once it chooses a rule on which to focus attention, the system determines how an arbitrary -^

number of instantiations of this rule can be concatenated together. This indefinite-length

collection of rules is conceptually merged into the explanation. replacing the specific-length

co'iection ol rules. and an extension of a standard explanation-based algorithm produces a new",k

rule rom the augmented explanation. A crucial shift in representation allows the new rule to

'; construc ted.. '

Nule> produced b% BAGGER ha\e the important property that their preconditions are

exnressed in terms of the initial state - they do not depend on the situations implied bv

ntermediate applications of the focus rule. This means that the results of multiple applicatior,.

-1 tile rule are determined bv rea soning only about the current situation. There is no need to

aFFrQ. the locus rule succeNsively. each time checking whether the preconditions for the nexs

ppi~icaii )n are satisfied. Thi.s :eads to a substantial gain in effbciencv.

\ em ririal derncnstration of the value of generalizing number in partic ular ind .5,*

xt'naroo, n--aed le.irnin.' in general has been performed. Three different prohlem soher, are

7::'.:reJ [ . , t e tn rn hA(,GFR and in imr-,ementittn k.f the V6(,S cxrlhnation-u,,ed-

12
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generalization algorithm. The third performs no learning. BAGGER outperforms both of the
04

other systems.

The ideas developed in the BAGGER system appear applicable to the problem of automatic ,

programming. The concise, unambiguous. and formalizable nature of computer languages makes

this field especially conducive to the advantages of an explanation-based approach to machine -,

learning [Hii187. Prieditis86, Steier87]. A promising approach to automatic programming is to

first explain how a specific problem can be solved, then produce a general algorithm by

." analyzing the solution in an explanation-based fashion. The iterative and recursive nature of

programming mean that many of the issues in generalizing number also occur in automatic

programming

1.5. Notational Conventions

Several notational conventions are followed in the text. tables, and figures of this thesis.

V " Predicate calculus notation is used - f (?x .?v) - rather than LISP notation - (f ?x ?v ).

Leading question marks indicate predicate calculus variables. To enhance readability, arithmetic

and equality terms are presented using infix notation (e.g.. ?x = 9y ). Unlike in the programming

language PROLOG, the case of names is indicative of nothing. Unless explicitly scoped. all

rf. variables are universally quantified. In figures representing proof trees, arrows run from the

antecedent of a rule to its consequent. When there are multiple antecedents to a rule, they are -4

implicitly conjunctively joined.

1.6. Thesis Organization

The rernainder of this thesis can be divided into two parts. Chapters 2 through 7 describe

the Physics 101 svstem, while chapters 3 through 11 present and analyze the BAGGER system.

These t'x o s'stems are largely independent and their descriptions can be read independently.

Chapter 2 presents a more detailed introduction to Physics 101, a complete problem-

sol\ing system that learns. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the process of explanation construction

and generalization. respectinelv. The use of acquired concepts is discussed in chapter 5. ,here
the 'zvstem'.s problem solver is described. Throughout these chapters an example involvmg the

acquisition ol the concept ot m,,mentum crnservation is used to illustrate the operation of the

s% stem. ('ha pter , nro' ide- the deta; 1,.f th.e . Stem's ma n1r alc r thms. linaltv. chapter-

1.
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contains the details of several Physics 101 examples. which further illustrate the system's

operation.

Chapter 8 provides a lengthier introduction to the BAGGER system and chapter 9 presents

the BAGGER generalization algorithm. Following that. chapter 10 contains a detailed

presentation of several examples. from a number of domains, addressed by the system. These

examples illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the BAGGER approach to learning. An

empirical analysis of explanation-based learning is described next. In chapter 11. the

performance of BAGGER is compared to an implementation of a standard explanation-based -."

generalization algorithm and to a problem-solving system that does not learn. In addition to

investigating the value of generalizing the structure of explanations, these e..periments address a ,

number of other issues in explanation-based learning. Information relevant to making decisions

,:hen designing an explanation-based learning system is reported. Two appendices follow which >. .- ,

c.ontain related information. Appendix A describes all of the rules used in the BAGGER

examples. ', hile appendix B contains additional statistics gathered in the empirical analysis of

explanation-based learning.

The thesis is concluded in chapter 12. In this chapter the major contributions of this .

research are re', iewed \ext. related approaches to generalizing the structure of explanations are

oescribed and compared to this .kork. Several open research issues are then described and

approaches to their solution are proposed.
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Chapter 2

Overview of the Physics 101 System

-. '-It in other sciences we should arrive at certainty without doubt and truth without error, it

behooves us to place tie foundations of knowledge in mathematics.

[ _Roger Bacon

All the mathematical sciences are founded on relations between physical laws and laws of

numbers, so that the aim of exact science is to reduce the problems of nature to the

determination of quantities bv operations with numbers.

James Clerk Maxwell

4, lalhemiatics is the queen of the scicnces. Carl Friedrich Gauss

Slathematicallv-based domain, present several unique challenges and opportunities for

machine learning. Many scientific and technical domains - physics, electronics. chemistry.

economic. - share the common formalism of mathematics, and much of the reasoning in these

field-, in'. Ies understanding the constraints inherent in mathematical descriptions.

' "lathematical model of real-world situations are constructed, and these mathematical

, ,absrjction,, are used to predict the behavior of the domain being modelled. Hence. solving

d uanti,,itr'e pr,,hlems in these domaim requires a competence in s'mbolic mathematlial'
* 15
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maniulaion Futherore sice atheatis i th undrlyng orml laguae. an%

mancipuation. Fhurtheronet serine mthesemais is th unorodlin forhmaticgags.an

The research reported here focusses on learning new concepts from examples in , .

mathematically-oriented domains, using the explanation-based learning paradigm. A computer

svsten. Physics 101. has been developed that embodies the theories of learning and problem .- ~

solving developed. The system is fully implemented and its performance is offered as an

illustration of a number of theoretical points. It is intended to model. in a psychologically- ' -

plausible manner, the acquisition of concepts taught in a first-semester college physics course

[ShavlikS5b, Shavlikh6b. Sha\ likh7e] - hence. the name Physics 101. The model assumes

competence in mathematics at the le'.el of someone wxho has completed a semester of calculus.

Because exrplanat icn-hbased learning requires extensive domain l'riowledge, it clearly is not

appropriate for all learning in a ne%, domain. However, it may be useful even in early learning a

if the new. domain relies heavily upon a domain for xhich the novice does have substantial

knowvledge. Because mathematics underlies manyv other domains, a novice with some

mzathematical sorhistica ioni may be able to make use of ex plana tion -based techniques without

extensive kne'.,. ledge ot the new, domain.

The ocu otthe implementation is not physics per e. \evltl nweg bu

physics; is in the s% stern. In fact. all of its initial ph:. sics knowledge is contained in a halt -dozen.

Or soc tormulae. which are listed later in this chapter. None of the system's algorithms utilizle

know"ledge about physics. except that w ,hich is captured in these initial physics formulae. -

Rather. the locus is on mathematical reasoning. and the domain of phvs~cs is Used as a testhed.

s;:nce ii i an eleg~ant domain that stresses, the W~e of COMpiiLated mathemat~cs. 1

There are three siiznifLaumt resa ,ts of t hi' -e, ear~ h. The irst is the no~tion of !,bvaIcle aflO -

::ieir 0iC.2' .Anal'. zing tfle 'n~lt~r the~e obstLacies fNcusses the svstei's attenti. fi

'Ii), 2 Jd, :earnr The s e~ond i> a ')liUtIn t- -,e rr hlem of generzilizino the siru,:tUre

-%'. .. atir T lhi rd. an i prroach , "he p.? a:'.gic&I problemr Dlngh( . k eIle7N '

L he!V1 . s7h. Shalt kS' in t\ 'lan-i - 6,:,td learrim. is, presernted. T1he nwwn tm i

~' o. c .ad e~ :0.0 2i'~Ariss . s h, UT~t'art~ an. _oeneralt'. -
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2.1. The Learning Model -

The model of learning used in the Physics 101 system is inspired by intuitions concerning , _s

the importance of concrete experiences when acquiring abstract concepts. In complex domains

like physics, people seem to understand general rules best if they are accompanied by

illustrative examples. A large part of most physics texts is taken up by examples and exercises.

Indeed, there is psychological evidence that a person who discovers a rule from examples learns

it better than one who is taught the rule directly [Egan74] and that illustrative examples ".-.

provide an important reinforcement to general rules Bransford76- Gick83]. -

Figure 2.1 illustrates the student model reflected in Physics 101. After a physical

situation is described and a problem is posed'. the an attempt to solve the problem is made.

Focus in this research is on the process of learning during a successful solution; particularly on

learning from a teacher's example. When the student cannot solve a problem. he requests a
DS

solution from his instructor. The solution provided must then be verified; additional details are •

requested when steps in the teacher's solution cannot be understood. The process by which the %
.'% ,

student understands an example is divided into two phases. First, using his current knowledge

about mathematics and physics, the student verifies that the solution is valid. At the end of this

[i n es Ciithe current''%'
Present yes:._

no eg
request Request and Verify
additional
information-- Teacher's Solution ,. ..

Explain Solution

Generalize Solution %

Update Knowledge-"

Figure 2.1 An Overview of the Learning Model

, .Y )*

Problems are expressed in the language of mathematics, not in ordinary English. The important problem %
ot translating -word problems" into mathematical descriptions is not addressed. Howevex, it has been ".
addressed in the work of others [Bundv9, Novak76. Palmer83].

0
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phase the student knows that his instructor's solution solves the current problem, but he does

not have any detailed understanding of why his teacher chose these steps to solve the problem.

During the second phase of understanding, the student determines a reason for the structure of

each expression in the teacher's solution. Especially important is understanding new formulae

encountered in the solution. After this phase the student has a firm understanding of how and

why this solution solved the problem at hand. In the third and final phase he is able to

profitably generalize any new principles that were used in the solution process. thereby

increasing his knowledge of classical physics. ,

2.2. Some Terminology

Before the concept of an obstacle can be motivated it is necessary to introduce some

terminology. The following definitions are used in Physics 101: . ,5

(1) A problem is a set of variables, with specifications of some of the properties of these

variables, together with a mathematical expression (called the unknown) for which the

value of some property is desired. (A single. isolated variable is the simplest form of an

unknown.) The properties of expressions can include such things as their value at specific

points or their dependence on some other variable, such as time.

(2) An unacceptable variable is one whose value for the desired property of the unknown is *.

also not knowxn. For example. if it is desired to know the value of the variable X at

time t . and the value of Y at time t is not known, then Y is an unacceptable variable in *

this problem. , %

(3) An equation -scIena is an inference rule which specifies a conjunction of antecedents (the "

preconditions) and a consequent (an equation). The equation can be used to rewrite terms 7 r..

in some expression. For example. the precondition of the equation I = 1 is that x be -o

X

non-t:ero.

(4 t\hblni-x,,ving ,ct'rnata describe strategies used to solve problems. They guide the

problem so). er in its task 0f applying equation schemata in order to solve the problem.

5 Back",ound kpnldgc on'ists of equation schemata describing general mathematical laws

e,. equ aiions of alcebra and calculus). equation schemata describing properties ot the

18
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domain at hand (e.g.. force = mass acceleration), problem-solving schemata. and

miscellaneous inference rules. The domain-specific equations specify the variables known

to the system (e.g. force, mass, and acceleration) that are not mentioned in the problem

description.
.11P

(6) A primary obstacle set for a problem is a group of unacceptable variables which, if the

values of their specified properties were known, would permit the system to solve the

problem (that is. determine the value of the unknown's property). The first obstacle set in

the problem contains those variables in the initial expression that are unacceptable. If this

set is empty, the problem is solved. As obstacles from the set are assigned values for the

requested property, they are eliminated from the primary obstacle set.

(7) The problem-solving task consists of rewriting obstacles using equation schemata, under the

guidance of solution schemata, until the primary obstacle set is empty.

2.3. Obstacles

Reasoning about obstacles plays a major role in the Physics 101 system. Consider how the

following informal example is cast in terms of obstacles. Assume the background knowledge b

includes reactions for forming heptane, carbon dioxide, and water:

CH 1 6 + heat 7C +8H, (2.1)

211, + 0, -- 211 0 + heat (2.2)
S.'%

C + 0 -- C 0 + hea (2.3)

Assume one is told that 3 moles of heptane burns completely to form carbon dioxide and

water (equation 2.4. with i = 3).NI
1%.

i C-11 ,+ j 0 , m C O, +n it,0 +heat (2.4-

The problem is to determine howk much oxygen is consumed in the reaction. In this case. the

initial primar> obstacle set is i .the designated unknow.n. Using rules 2.2 and 2.3 one can see

that it hoti ri and ?t are known. j would be determined, as j = rn + -_- Thus. {m . ,: ako

~~.; OA
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forms a primary obstacle set. Finally, rule 2.1 can be used to rewrite m and n in terms of i

m = 7i , n = 8i. Since the value of i is known, the primary obstacle set is now empty and the

problem is solved.

This solution is quite easy. No learning is necessary or appropriate, but it illustrates the I5,

idea of a primary obstacle set.

Often the designated unknown cannot easily be re-expressed in terms of acceptable

variables. A more interesting technique, and the technique focussed on, is to introduce new

obstacles or regroup existing variables in such a way that, after suitable rewriting, the obstacles

are cancelled. This type of mathematical reasoning supports many important domain concepts.

A later detailed example shows Physics 101 applying this technique to acquire the concept of "-

conservation of momentum.

For an intuitive grasp of the technique. consider the following elementary physics
0%problem:

A massless point particle of charge 16 esu experiences an attraction to a charged sphere whose

radius is 3 c-n . The particle is 7 cm from the surface of the sphere. The sphere's charge is
uniformly distributed about its surface with a density of 0.2 esu /c-n What is the force

experienced by the particle?

Assume the background knowledge includes the formula for the electrostatic force

between point charges, formulae for the volume and surface areas of a sphere. superposition of

forces. etc. There are two wavs to work this problem. The first is to grind through the

equations, performing a surface integral over the sphere of the force contribution of each

differential area. The second is to compute the total charge on the sphere and treat it as an

equivalent point charge located at the sphere's center.

The second solution is much simpler, but it is not immediatelv apparent from the

background knovledge that it is a valid solution. Somewhat sophisticated mathematical '

reasoning is needed to confirm this approach. Basically. it 'xorks for two reasons. First, due to

the symmetry of the situation, the net force on the particle lies on the line connecting the

particle and the center of the charged sphere. Forces in all other directions are cancelled.

Second. the particle is attracted to the near portion of the sphere just as much as the far portion.

This is a it counter-intuiti.e. Fven though the front ol the spnere is cloer to the rarticle, an%

.r.
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differential solid angle cone from the particle through the sphere intercepts a slightly larger area ,. ,%:.

on the far side than the near side. The larger size of the rear differential exactly balances the -s
closeness advantage of the front differential.

If a student is shown the second, easier solution, and if he can convince himself that the

simplifying transformation is correct. then he can learn an important new problem-solving .

technique. His performance will be improved for a class of conceptually similar, but possibly

superficially very different problems.

The notion of obstacles is central to determining the range of applicability of the new

concept. The concept's generality is dictated by the generality of the inference rules 0

participating in obstacle cancellation. Any problem which allows the same obstacle cancellation WP

treatment will be covered by the new concept. The trick works, for example. in a problem

involving a gravitational force instead of electrostatic force - both are inverse square forces. but

it would not work if the particle were inside the sphere as the obstacle cancellation structure is .

no longer supported.

This notion of a primary obstacle set will be illustrated in more detail later. For now it is

sufficient to understand that it is a set of unacceptable variables, descended from the designated .

unknown, which together would allow a value to be attributed to the desired property of the

designated unknown. The task in problem solving is to circumvent the need to kno, the "

properties of these obstacles. The additional notion of secondary obstacles will be discussed

later..Note that secondary obstacles are not simply descendents of descendents of the designated '.e.

unknown. These are also primary obstacles. Rather, the term secondary obstacles is used to .% %

refer to obstacles unavoidably introduced during the process of cancelling primary obstacles. ", -

2.4. Special-Case Schemata %a""'

Acquiring the definition of a nev. concept is only half of the problem faced b a machine

learning system. To usefully contribute to improved problem solving, the system must be able

to later apply the new concept effectively. That is. the concept must be operational [.Mostc h 3 '.

There is a trade-off between operationalitv and generality of contepts. For example.

suppose one has the goal of alleviating his hunger. Compare tvo possible schema'a lr

satisfying this goal. One schema might be eat-at-Chc:-lean. ,hich specifies that eating at an

21
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expensive restaurant would suffice. This schema includes such preconditions as being hungry

for French food, having a lot of money, wanting to eat after seven pm (the time it opens). and

*having three hours to spare for dinner. A second problem-solving schema is eat-at-restaurant.

It applies to many different restaurants. Preconditions are specified as constraints among

potential bindings for schema variables rather than actual values. Thus. instead of specifying lo

French food. seven pm. and three hours. it states the mutual interdependence among the

restaurant chosen, quality of food, type of food, and price.

The second schema is more general than the first. One can apply the second at McDonald's.

Pop's Malt Shop, and China Inn, as well as Chez Jean. Although subsumed by the second, the

first schema is more efficient to apply. If one knows that applying the Che:-Jean schema leads ""

to a satisfactory solution, one need not solve the potentially difficult constraint satisfaction 6

problem posed by the precondition structure of the more general restaurant schema. *,"

"What underlies this generality? It is achieved by calling the problem solver to create and

select among consistent sets of alternative variable bindings needed to satisfy the schema's
€.

preconditions. This problem-solving must be done at the time the schema is applied. It cannot . ","

be "pre-compiled'" since binding any of the schema variables reduces the schema's applicability.

Internal problem sol 'ing refers to this kind of "application-time" problem solving. Performing :."

internal problem solving is not free. It requires resources of time and eflort. Thus, the more *. , .

internal problem solving, the greater the potential generality, but the less operational the

resulting schema. , ,

In learning a new schema. it would seem that the system must x ei-l operationalit\ ,

against generality. to'kever. this need not be the case. By acquiring several schemata. " "

operationalitv can be preserved without sacrificing generality. In addition to the general schema.

specializations of the concept. called spfvcial-case scliernata. are formed and stored. In

section 4.4. a method for forming special cases, which guarantees improved operationalitv and

.telds s~hemata with potentially high utilit', is presented.

2.5. Initial Knowledge of the System

Physics 101 pos.esses a large number ol rnathematiial rrohlem-- 1 Ing technique. I )r

example. i1 can s\ mbolicallv integrate expressins, Lancel variahles, per!orm arthmelit. ,n(4

rc),J~ L)1r1.s 11utizin knov~n lormullie. fIgIu're 2.2 c-on tin a CI tl I fit' ". ste%
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hierarchy of calculation techniques. A calculation step may either rearrange the entities in the

current expression, simplify the current expression, or replace terms in the expression by

substituting formulae. Rearrangement involves such things as moving constants into and out of

integrals and derivatives. Simplification involves algebraic cancellation, numerical calculation.

, .and the solving of calculus. The formulae that may be used to replace variables existing in an

•* ,expression are determined by the domain being investigated. Chapter 5 contains further details

on the different strategies for substituting formulae.

~.Figure 2.3 contains some of the general mathematical rewrite rules known to the system.

Note some formulae belong to more than one category, depending on use. (Terms beginning

with a question mark are universally quantified variables.)

Figure 2.4 contains the initial physics formulae provided to the system, along with the

conditions on their applicability. The first two formulae in figure 2.4 define the physical

concepts of velocity (V ) and acceleration (A ). An object's velocity is the time rate of change of

-. " FactorAlgebra

S6DistributeAlgebra

' Re rr ,e ConstantslntoCalculus
geL"r ConstantsOutOf Calculus

SeparateCalculus

/."* CombineCalculus
. integrate

SolveCalculus intate" Differentiate

SolveMat MultiplyNumbersCalculate

Clua '" SolveArithmetic AddNumbers
, .. ,Simplif ySimplify Removeldentities

NultiplyByZero

< CancelAlgebra- SubstAdd Iden ti ties

SubstMultldentities
SubstToCancel

SubstSameType SubstToMultlyZero

SubstFormulae ubst Values < SubstZeroinSum

SubstCalculus SubstOnelnProduct- '," " Suhstillindly

.

. - Figure 2.2 Some of the System's Mathematical Techniques

It* .O
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?expression - ?expression = 0

Problem-Solving Schema: SubstAddldentities

?expression + 0 = ?expression

Problem-Solving Schema: Removeldentities

?expression /expression = 1

Problem-Solving Schema: SubstMultldentities
Preconditions: NOT(ZereValued('expression )) d P

1 * ?expresszo-z = ?eipression

Problem-Solving Schema: RemoveIdentities
/,.

f ("irde'eicdeit * ?expression ) d'x = ?independen: f expression d'x

Problem-Solving Schema: ConstantsOutOfCalculus
Preconditions: IndependentOf(?mndependent, Ix

( 7ex ression 1 + ?exp-ession ) d?x = d ?expression -- a ?ex'ress:on

Problem-Solving Schema: SeparateCalculus

,i.4" .4*.s io ~ =

: 2eN.-ess nression - ?exession 2 ) dx

Problem-Solving Schema: CombineCalculus

d "e~xr'-s!,i' = n 'expression d 'eX:ress1orz -- .

Problem-Solving Schema: Differentiate
Preconditions: Number('n )

r p

& "-e'.o d'. = de'end x --+ co('a"Z "

Problem-Solving Schema: Integrate

Preconditions: IndependentOf( 'rdependert.

Figure 2.3 Sample Mathematical Rewrite Rules

.
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Preconditions: .M ember(?i.Objeczszn World) A IsaComponent(?c)

A .c(r ) = -d)

Preconditions: Member( ?i .Obj ecsln World ) A IsaComponent ( ?c)

F nez ,i, (t) = Al, 1 * A z,'c P r

Preconditions: Member( ?iObjecrsln World) A IsaComponent(?c) A IsaTime(?t)

Fnet.it .'c ext...c () ,i,,c

.1" 5'*Preconditions: Member(?i.Objectsln World) A IsaComponent(?c) A IsaTime(?t)

vu,1.1 (It F ., F 1 C Oc(
I E ObjectsInWorid

*G Preconditions: Member( ?i.Objeczsln World) A IsaComponent( ?c) A IsaTime (?t)
S.

@ Preconditions: Member(?i.Objectsln World) A Member(?j. ObjectslnWorld) A

."r ?i d ?j / IsaComponent(?c) A IsaTime(?t)

Figure 2.4 The Initial Physics Formulae of the System

-. its position (X) and its acceleration is the time rate of change of its velocity. Newton's second

and third laws are also included. (Newton's first law need not be included because it is a special

case of his second law.) The second law states that the net force (F) on an object equals its

mass (Al) times its acceleration (A ). The net force is decomposed into two components: the

external force (F,.,) and the internal force (F,,, ). External forces result from any external

- fields (e.g.. grav ity') that act upon objects. Object ?i 's internal force is the sum of the forces the
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other objects in the world2 exert on object ?i These inter-object forces are constrained bv

Newton's third law. which says that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. I

Position, velocit acceleration, and force are spatial vectors. Hence one of their arguments., .

(?c) indicates which vector component is being discussed (x, y .or z ). All of these physical ,

variables are functions of time. Mass, however, is a time-independent scalar. It is only indexed

by the physical object whose mass is being specified.

When a problem is described, the number of objects in the world is specified. At this time. .

summations (7_'s) and products (fl's) in the known formulae are expanded. For instance, if

there are three objects in a world, the second from last equation in figure 2.4 becomes: ,
*,-' %,

[ , , .'c (?t) = 1.1 .'C (r ) + F,1  2. z,'c (?t )

Preconditions:

Permutation(?i 7J 1 "j 21. 1Objeczslr.World ) A IsaComponeni(?c I IsaTime('t ) .-'
q%

Expanded equations are produced because of their greater psychological-plausibility as a model C

of learning by a college freshman. ,

World-specific equations can also be provided when a new problem is posed. For example.

it may be stated that the external force on object k is M4 g X4. While formulae of these

types may be used in solutions to specific examples, they could unnecessarily con' train .

generalization, since they do not hold in all worlds. The handling of expanded and problem-

specific formulae during the generalization process is discussed in chapter 4. - ""

2.6. Summary

This chapter provides an overview of the Physics 101 s\sten. a system that periorms .-

explanation-based learning in mathematicall\-oriented domains. It presents the mocel o:

learning employed, defines terms used in the next few chapters. introduces the importan,

concept of an obstacle, introduces the concept of special-case schemata, and presents the :nit;al

knowledge of the svstem. . -

The term ..o-, is used to tli to ph\,i tal ' mS and %iuations. The lclm \v,.*- ' i c',1\,i :0

rcferring to compliter poL!rams..
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- The following five chapters elaborate these issues. The next chapter discusses the

explanation of mathematical calculations. Chapter 4 describes the way in wxhich these

N explanations are generalized, further motivates the need for generalizing the structure of

,,explanations, and discusses how special cases are constructed. One important reason for learning
is to enhance problem-solving performance [Simon83]. Chdpter 5 contains a discussion about

the system's problem solver, including how Physics 101 uses the new schemata it acquires. The

following chapter, chapter 6. contains the details of the system's major algorithms. Finally.

chapter 7 presents additional examples processed by the system and discusses the issues

- addressed by these examples.
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3.1. A Sample Problem

In the one-dimensional problem shown in figure 3. 1. there are three balls moving in free

space, without the influence of any external forces. (Nothing is specified about the forces

between the balls. Besides their mutual gravitational attraction, there could be a long-range 4

electrical interaction and a very complicated interaction during the collision.) In the initial state

(state A) the first ball is moving toward the other two, which are stationary. Some time later -

(state B) the second and third balls are recoiling from the resulting collision. The task is to

4- determine the velocity of the first ball after the collision.

Physics 101 cannot solve this problem with only the schemata shown in figure 2.4.

dInitially, the formula V _ X is tried .which leads nowhere, then the solution steps presented
dt4

in figure 3.2 are attempted. The system~s problem solver is incomplete, for reasons detailed in

chapter 5. One source of incompleteness occurs because the problem solver never performs two

State A

BallB.1 ___ BaI2Bl 3

V I M/ s V=m/ M=r/S

Figure 3.1 A Three-Body Collision Problem
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1 Subs*SameType P I ( t ) di

Figure 3.2 The Failed Solution Attempt

unmotivated ("blind") substitutions consecutively. The problem solver possesses no motivated., -

strategy to lead it past line 2 in figure 3.2. and asks for a solution from its teacher.

~The teacher's solution to the collision problem can be seen in figure 3.3. WNithout being"

explicitlyv stated, the principle of conservation of momentum is being invoked. as the" ,'

momentum (M\ x V') of the balls at two different times is equated. This equation is not aI

variation of any formula known to the system (figure 2.4). A physically-consistent . ,

,.

.9€

3.2. Verif ying a Teacher's Solution "" L"

-

In order to accept a teacher's answer. the system must verify each of the steps in the , °

solution. Besides being mathematicall, correct, the calculations must be consistent %kith its "

domnain-specific knowledge. To be %alid, each of the solution steps must be assigned to one o,'

the followving four classifications. . ,-

(3-p (-5 " = V ,.+ (3 1 ) + (5 -g ( " )

V, t3

Figure 3.3 The Teacher's Solution

30



(1) Instantiation of a known formula: force =mrass X acceleration is an example of this

type. 
-

(2) Definition of a new variable in order to shorten later expressions:

resistance = voltage / current would fall in this category.

(3) Rearrangement of a previously-used formula. These equations are mathematical variants

of previous steps. The replacement of variables by their values also falls into this

category.

(4) Statement of an unknown relationship among known variables. These steps require full

justification, which the system performs symbolically by reasoning about algebra and

calculus. Only the steps in this category are candidates for generalization.

* Physics 101 possesses several methods for verifying equations falling into category 4.

Two are suggested when the two sides of an equation only differ as to the time at which they

are evaluated (a condition satisfied by the initial equation in figure 3.3). One method this

suggests is to determine if the common form underlying each side of the equation is constant /-V

with respect to time. This can be done by seeing if its derivative is zero. The second suggested

method is to determine how the underlying form explicitly depends on time. If time can be

made explicit, it is easy to see if it is valid to equate the expression at two different times. This

method can handle more situations than the first, and is the one used by Physics 101 to -

understand the teacher's solution.

Figure 3.4 illustrates three possible forms of the underlying time-dependent expression.

The expression could be periodic, and hence could be equated at times separated by some number

Ftt) t

Figure 3.4 Equating an Expression at Two Times

%
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of periods. Alternatively, the expression could be parabolic. Here there would be some r

quadratic relationship between times where it is valid to equate the expression. A third-
.V ~

possibility is that the expression is constant with respect to time. In this last case, it is valid to

equate the expression at any two times.

Once the system selects a method for verifying a new equation, it must perform the

mathematics necessary to determine any additional information required by the method. For/ i.

example. it may need to determine the derivative of an expression or legally eliminate all the

terms whose time-dependence is not know. In this phase. Physics 101 is a mathematical

problem solver.

The actual calculations of the system appear in figure 3.5. The goal is to convert, via a

series of equality-preserving transformations, the top expression into an equivalent expression

whose time dependence is explicit. Once this is done, the system can determine if figure 3.3's1

equation 1 is valid. (The top expression in figure 3.5 is called the left-hand side of the N,

calculation. while the other expressions are termed right-hand sides.)

Three qualitatively different strategies are used during various stages of problem solving.

The first strategy is to apply operators that will lead to definite progress toward the goal.

Attention is focussed by this strategy as long as some operator in this class is applicable. When

clear progress cannot be achieved, the problem solver must decide how best to proceed. The

seodstrategy is then invoked to select operators that preserve important characteristics of the

current problem. These operators are likely to keep the problem solver from diverging sharply'

from the goal while possibly enabling the application of operators by the first strategy. When

the problem solver can follow neither of the first two strategies, the third strategy of arbitrarily

apply.ing legal operators is used. This problem-solving model is described more fully in-

chapter 5. There, several mathematical calculation operators used under each strategy are-

described.

The annotations to the left of the expressions in figure 3.5 are produced by the system.

These annotations indicate which of Physics 101's problem -solving schemata (figure 2.2) is used N.

to perform each calculation step. In the first step, the formulae substitutions are not chosen inI%0

%5



1. 1.-- - - - -x + 2 2- + 3 3, x

SubstSameType Al .I fA ( + 2d + , d N 3 f3,

Fne~~ (r ~ i + 2 f, f rw3x

2 SubstToCancel fA dt 2Mf' - + 3 - dt

*-3 ConstsOutCalculus =-fe, ( )dt + - fr2x(1) di + - F, ,x( d

* 4 SubMultIdentities = fFi 1. (di + IfF,2,.e (I )dt + 1fn,~( d

5 Rernoveldenti ties = JF, (I) d, + iF,,, (t (di + JFn,. 3 , (t ) di

6 SubsiSameTyp f x ,, (0 ) + Firnt I., (t ))di + f(,,.2.. (t + Fit (i )dr

+ fJ(F,, .3.,i + F,,,,3 , (1 )) d,

-SubstSameTvpe =f(Fe..,, 1 "( (t ) + F 2 1 ,%(i )+F 3 1 ., (1 9si + I( F,, 2 x.i +F 12.x (t)- F 3 . 2 ., (0 )di

A+ J(Fe,t, ,3 (ix + F 1 . 3. x ( + F2 1, 3. r

8SubstToCancel fex,1. F, 1 ,0) +F 3 .1 ,,o d, +Jf(F., 2 v(r F 2 1 ,,(1+ F 3 .2 .(rdri

e,3x -F 3 ,1 , ( - 3 ., (t ()) dt

F%
9 CornbineCalculus = j e (i + F 2 1 xh + F 3 .1 .jr + Fexy,2, (r)- F,. 1. + F +%.2

+ Fe,, 3 x (1)-F 3 . 1. (h F 3  1., 0 )) d, t

1I, SubAddldentities = ( F". J.(r) + 0 -k. + 0 k '+F-g()+ ~ ~ t)d

12 Removeldentities =PJF"I., + F,.2. (t)+ Few,, 3 ., (:Idr

f-

14 AddNumbers fo0 kg er dt

15 Integrate = corista -t

Figure 3-5 Verifying the First Equation in Figure 3.3
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support of a variable cancellation.' In the next step, the formulae substitutions are chosen

because the mass terms can be cancelled. Before this cancellation can take place, however, the

cancelling terms must be brought together. The calculation continues in a like manner until all %

the unknown variables are eliminated. Then the known values are substituted and the ensuing r

arithmetic and calculus is solved. Since the initial expression is constant, it can be equated at

any two times. Equation 1 of figure 3.5 is valid.

3.3. Explaining Solutions

At this point, the system has ascertained that its teacher's use of a new equation is indeed

valid. Figure 3.5 can be viewed as an explanation structure. Underlying the calculation are a 4:

large number of equation schemata, along with their associated preconditions. These schemata
1'

justify the transformations from one line to the next. Between each pair of consecutive "

expressions are the equation schemata (and their preconditions) used to rewrite one expression

into the next. This is illustrated in figure 3.6. The left side of this figure shows the general -

NOT(ZeroValued(a)) -

Y YY
equationj equation k equation, LHS = expri_ 1  a / a - 1 c a / a + b

4''

LHS = expri  x I + b

Figure 3.6 The Underlying Structure of a Calculation

2 Initially, the system chooses to replace the velocities by the derivative of the positions. This leads
nowhere and the system backtracks. No other backtracking occurs during the calculation of figure 3.5. -
The system is guided by the goal of cancelling variables, which greatly reduces the amount of unneces-arv
substitutions during problem solving.
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structure existing between consecutive expressions. while the rigM al presentsasipe

concrete example.

However, although figure 3.5 constitutes a perfectly acceptable explanation of tbe solution

to the specific example of figure 3. 1. the underlying explanation does not directly suffice to

produce the proper general concept. Applying a standard explanation-based generalization

algorithm does produce a generalization of the specific solution (see section 4.2). and a number ,

of attributes of the problem are generalized. For example. the result does not only apply to

colliding balls - it applies to situations involving any type of physical object. Nor does the

problem have to be in the x -direction, since none of the schemata used to tie the calculation

together constrain the component of the variables. A third property generalized is that the

external forces need not individually be zero. All that step 15 of figure 3.5 requires is that the

external forces sum to zero. However, since the explanation structure is not generalized, one

unfortunate aspect of the specific example remains. The new law only applies to physical

situations involving three objects. Without that property. adding the M V terms of three

objects will not lead to the complete cancellation of internal forces of the objects. The

preconditions of the new schema would insist on a three-object world without external forces.

because only then will the sum of three momentumn terms always be constant across time. *

Unfortunatelv this result is not broadly applicable. The system would need to learn separate

rules when it encountered a four-object system. a five-object system. etc.

In order to produce the proper generalization to N. the system must determine a reason for9

including each variable in this equation. This will determine which variables are required in its *'

general formi.

In the explanation process. Physics 101 determines how the value of the desired property

*%
of te curen prolems unnow is btaned.As tate earier theprolem' unnownis.he ..%

expression about which the value of some property is being sought: in the sample problem. V I is -

the unknown and its value in state B is being sought. During this process, the system

determines the role of each variable in the initial expression of the calculation.
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During a calculation one of three things can happen to a variable: '

(1) its value can be substituted.

(2) it can be symbolically replaced during a formulae substitution, or%

(3) it can be cancelled. '

Understanding and generalizing variable cancellation drives Physics 101. The system can

identify the first five of the following six types of variable cancellations:

additive identity

These are algebraic cancellations of the form x -x =0. Line 10 in figure 3.5 contains two%

additive cancellations.

mltiplicative identity .

These are algebraic cancellations of the form x /x =1. Line 4 in figure 3.5 involves two
J4

multiplicative cancellations. Z d

mltiplication by :ero S

These are cancellations that result from an expression (which may contain several

variables) being multiplied by zero. None appear in figure 3.5.

integration (to a number)

This type of cancellation occurs when variables disappear during symbolic integration.

When integration produces new variables (other than the integration constant), this

calculation is viewed as a substitution involving the original terms. No cancellations of

this type appear in figure 3.5.

differentiation (to a number) -

This is analogous to cancellation during integration.

assumed ignorable
A tem cn b addtivly gnord bcaue itis ssued t beappoximtel zeo o

Autrmican eadtively ignored because it is assumed to be approximately zer o or

One of the most important aspects of using mathematical techniques to solve real-wvorld

problems is knowing how to create a mathematically tractable problem out of a given
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situation. Learning how to do this by observing successful problem solvers produce a

useful approximation to a complicated problem is an area for future research. A system

that uses its knowledge about valid approximations to learn approximate solutions to %
intractable problems is presented in [Bennett8 7).%

3.4. Understanding Obstacles

. Recall that obstacles are expressions appearing in a calculation but whose values are not

known. Primary obstacles are obstacles descended from the unknown. In the momentum

problem the only primary obstacles not replaced in a formula substitution are F 2 .1 and F 3 . 1. If

the value of the desired property of each of the primary obstacles were known, the value of the

* . unknown's desired property would be specified. The system ascertains how these obstacles are

eliminated from the calculation. Cancelling obstacles is seen as the essence of the solution

strategy. because when all the obstacles have been cancelled the value of the unknown's desired

property can be easily calculated.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the concept of primary obstacles. The goal in this sample problem is

to determine the value of V I. Since this is not known, the problem is transformed to that ofa

finding A 1 (for simplicity, the integral sign is ignored here). However, the value of A 1is not

known either. This leads to the substitution of ,,, .1 divided by MI. The mass is known. but

the net force is not. The net force is then decomposed into two components - a known external

force and an unknown internal force. Finally, the internal force is further decomposed into its

V1

F, + F.l

I U

F, 1 F 3 .1

'pFigure 3.7 Decomposing the Unknown
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constituents. These two inter-object forces are the obstacles to knowing the value of V I.,
7

Physics 101 needs to determine how the solution in figure 3.3 circumvents the need to know the

value of these two variables. *

-4

Figure 3.8 contains the cancelation graph for the three-body collision problem. This data " "

structure is built by the system during the understanding of the specific solution. It holds the

information that explains how the specific example's obstacles are eliminated from the .

calculation. This information is used to guide the generalization process described in the next

chapter.

To reason about a calculation, Physics 101 must be able to distinguish different instances

of the same variable. For example the MI introduced in line 2 of figure 3.5 plays a different ' .

role than the M appearing in the left-hand side of the equation. In the system, variables are

oV,x(t)

obstacleSet *

7F, x(t) M ,Fx3,1,t(t)
cancellers cac es

blocker\

I F2,1,,(O 2 M1 8F3,1,,(t)
produce cancellers prdcer

blockers blockers

oV2x(t) I 2M 2 I I 2M3 I oV3. (t)'"-

oMM,obsiacleSel cancellers NApo c:carcellers osacleSel
ockers obsaceSe poue blockrs

I 0 M21 (I1M 3 )
obsiacleSet producer obstacleSet \ roducer producer

F3 ,2 ,,(t) 8 F 3.2 ,x(t) %

cancellers". ,.,IN

Figure 3.8 The Cancellation Graph
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marked to record in which solution step they first appear. This information is recorded in the

above cancellation graph (and in subsequent cancellation graphs) by the subscript preceding a

variable. Variables originating in the left-hand side are prefixed with zeroes.

To understand the calculation, the system first determines that the primary obstacles

F 2 . ,., and F 3 . . are eliminated by being additively cancelled. Although cancelled additively.

these variables descended from a multiplicative expression (A = .Hence. th system must

determine how they are additively isolated. Multiplication by M, performed this task. So an
S.

explanation of the M I term in the left-hand side expression of figure 3.5* is obtained. "-

The next thing to do is to determine how the terms that additively cancel F 2 1, and

F 3 , 1. are introduced into the calculation. F 2 , 1. is cancelled by a force descended from V2

This F2 , .,, too, must first be additively isolated. Physics 101 discovers that the left-hand

side's M 2 performs this isolation. The system now has explanations for the M 2 and the V2

terms in the left-hand side. Similar reasoning determines the role of M 3 and V 3 .

Cancellation of the primary obstacles requires the presence of additional variables on the

* left-hand side of the equation. These extra terms may themselves contain obstacle 'variables.

These are called secondary obstacles. The system must also determine how these obstacles are

eliminated from the calculation. The elimination of the secondary obstacles may in turn require

the presence of additional variables in the left-hand side expression, which may introduce

additional secondary obstacles. This recursion must terminate, however, as the calculation is

known to have eliminated all of the unacceptable terms.

" Cancelling the inter-object forces involving ball 1 introduced one secondary obstacle -

F 3,2 , . This secondary obstacle was additively cancelled by a force descended from V,

.-.,~. Cancelling this secondary obstacle produced no new obstacles.

Once the system determines how all of the obstacles in the calculation are cancelled.

generalization can occur. At this time. Physics 101 can also report any variables in the left-

hand side of a calculation that are irrelevant to the determination of the value of the unknown.

Those variables not visited during the construction of the cancellation graph are not necessary,

even though they are present in the teacher's solution.

k~t '.
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The following describes the categories involved in understanding obstacles and their

circumvention. More details on these categories are provided in chapter 6. which presents the

system's algorithms.

Obstacles P

As defined above, obstacles are variables that cannot appear on the final right-hand side of

the current calculation. There are two types of obstacles: primary obstacles are descended -

from the problem's unknown; secondary obstacles are by-products of the cancellation of

obstacles.

There are several types of variables associated with obstacle elimination.

Obstacle Blockers ""

These are variables preventing additive or multiplicative access (depending on the manner

of cancellation) to an obstacle. For example, in figure 3.5 M, is preventing additive access ."

to the obstacle F, Blockers must first be eliminated before the obstacle can be

cancelled. ,"

Obstacle Partners

These are variables that must be present in combination with the obstacle in order for the

obstacle to be cancelled.

Obstacle Cancellers

These are the variables that directly cancel an obstacle. Finally, in order to check for

secondarv obstacles, the producers of variables must be known.

Producers

The producer of a variable is the variable(s) in the left-hand side of a calculation that.

through the application of a series of rewrite rules, ultimately lead to the its existence. '

3.5. Summary

This chapter discusses the construction of explanations in mathematically-based domains. "

An approach to categorizing and then embellishing teacher-provided solutions is presented first. -

Lquations in a teacher's solution that are seen as containing something significantly new are

40l
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expline indetail, during which the system performs some focussed problem solving. Once the

system ascertains that an interesting solution step is mathematically correct, a more abstract

explanation of the step is constructed. This abstract explanation is needed if Physics 101 is to

produce the proper generalization. Simply applying standard explanation-based learning

techniques to an explanation based on the mathematical rewrite rules used is not sufficient.

Rather. the fuller explanation is required to guide the construction of the general version of the

* calculation. In the fuller explanation. the manner by which the calculation eliminates the ~

obstacles in the calculation is recorded. The goal of eliminating the general versions of these

- obstacles leads to the necessary restructuring of the original calculation and to a new, general

concept. The generalization process is the topic of the next chapter.

0, %_ALP.
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cancellation graph. In other words, the structure of the explanation of the specific problem's

solution is generalized. The three-body collision example is used to illustrate the generalization

process.

The system starts with the generalized unknown, V'" ', ,c (?arg).1 It then performs the

general versions of the specific formulae substitutions that produced the first of the primary

obstacles. This can be seen, for the collision problem, in figure 4.1.2

While the general equation schemata are being applied, a global unification list is

maintained, in the manner of the EGGS system [Mooney86]. This process determines how the

terms in the new general formulae used must relate to ones already in the general calculation.

For example. ?arg in the generalized unknown is constrained to be t and ?n is constrained to

be 1, since the first step of figure 4.1 applies the second equation of figure 2.4 to the generalized

unknown. Unifications that are needed to satisfy the preconditions of the equation schemata are

also maintained.

• ; V~s. c(t)

(1) =fA,, (t

(2) =d Jf ..

-(3) 1 . ,sf ?S7c(t)dt

2 '(6) = (F,,t s, 7c (t) + Fit, 7s, ?c ( di %t

(7) f ( t+F F''C.(t) +F) di

SM" 
e Objectsin Woi Id.e"J a

Figure 4.1 Introdiiction of the Primary Obstacles

' sThe variables used in this chapter are defined in section 2.5.

2 The figures that follow, except figure 4.5, are verbatim transcriptions of actual outputs of the

e. implemented system. The numbers associated with each line refer to the calculation steps of figure 3.5.
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Recall from section 3.4 that the inter-object forces are additively cancelled in the specific

case. Hence, the next generalization step is to additively isolate each inter-object force. M,5 is I

introduced into the left-hand side of the general calculation in order to accomplish this isolation.

Figure 4.2 presents this generalization step. S

At this point the general versions of the primary obstacles are isolated for additive

cancellation. To perform this cancellation, those terms that will cancel the intra-object forces :. "
must be introduced into the general calculation. The system determines that in the specific

solution each inter-object force acting on ball 1 is cancelled by the equal-but-opposite inter- ' -

object force specified by Newton's third law. I

In the general case. all of the other objects in a situation exert an inter-object force on

object ?s. All of these inter-object forces need to be cancelled. In the specific case. M 2 X V 2 , IV.,#.

produced and isolated the additive canceller of F 2.1 while M 3 X " 3 produced and isolated the (
additive canceller of F 3, 1. So to cancel object ?s 's inter-object forces, an M, X V1 term must

come from every other object in the situation. Figure 4.3 presents the introduction of the '\ .

f I,
M V A, 7ct)d

(1) =MP, fA,,,,jta *?...._~

f Fne . .( t

(2) le , Is. 'C

(31 f F,, di

f ":e .
(S fFn, ".), d.

b) =(p• ~ ~ '')d -, -.f Fqe 4 5  d 1CfJ(Fe,, 'S. C! + F Zn s c
(7) + E F t

Figure 4.2 Introduction of N1,, to Additively Isolate the Primary Obstacles., ..
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summation that produces the terms that cancel object ?s's inter-object forces. Notice how the

goal of cancellation motivates generalizing the number of objects involved in this expression.

Once all the cancellers of the generalized primary obstacle are present, the primary

obstacle itself can be cancelled. This is shown in figure 4.4. which is a continuation of figure 4.3 '

(the last line of figure 4.3 is repeated in figure 4.4).

M?$V71 ?c(t Mj Vj.'C(t)
j eObjectsln 'World

(1) =M" P7,2C t d + Mj fAj,,c(t:d

(2) =M" d + E Al M ni ~ ct

L , .. . . .ne .. . . . . .... . . . . . . "J

S J ' S ]

(3) fS.,.',td +f n1j.ctd

" ,:. :%:

(4) 1 lfFn,.' c (}t) d, + Z I f F,,t I (t(hdt
A Is

(5) fFn,,s 'c~t)dt + ,f Ft, J 4(.)d

-,

. (6) = f (Fcae caitn + Fotivate g 'Cnri) dt + E f obec(t + nlved inth e
7 ~S

(7) = F'7.I (t + F1 * t . d ) + 1: f (F, , j t + Z F_ j c (t )dt

Figure 4.3 Introduction of the Cancellers of the Primary Obstacles

.5.,

-:; ,.

f: M ,,,, t + E F, V t + Z ft (F.'.t"7 F. c(t

f (Fr =M,, )ciILJ + E , c G) + Z [Fa,, 'C +e (t +i
,we 7 S Lk 1

(10) =frF, c(t + 0 kFg + (t)+ F .F.1t(I)])d.

S S 4 'S

Figure 4.4 Cancellation of the Primary Obstacles

-.. ,'V ( . ,,() , ,)'+ Z f ,.,:, + Z ,,,( a
"%h

,o4f5,,,,+Zr,,() [,., ., & . q -

U.%

".
(lo = F,,,, c~z +ok...... + F~x c~t + F . ', .)])
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Now that the primary obstacles are cancelled, the system checks to see if any secondary

obstacles have been introduced. As can be seen in figure 4.4. the inter-object forces not

involving object ?s still remain in the expression. These are secondary obstacles. Figure 4.5

graphically illustrates these remaining forces in a situation containing N objects. All of the

forces acting on object ?s have been cancelled, while a force between objects j and k still

appears whenever neither j nor k equal ?s. This highlights an important aspect of generalizing

* to N. Introducing more entities may create new interactions that do not appear and, hence. are

A not addressed in the specific example. This issue is further elaborated in the discussion of the

BAGGER system.

Physics 101 cannot eliminate the remaining inter-object forces if the specific example only . 4.

involves a two-object collision. The system does not detect that the remaining forces all cancel

one another, since in the two-object example there is no hint of how to deal with these I

secondary obstacles. A collision involving three or more must be analyzed by the system to

properly motivate this cancellation. More details on the reasons for this are given in chapter 7.

which presents additional examples. In the three-body collision problem. the system continues%

as shown in figure 4.6.

Once all possible obstacle cancellations of the cancellation graph have been produced.

Physics 101 produces the final result. The preconditions of each equation schemata are

collected, the global unification list is used to determine the final form of each variable in these

preconditions, and the final result is simplified. This process produces the restrictions that the

uncancelled -

?S inter-object
forces 1

Figure 4.5 The Remaining Inter-Object Forces
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(10) f(Fx. .~(t) +OA&kI"+ [F

(ii) = f(F . + E ~tj()i.. S j ,

Figure 4.6 Cancellation of the Secondary Obstacles

- -masses of the objects be constant over time (since each was factored out of a temporal integral -

see figure 3.5). and that the objects cannot have zero mass (since their masses appear in the

denominator of expressions). The final result is shown in figure 4.7. The new equation is

recorded, along with its preconditions. In addition, the terms cancelled in the general

calculation are recorded. Although not implemented in Physics 101. the eliminated terms could

be used to help index the acquired formula. For example. when the inter-object forces are not

specified, this equation schema could be suggested as possibly being appropriate.

In addition to not being restricted to situations containing three objects, the newly-

S', acquired formula is not restricted to situations where the external forces are all zero. Instead.

Equation

"' d

' i e Objectsln World i e Objecusln World

Preconditions

IsaComponent(?c ) A
V i E ObjecrslnWord NOT(ZeroValued(M, )) A
V i E ObjectslnWord IndependentOf(M, . t)

Eliminated Terms

Vi Vj*i F,. ,(t)

Figure 4.7 The Final Result
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an appreciation of how the external forces effect momentum is obtained. This process also

determines that there is no constraint that restricts this formula to the x-direction. It applies I

equally well to the y- and z-components of V. Hence. the acquired formula is a vector law.

* Notice that those physics variables whose values are used in the specific solution (e.g., the F,

remain in the general formula. The final equation is added to Physics 101's collection of general

formulae. (If Physics 101 generalizes the two-body collision it would produce in an expression '

still containing those inter-object forces that do not involve object i. However. this formula

would not be kept. See section 7.4 for further discussion.) The new formula says: The rate of ., '

change of the total momentum of a collection of objects is completely determined by the sum of the

external forces on those objects. Other problems, which involve any number of bodies under the

influence of external forces. can be solved bv the system using this generalized result. For

example. it can be used to solve the three-dimensional collision problem involving four objects.

where there are external forces due to gravity, that is shown in figure 4.8.

State A

Rock2 Stte Bgravity

. 0

~Rock 3 J" P

~State B"-,"

gravity

p.'

SRock3 ?..

Roock 1

/s

Figure 4.8 A Three-Dimensional Collision Problem in a Gravitational Field " P

I
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Not all of the preconditions of the equation schemata in a calculation appear in the final

result. Each equation schema providing support in a calculation may have associated with it

-S- propositions that are known to be true. Known facts are filtered out of the final result. For

example. if T appears in an equation schema, that schema's known facts include
% J e Obiecusln World

V Member (j Ob jectsln World ) and j ;d ?i. Preconditions of the equation schemata used in a

calculation that match any of the known facts do not appear in the final collection of

preconditions. For instance, a precondition of the equation Fj,,i = -Fi., is j ; ?i. This

precondition does not appear in figure 4.7 because the use of another schema leads to this

precondition being a known fact.

4.2. The Result of Standard Explanation-Based Learning

Standard explanation-based learning generalization algorithms (e.g., [MitchellS6.

Mooney86]) can be applied to the explanation structure underlying a calculation. The result

obtained by doing this with the calculation of figure 3.5 is presented in figure 4.9.

A number of characteristics of the sample problem are generalized, many with the same

result as in the Physics 101 system. For example. the x-component of the velocities need not be'.e

used. The technique applies to any vector component. Also. because of the equation schemata

*.' used, the masses of the three objects must be non-zero and constant with respect to time. The

cancellations of the inter-object forces (line 10 of figure 3.5) leads to the requirement that the

general objects be distinct.3 The property of the specific example that each external force is zero

is generalized. In the general case these forces need not individually be zero. What is needed is

that they sum to zero. Line 15 of figure 3.5 produces this constraint because the integration rule

used requires that the integrand be zero.

However, because the structure of the explanation is not generalized using standard

generalization algorithms. the result obtained in this manner only applies to situations where

there are three objects in the problem's world. A separate rule must be learned for situations

. . containing four objects. five objects. etc. In addition, the acquired schema is not relevant when

the external forces do not sum to zero. N o appreciation of the effect of external forces on a

" .This constraint does not appear in ihe result of Physics 101 becaue it is a k-l"L/fc:.

.
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Equation

Mri Vz (?t) + I 2UV? 1 ?c(?t1) + 7l?3 V, ?c (?t ".

- MAi Vi.,?c(?t 2)+M'i 2 ,c(?t2) + M 7L31.3 'C(?t)'

Preconditions

IsaComponent(?c ) A

?t 1 ?t 2 A

NOT(ZeroValued(M, )) A

NOT(ZeroValued(A1., )) A

NOT(ZeroValued(M? 1)) A

Independent~f(Mi,t ) A ..

IndependentOf(M" 2' t ) A

IndependentOf(M? ., t ) A

, ?i A

?i ?i 3  A . '.

?i 2  ?i 3 A "

Permutation({?i ?i 2 ?i 3}. ObjectsIn World) ,

ZeroExpression(ValueOf(Fext . 'c ) + ValueOf(Fexz I2' 'c -

XValueOf(Fex, ,. 'C

Figure 4.9 The Result of Standard Explanation-Based Learning

system s momentum is obtained. By recognizing and analyzing obstacle cancellations, then

reconstructing the explanation in the general case. Physics 101 overcomes these shortcomings.

% % %
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4.3. Why the Specific and Generalized Calculations can Differ

As illustrated by the momentum example. applying standard explanation-based

generalization algorithms to the specific example is not sufficient because the structure of the

:.'. calculation is not generalized. In Physics 101 generaiization occurs by reconstructing the
specific calculation in the general case. thereby generalizing the structure of the specific example.

There are three reasons why the underlying structure of the generalized calculation can differ

from that of the specific calculation.

(1) One cause of altering structure is the fact that some equation schemata are marked

problem-specific."~ Schemata that replace variables (e.g., F.,,) with their values in a
specific problem are the simplest type of problem-specific schemata. More complicated

examples are also possible. For example. the formula F,, = M A hold in all physics

problems. while F = M g is only applicable to certain problems. Problem-specific

equations are not used when generalizing a calculation (they may be used, though. when

building special cases). The obstacle graph helps determine how the calculation can be

d reconstructed without using equation schemata of this type. How this is done is explained

later, and a sample problem where this occurs appears in section 7.1.

(2) Another manner of altering calculation structure is mentioned in section 3.4, where the

algorithm for constructing cancellation graphs is first outlined. Any variables appearing in

the left-hand side of a specific calculation, but not appearing in the calculation's

cancellation graph, do not appear in the generalized calculation. The generalization

4 ~ algorithm never considers these variables nor their descendants.

(3) The third cause is the primary reason for the proper generalization of the momentum

example. As described earlier, in specific problems "~expanded- versions of equations are

used, while in the general calculation the unexpanded forms are used. For example. the

? general equation

Ax U IB (x y,) expands to A (x) B(x v,)B(x y2)B(x -V3 )B(x v,,)

in a problem where N .4. This is w'hat facilitates the generalization of number. Notice,

though. that simply replacing an expanded equation by a general equation containing aZ



V .._

or a 1i does not produce the proper generalization. As in the momentum example. the

occurrence of a summation deep within the calculation leads to the summation of some

previously ungrouped terms (i.e.. the M, V, 's). Focussing on obstacles and their

elimination motivates this global regrouping.

If specific equations are replaced by their general versions in the momentum example. and

constants replaced by constrained (predicate calculus) variables as in standard .,

explanation-based learning algorithms, then equation 4.1 would arise during the

generalization of the calculation in figure 3.5.4 The specific example only involves the

cancellation of two inter-object forces acting on each ball. Hence, two inter-object forces

are cancelled from each summation. In the next step of the standard generalization

process. the integrand in the right-hand side of equation 4.1 would be constrained to be

zero, to insure that the result of integration would be the required constant. V

The final result would be correct. Whenever this constraint and other preconditions are

satisfied, the sum of the three M V terms is constant. However. this result is overly -".

restrictive - it does not represent the physical concept of conservation of momentum.

These extra summations are not constrained by Newton's laws to always be zero. Only in

particular circumstances will thev be so. The correct concept requires the momenta of all

.. A
,l : + Mi7" V (t ? t ) + M, i TV/' (t (4.1)

1 1"  
- '2 3 3 " ?c

f (F,, ?C~ (t + , F. . C (t )+

.. :

SPhysics 101 ha,, not be modified to operate in thiv, manner. The di,,cu-,,.iorn about equation 4.1 i,."'
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the objects in a situation be added. In this case, the inter-object forces cancel each other.

regardless of their value.

In summary. to produce the desired result, the left-hand side of the acquired equation

N; must contain the sum of the M V terms f or each object in the situation. There must be

proper motivation for this regrouping of an expression a large distance away from the

expression where the inter-object forces cancel. Simply replacing equations in the specific

calculation with their general versions. and then applying standard explanation-based

constraint propagation will not result in the correct regrouping of the left-hand side. The

necessary regrouping will also not occur if the problem solver uses the general formulae.

rather than the expanded versions. when constructing the original justification of the

teacher's solution step. Focussing on the cancellation of obstacles does provide the 4

necessary guidance. by determining the role of these M V terms in the specific example S..

r and then extending the role to the general case.

4.4. Learning Special-Case Schemata

One would expect that acquired schemata should be as general as possible so that they -

might each cover the broadest class of future problems. Indeed, explanation-based learning

research has been primarily aimed at the acquisition of such maximally general schemata.

* However, an intermediate level of generalization is often appropriate. The class of intermediate

5, generality schemata improves the performance of a system's problem solver by supplying

* appropriately general" schemata instead of forcing the system to rely on its maximally general

schemata. Storing both the maximally general schemata and the intermediate level schemata

results in much improved efficiency with no loss of generality. This section describes how .

Physics 101 produces intermediate level schemata. which are called special cases.

New schemata are learned by Physics 101 as described in the sections above. As well as

storing the new schema in its general form, the system constructs and stores special cases. These

special cases are the result of composing the new, general equation schema with a problem-

solving schema. A successful composition results in a specialization which is guaranteed to

work using the composed problem-solving technique. This frees the problem solver from

performing the planning that would otherwise be required to elaborate the general schema to fit
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the current problem-solving episode. The system can, of course, always resort to its collection "-

of maximally general schema when no special case is appropriate.
4..

As illustrated by the result in figure 4.7. the explanation-based generalization of a sample "

collision problem leads to a physics formula that describes how external forces change a .U. :,

system's momentum. This general schema is broadly-applicable, but ascertaining that it will

lead to the solution of a given problem requires a good deal of work. The external forces must "a

be summed, then integrated, and the constant of integration must be determined by using some

initial conditions. All of this work can be pre-packaged into a special-case schema, if "

assumptions about the external forces are made.

A major issue in explanation-based learning concerns the operationality 'generality trade-off

[DeJong86, Keller87b. MitchellS6, Segre87b. Shavlik87e]. A schema whose relevance is easy to ,

determine may only be useful in an overly-narrow range of problems. Conversely, a broadly-

applicable schema may require extensive work before a problem solver can recognize its

appropriateness. Most approaches to selecting the proper level of generality involve pruning 'K '

easilv-reconstructable portions of the explanation structure. In Physics 101. operational rules

are produced by constraining a general schema in such a way that its relevance is easily checked.

The intermediate level schemata generated by Physics 101 are similar in scope of

applicability to those that human experts appear to possess. For example, the conservation of

momentum problem results in a special-case schema characterized by the absence of external

forces and the specification of a before and after situation. These features are those cited by

experts as the relevant cues for the principle of conservation of momentum (see table 12 of-... ,

[ChiS1]).5

Although the motivation for this intermediate level of generalization is computational. the

use of this level helps to reconcile the approach with a variety of psychological evidence

showing that problem solvers use highly specific schemata [Chase73, Hinslev77. SchoenfeldS2.

SwellerS5]. Much of expertise consists of rapidly choosing a tightly-constrained schema

appropriate to the current problem. tlowever, the difference between the knowledge of an -

expert and a novice cannot be explained on the basis ef number of schemata alone. The scope -U-

It should be noted that it was not the explicit intent to model this psychological data. Rather.
computational efficiency consideration% led to a s.-scm that produced results matching ihis empirical data
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and organization of these schemata have been shown in psychological experiments to be %-',

qualitatively different [Chi8l. Larkin80, Schoenfeld82]. In representing a problem, novices

make great use of the specific objects mentioned in the problem statement, while experts first

categorize according to the techniques appropriate for solving the problem.

Extending Physics 101's Learning Model %

Figure 4.10 contains an overview of the Physics 101 system architecture, extended to

produce special cases. As in the basic model, a known problem-solving schema is initially used

to understand a solution to a specific problem. The explanation-based analysis of the solution

may lead to the construction of a new broadly-applicable schema. The generalization process

often produces a new schema that, in its fullest form. is not usable by the originally applied.-

problem-solving schema. For example. the acquired momentum law describes how the external .

forces affect a physical system's momentum. It is not a conservation law, although the original

calculation involved the problem-solving schema for conserved quantities. The new phase ...

added to the learning model occurs next. Constraining the general result so that the originally- ".,

used problem-solving schema does apply produces a special case. In the special-case schema, the

:ample)Prblem

d Specific Problem Solution

- I-o°.

..- -S)

Problem-Solving - General Schemlia .'oanSei.
( K nowledgee'enoldg

pecial Case Schema .

FSS

Figure 4.10 Overview of the Extended Learning Model-
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constrained schema, its constraints, and the original problem-solving schema are packaged

together to produce a specialized equation schema. 6

In the approach taken in the Physics 101 system, automatically acquiring schemata of the ,..

intermediate level of generality requires that the system's schemata be organized into two *-."

classes:

(1) Schemata that represent general problem-solving knowledge. which apply across many

application domains (e.g.. a schema for utilizing a conserved quantity to solve a problem). -

In Physics 101. these are the problem-solving schemata.

(2) Schemata that represent declarative knowledge of the domain of application (e.g.. V

Newton's laws). In Physics 101, these are the equation schemata.

Humans with mature problem-solving backgrounds possess the first type of schema and are told

schemata of the second type when introduced to a new domain. Through study they acquire a

large collection of schemata that combine aspects of both types. thereby increasing their

problem-solving performance in the domain. Combining general problem-solving techniques

with domain specific knowledge produces schemata that, when applied, lead to the rapid ,

solution of new problems. It is this performance that is being modelled in the Physics 101 "
system.

Figure 4.11 shows the relation between a general schema and its special cases. (Although

not shown in the figure. there could be special cases of the special cases.) The properties that

distinguish the special cases from their general cases are recorded." If a special case is not

applicable, the general concept is then accessed. Besides being constructed when the general case

is acquired. a new special case could be created whenever the general case is used to solve a later

problem.

Only one special-case is constructed. At the end of this section. methods ior producing multiple special
cases from one problem are discussed.

The method of using these special-case cues to select the appropriate schema is not addressed in this
research. Possible indexing techniques include approaches based on ,-.es ii.io', 'ezs [Fei.,enbaum63.
Kolodner-8, Schankg2] and approaches based on .,-e,ici",g cc:tvz:ior! [Anderson83, Quillian6-, The next
chapter discusses how Physics 101 uses special cases in problem solvin,.
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Figure 4.11 Inter-Schema Organization

To construct a special case. Physics 101 first satisfies the preconditions of the problem-

* solving schema used in the specific problem. The newly-acquired equation schema is the

* preferred equation schema to be used during this process, and any of the characteristics of the

* specific problem are acceptable. The resulting proof true is generalized using a standard

explanation-based learning algorithm. The leafs of the generalized proof tree constitute the

necessary requirements for using the problem-solving schema with the new equation schema.

* Those general preconditions not known to be always true, nor known to be easily derivable, are

combined with the preconditions of the general schema to produce the special case's

preconditions.

There are a number of ways that special cases can be constructed from a general schema.
S p

- One approach would be to try combining all known problem-solving schema with the general

* ~-.result, storing all successful combinations. However, a focus in this research is to avoid such

. exhaustive algorithms. Another approach would be to take advantage of the hierarchy of

problem-solving schemata and only consider schemata within some arbitrary distance of the

schema actually used. Since no theoretically acceptable way to limit this distance has been

* developed, attention only focusses on the schema used in the specific problem-solving episode.

The properties of the sample problem that allowed the problem-solving schema to apply

are used to characterize the special-case schema. This can be more restrictive than the most

general special case. For example. in the momentum problem. all that is needed is that the

external forces sum to zero, and not that there be no external forces. However, in the sample

problem. the integration of the external forces is supported by the fact that the external forces
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Preconditions I
CurrentUnknown(?unknown ) A
ConstantWithRespectTo(?expression. ?x ) A

,' SpecificPointOf(?x 1 . ?x ) A

SpecificPointOf(?x 2. ?x ) A
S?xI ; ?x2

.5 ?leftlandSide - InstantiatedAt(?expression. ?x ) A
?rightHandSide - InstantiatedAt(?expression, ?x 2 ) A

?equation = CreateEquation(?IeftHandSide. ?rightHandSide) A
% Containedln(?unknown, ?equation)

%q Schema Body
Solve( ?equation . ?unknown)

Figure 4.12 Conserved Quantity Schema

"ea

Notice that the result in figure 4.7 is not a conservation law. It describes how the

Smomentum of a system evolves over time. Although this new formula applies to a large class

of problems, recognizing its applicability is not easy. The external forces on the system must be

summed and a possibly complicated differential equation needs to be solved. Applying this law

requires more than using simple algebra to find the value of the unknown.

A portion of the proof that the originally used problem-solving schema (figure 4.12) can be

used with the new general formula appears in figure 4.13.8 In order for the conserved quantity

schema to be applicable to this new formula, it must be the case that momentum be constant

with respect to time. This means that the derivative of momentum be zero. which leads to the

requirement that the external forces sum to zero. This requirement is satisfied in the specific

solution because each external force is individually zero. and this property is used to

characterize the special case. When this occurs, the momentum of a system can be equated at

any two distinct states. The special case schema for momentum conservation is contained in

figure 4.13. Besides adding extra preconditions to those of the general schema, two more terms

S.-\rou s run from the antecedents of an inference iule to its consequents.
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Figure 4.13 Satisfying a Precondition of the Conservation Schema ''

Equation
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Figure 4.14 The Special-Case Momentum Law
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are eliminated in producing the special case. Since this is a conservation schema, the time at

which each state occurs need not be provided in a problem for this schema to apply.

%4

* 4.5. Performance Analysis %4

Physics 101*s problem solving improvement after learning is analyzed in this section.

Performance on several collision problems. differing as to the number of physical objects

~' ~.involved, is measured before and after learning the concept of momentum conservation. The

* goal in each case is to determine the velocity of one of the objects after the collision. In all of

* . the problems. there are no external forces, and sufficient, randomly-generated mass and velocity

r values are provided to make each problem soluble. Nothing is stated about the inter-object
forces. As mentioned in the previous chapter. and further detailed in the next, the standard

* system cannot solve collision problems before learning due to the incompleteness of its problem

11 solver. However, to gather the data presented below, the problem solver was slightly extended.

This was done by allowing as many "~blind" substitutions as necessary. Ordinarily a search

path terminates before two of these unmotivated substitutions would occur consecutively.

The time to solve problems as a function of the number of objects in the situation is

* - graphed in figure 4.15. The solid line represents the system's performance without learning.

while the dashed line represents its performance after learning. Without benefit of learning, the

system uses only its mathematical knowledge and the equations of figure 2.4. The special case

law for momentum conservation is used to solve the problem after learning. (How the system

* selects this law is described in the next chapter.) All points result from averaging five

* measurements, and the choice of the number of objects is made randomly in order to reduce the

effect of inter-sample dependencies. It takes about 280 seconds to learn the general momentum

evolution law and its special-case concept of momentum conservation from the teacher's

solution to the three-body collision problem. U

- The results indicate that, without learning, the time taken by the altered problem solver to

solve new problems grows exponentially with the size of the problem. Conversely, empirically

the time grows linearly with the benefit of learning. (For a three-body problem. learning speeds

up solving the problem by about a factor of ten.) This graph demonstrates one of the main

advantages of explanation-based learning. Even when a problem solver has sufficient knowledge

to solve a problem. an exponential amount of time may be needed, making solution infeasible.
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Figure 4.15 Performance on N-Body Collision Problems
%

The increase of efficiency provided by grouping inter-related schemata brings previously :.

intractable classes of problems within the capabilities of the problem solver.

This graph demonstrates the value of a system that can generalize number. From one " !

sample solution, a new concept is acquired that enables the system to rapidly solve collisions

involving any number of objects. If Physics 101 did not possess this capability, that is. if it

used standard explanation-based learning techniques. it would still gain the speed-up of a factor -,*

of 10 on three-body collisions. However, it would require another sample solution when it
I

experienced collisions involving different numbers of objects. Also, if the system acquired

separate rules for each number of objects in a collision, a significant amount of problem-solving

time could be wasted determining which, if any, is applicable to a new problem. Further

empirical analysis of the the advantages of generalizing the structure of explanations is provided

in chapter 11, which analyzes the performance of the BAGGFR system.
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4.6. Other Approaches to Learning in Mathematical Domains

There is a substantial literature describing computer models of learning in mathematical

domains. In this section, these systems are described and compared to the approach taken in

wP. Physics 101.

BACON [LangleySl. Langley87], ABACUS [Falkenhainer86]. and COPER (Kokar86]I.
empirically learn equations by analyzing multiple data measurements and discovering

regularities. AM [Lenat76] discovers interesting concepts in mathematics. using heuristics to

*" guide its searching. The LEX [Mitchel183b] and Meta-LEX [Keller87a. Keller87c] systems learn

heuristics under which an integration operator is useful. Versions spaces [Mitchell78] are used

in LEX to delimit plausible versions of the heuristic. This is done by considering positive and

negative examples of application of the operator. Meta-LEX works by generating simplifications

of its inference rules. then testing their effectiveness in improving the performance of problem

solving. DARWIN [Araya84] uses experimentation, in place of a domain model, to determine

"" when a special-case physics solution technique is applicable. It generates and tests variations on

a problem description in order to construct a description of the class of problems soluble by the

special-case technique used to solve the original problem. PET [Porter86] uses experimental goal

regression to learn mathematics. This technique also achieves its power through directed

experimentation.

Unlike Physics 101, these systems are inductive [Angluin83. Michalski83]. They learn

new concepts that are consistent with the examples presented to or generated by them, by

analyzing the similarities and differences among the examples. Confidence in the accuracy of the p.

acquired results grows as more examples are seen. With only a few examples to analyze.

irrelevant characteristics may appear irrelevant (because. for example, they appear in all of the

positive examples seen) or necessary characteristics may appear unnecessary (because, for

instance, they do not appear in any negative examples). Physics 101, being explanation-based.

produces intertwined descriptions of the role of each aspect of a problem. These explanation

structures allow the system to produce. from a small number of examples. new concepts that

are as certain as the underlying concepts from which the explanation is constructed. The

explanation-based approach allows Physics 101 to incorporate into new concepts descriptions of

the effects of problem characteristics not seen in the example from which it learns. For example.
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although it experiences an example involving momentum conservation, it learns the more

general equation describing how external forces affect momentum. I

There have been a number of other explanation-based approaches to learning in

mathematical domains. LEX2 [Mitchell83a] is an explanation-based version of LEX. LP ,

[Silver86] analyzes worked mathematics problems and learns information that constrains, but

does not eliminate, search through its operator space. ALEX [Neves85) learns to solve simple . .

algebraic equations by examining solved problems. LA [O'Rorke87a] learns new schemata for use

in natural deduction proofs. Finally, Bennett's system [Bennett87] learns approximations that

transform intractable problems into soluble ones. However. none of these systems generalize '

the structure of their explanations. - /

Using analogy to learn new concepts in mathematical domains is another heavily

investigated approach. Forbus and Gentner [Forbus83] describe an approach to learning

qualitative physics using analogical reasoning. Phineas [Falkenhainer87] implements some of the P

.J1
ideas in their proposal. Aspects of geometry and algebra are analogically learned in the PUPS

[Anderson87] svstem. The NLAG system [Griener88] learns about hydraulics using its

knowledge of electricity. ,.

In analogical learning, new knowledge is acquired by mapping old knowledge from a .?

well-understood domain to a novel situation. Learning from analogies can involve aspects of " %

the similarity/difference-based and explanation-based approaches to learning. Similarity

between the current problem and previous problems helps in the selection of candidate analogs

and in the construction of mappings between the two situations. Successful analogies may lead '. '

to the construction of abstractions of the two situations (Gick83. Winston82], which can be " -,

performed in a similarity or explanation-based fashion. One way analogy differs from the 7-,

approach taken in explanation-based systems is that attention is not focussed on combining -. '

piees of knowledge into larger knowledge chunks (schemata). Also. using analogy, no learning

takes place the first time a problem is solved. Instead, an analogous problem must be

encountered before the solution to the first problem contributes to the acquisition of knowledge.

F:nallv. none of these systems address generalizing number.

l e -. . . I I I
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4.7. Sumnmary

This chapter presents the techniques by which Physics 101 learns new general concepts by

analyzing the solutions to specific problems. The generalization process is guided by the specific

solution's cancellation graph. This data structure determines how the calculation is

reconstructed, in a more general form. The general versions of the obstacles cancelled in the

specific solution are also cancelled in the general calculation. Reconstruction of the calculation

produces a generalization of the structure of the explanation of the original problem's solution.

While this reconstruction takes place. constants in the example are converted to constrained

variables using a standard explanation-based algorithm. No problem-solving search is performed

:".o during the construction of the general calculation - construction deterministically follows from

the specific calculation. Hence. the process is relatively efficient. Special cases of the generalized

calculation, which can be more efficiently used during problem solving, are also constructed.

Physics 101 offers a different perspective on the process of explanation -based

IN' generalization. Rather ;han directly using the explanation of the specific problem's solution as is

done in more standard algorithms, the explanation of a specific calculation closely guides the

construction of a general version of the calculation, from which a new general concept may be

extracted. The new calculation is often substantially more general. in terms of its structure as

well as its variables, than the specific calculation.

There are three reasons why the structure of a generalized calculation can differ from that

of the specific calculation from which it is constructed. First, certain equations - those

% involving indefinite summations or products - are used in different forms in the two cases.

Second. some equation schemata are problem -specific and cannot be used in the general

calculation. Third, portions of the calculation that do not play any role in the elimination of

obstacles do not appear in the general calculation.

From the sample collision problem used to illustrate generalization, a new schema is

Z , produced which describes how external forces affect the momentum of any collection of objects.

Information about the number of entities in a situation, localized in a single physics formula.

lead to a global restructuring of a specific solution's explanation. The effect of external forces is

determined, even though the solution of the specific example took advantage of the fact that the

* external forces sum to zero. Also, the resulting equation applies to situations containing any
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number of physical objects. while the specific example only contained three balls. Standard

explanation-based learning algorithms do not produce these generalizations. If the structure of

the specific solution's explanation were not generalized, the resulting new schema would only

apply to situations containing three objects and where the external forces summed to zero. A Y

separate rule would have to be learned each time a situation contained a different number of

objects.

The performance increase achieved by learning this new schema is empirically measured.

Before learning, the time it takes the problem solver (in a modified state) to solve new problems . -

empirically grows exponentially with the size of the problem. The time grows linearly with the

benefit of learning. On three-body problems similar to the original problem, there is a speed-up ,* •

of about ten after learning. ,

Special case construction is a promising approach to the need for an intelligent system to "

acquire schemata at an appropriate level of generality. The schemata that result incorporate the . .

constraints of a problem-solving schemata into a general schema. Additional features that a ,

situation must possess if the special case is to apply are recorded, thereby reducing the amount

of work needed to elaborate the schema in future problem-solving episodes.

A common induction scheme is to posit that learners compare particular instances of a .

concept (such as specific problems of a problem type) and abstract out those aspects that are

common to both problems. e.g.. [Anderson83. Michalski83. Mitchell78. Posner68]. The fact that

problem solvers use highly specific schemata supports such a view, since these schemata would *"

arise whenever two problems from an intermediate level problem type are compared. Although

similarity-based generalization is an important means of learning. especially for human novices

[GentnerS8, Ross84, Ross8h], the research in Physics 101 shows that many of these highly

specific schemata can arise from an explanation-based approach. Even some strong proponents ,",'

of example comparison learning have begun to incorporate some explanation-based ideas in order
to account for how much is learned from one example [Anderson8S]. ",.

Because explanation-based learning requires extensive domain knowledge, it clearly is not ,"t

appropriate for modelling all learning in a new domain. Nevertheless. it may be useful even in

earlv learning if the domain relies heailv upon a domain for which the novice does ha\e .

substantial knowledge. Because mathematics underlies many other domains. a novice with ,,me

6.
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mathematical sophistication may be able to make use of explanation-based techniques without
4.extensive knowledge of the new domain.

The next chapter (chapter 5) describes how the systems uses the schemata it learns in later

problem solving. The chapter after that provides details of the algorithms and data structures

used in Physics 101, while chapter 7 analyzes the generalization of several additional examples. 3
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Chapter 5

Physics 101's Problem Solver

'-

Enhancing problem-solving performance is one of the most important reasons for learning

[Simon83]. This chapter discusses Physics 101's problem solver, including how acquired "

equation schemata are used in future problem solving. The problem solver serves two basic

purposes in the system. One, it attempts to solve new problems. and. two. when it cannot solve ..

a new problem. it builds the explanations that justify the steps in the solution provided by the

sVstem s user.

Physics 101 contains a schema-based problem solver which searches through the space of

mathematical expressions. The problem solver is provided a goal description - a mathematical -

expression called the unknown and a description of the property of this unknown whose value is

desired. For example, the unknown may be a single variable whose value is sought or it may be

an algebraic expression where the goal is to determine the expression's time-dependence. The

goal description can either come from the user, requesting information about some situation, or

it can come from the system's understander module, in its efforts to justify a user-provided

solution step. Following receipt of the goal description, the problem solver first chocses an

initial equation and then successively applies legal transformations to the current right-hand
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side of the equation, substituting sub-expressions for other sub-expressions, until an expression

satisfying the goal description is reached. The overall process is sketched in figure 5.1. Notice

that more than one substitution is allowed during the transformation from one equation to the

next. A description of the problem solver is provided in this section. Further information is N

provided in section 6.3. which provides algorithmic details.

Figure 5.2 contains an overview of the operation of the problem solver af ter it is given a

description of the current problem. (See chapter 2 for the definition of the task or, problem

solving.) There are three main stages involved in solving a problem. First, some equation

schema must be chosen that appears to bear relevance toward the problem. This equation is

algebraically manipulated so that all the obstacles appear on the right-hand side of the equation.

Next, this right-hand side expression is transformed until all of the obstacles are eliminated. If

the problem solver cannot do this. it attempts to chose an alternative starting equation. When
a

V. this can no longer be done. a solution from the system's teacher is requested and analyzed.

which may lead to new equation schemata being added to the database of schemata. If an

* - acceptable equation is produced, the answer to the problem is derived from it in the last stage of

problem solving.

A simple example illustrates these phases. Assume the problem is to determine the value

of variable x., given the values of variables a , b . and c. Also assume the system possesses
p%

Inmiti~neo~

Calculation I 5utsfmtnafs

* 0*

Express~ioNI%

Calculation I I

Figure 5.1 The Structure of a Calculation Sequence
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Figure 5.2 Overview of the Problem Solver

equation schemata containing the following equations.

y = a x + b and v = lOc

* Initially the system will choose the equation on the left c d reverse it so that the obstacle y is

on the right. Next. it ,will transform this unacceptable expression by using the equation

S= lOc. producing a x + b = 10c. an acceptable equation. Finall\'. the value of x is "

extracted.

Later sections of this chapter describe the methods by which Physics 101 chooses an

equation with which to work and how it searches the space o; mathematical expressions in the
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vs-. hopes of eliminating the obstacles. First. there is a brief description of schema-based problem

solving.

5.1. Schema-Based Problem Solving

A schema-based problem solver attacks problems by combining known problem-solving

.:schemata in order to achieve a desired goal. Schemata of this type specify the goal they achieve.

- the preconditions that must be true for the schema to be applicable, and either the intermediate

.* sub-goals that must be met or the actual solution steps. This means that schemata can either

K. decompose a problem or actually solve it. If no known schemata apply, the system is not able

to solve the problem.

To illustrate these ideas, consider someone with the goal of buying a new suit. The

preconditions for the clothes-buying schema would include such things as having enough money
.1

to buy a suit, time to go to a clothing store during its business hours, and a means of

4 , transportation. The plan would include traveling to the store, choosing a suit, paying for it, and

returning. Other schemata might contain the details of how these steps could be performed.

A major claim of schema-based problem solvers is that intelligence consists of a large

collection of general schemata together with the ability to recognize when to apply each. rather

.-: *:: than the ability to construct novel, creative solutions to a problem. This view entails very little

searching. Instead. power comes from the number and generality of a system's schemata.

* Having the right knowledge chunks is essential to effective problem-solving.

A major goal of schema-based problem solvers is to minimize the combinatorially-

-" "" explosive nature of search-based problem solving. Schemata package together a collection of

inter-related problem-solving operators in order to guide the search through the problem st'ace.

, .. One schema can move the solver through several states in the problem space without intervening

search.' This is illustrated in igure 5.3 where a portion of a search tree is drawn. A single

schema may contain the composition of the operators indicated by bold lines, allowing directed

traversal through this subtree.

- If none of the encapsulated operators performs an action on the external world, the problem solver can

lump directly from the current state to the one that results from applying the sequence of operators.

* " " b " " n . %, * 1 1I d .~..... . . -...
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Figure 5.3 Traversing a Search Tree with a Schema - -

Completeness is usually sacrificed in schema-based problem solving. That is. the problem

solver does not fully search the entire problem space. The hypothesis is that, although it cannot . ,

solve as many problems as a complete solver, the constrained solver will perform substantially

better on the problems it can solve. The loss of completeness is unavoidable, since on problems

of non-trivial size. an exhaustive search is not computationally feasible. One strength of

explanation-based learning is that it can be used to produce new schemata for problem solving.

as seen in the last chapter. thereby bringing more problem classes within the scope of the p.

constrained problem solver.

The next two sections describe how Physics 101 performs mathematical problem solving.

First. an equation with which to work is chosen. Following that. the equation is revritten until

the desired information can be extracted.

5.2. Choosing the Initial Equation

An important part of solving a mathematical problem is determining an equation v. ith .

, hich to begin This can be vieved as characterizing the problem [Chi8l. LarkinSOj] r -

example. a ne-, physics problem can be viewed as one to be attacked using conservation of

momentum .cnser.ation cf energy .r by resorting to -first principles" (Newtons laws) "hi-

section descr:bes the proces by \,hich Physics 101 chooses the initial equation from which an

attempt t , e the rroblem is made. L
,5

l the un r,wr, is more ccmrlicated than simply ar, isolate(! 'ariahle. the next phase Af the .

prcKiem c>.er S entered . %where an attempt to eliminate the obstacles in the unknc', n is made.

ltc, e\er. ., hen the unknowkn is only an isolated ariable. an initi. equation is chsen Vt ter an

equ.titn is hesen. it i, alxebraical; rearranged ,o that all 0! '.e cnst~icle appear on he ri:h'.

~~: - .
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hand side of the equation. If this cannot be accomplished, another initial equation is chosen. An

[ alternative to this approach would be to try to rewrite the equation so that only the unknown

appeared on the left-hand side of the equation. However, choosing an equation. then rearranging

it so that all the obstacles are on the right-hand side, simplifies problem solving because some

Sacceptable variables may remain on the left-hand side.

- .- Only those equations containing the unknown are considered as candidate initial

expressions. The equation schemata are divided into two groups: those specifying the initial

equations provided to the system (the first principles) and those acquired through learning (the

derived concepts). Furthermore, the derived concepts are sub-divided into two groups: the

r% special and general cases described in the previous chapter. Since the derived concepts combine

other equations in previously useful ways, the system attempts to use them first. If the current

problem is closely related to a previously-experienced one. then the generalized solution to that
problem will lead to a rapid solution of the current problem.

Candidate equations are evaluated in the following order (recall that at each step only

'," those equations containing the unknown are considered):

(1) The special-case derived concepts. The problem solver determines if the preconditions of

these schemata are satisfied by the current problem description. Special-case equations are

preferred over general ones. as the special-case schemata contain a substantial amount of

4compiled problem solving. If one of the special cases applies, it is likely it will lead to

rapid solution of the problem.

P" '(2) The general-case derived corcepts. The system again determines if the preconditions of

these schemata are true in the current situation. More problem solving may be needed here
than when a special case is used. but there should be substantial savings over resorting to

first principles.

3) The si'cta1-case derived concepts revisited This time a version of the closed-world

II hvpothesi,; [Reiter7] is used to make assumptions. Making assumpticns can transform an

. trtractahle prohiem (due to complicated mathematics bevond the scrpe of the problem

-" .. er) or insoluble problem (due to insufficient data) into one that can be solved-

Assum-tion-making is done in the tole,, ing manner Fach precondition oI the current

-peial ase shema is checked It an., pre ,ndit'en .an be pro'ven lake ti e. r:s negation can

4 '
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be proven), the current principle is rejected, otherwise it is accepted. This means that any

precondition that cannot be shown to be false is assumed to be true. For example, one -

precondition of some derived concept may state that every external force be zero. If a

non-zero external force is discovered, the concept cannot be used. However, if nothing is

known about the external forces, the concept can be used. If Physics 101 makes the

closed-world assumption, when providing the final answer, it also lists the assumptions ,-

made (those preconditions that cannot be proven true or false. and are assumed to be

true).
2

%.

(4) The first principles. Assumptions are not made about first principles. All of their

preconditions must be provably true.

The issue of making consistent assumptions during mathematical problem solving is an

important research issue. The topic of assumption-making is only briefly investigated in L
Physics 101. This research ignores issues involved in ensuring that assumptions made in one,*. f.

step of problem solving are consistent with the rest of the steps. Because special-case schemata '

contain compiled problem-solving knowledge. when they are chosen as the initial equation they .,

usually lead to a solution after only a small amount of algebraic manipulation. For this reason,

not checking consistency is less likely to lead to problems. However, this is not the case when e,

general-case schemata and first principles are used and. hence, assumption-making is not

performed when these schema types are evaluated.

The problem of proving preconditions can be formidable. For example, to determine if an

external force is zero may require reasoning about all the consequences of Newton's laws. In -.

Physics 101. the module that proves preconditions is very limited. It does not combine

equations in order to answer queries. It only retrieves assertions made when the problem is

described. performs arithmetic, and interprets the connectives and quantifiers of predicate

calculus (e.g.. and. or. not, implies, for all. and there exists).
a, -

Once an equation is chosen, it is algebraically manipulated to bring all of the obstacle

"ariables to the right-hand side. This is done in a manner similar to Bundy's attraction. " .

S-':tho't'h makin, assumptions ma,' lead to incoirect anw'r during prbhm solxing (due to the
a,;imptions hmnl' wtono,. learnin, that re fults from analvzin the solution will not produce incorrect '"
icflht. lhi% i, 'vcjaie the assumptions made arte incorporated into the learned schema a% precondmion,.

5%°
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collection, and isolation methods [Bundy8l. Bundy83]. If this process fails, the equation is

rejected. These same techniques are used to extract the answer to the problem from the final.

obstacle-free equation.

5.3. Transforming an Expression into an Acceptable Form

The problem-solving model used to transform the chosen initial equation into an

acceptable form, one without obstacles, is discussed in this section. It is intended to be a "-'

. psychologically-plausible model of problem solving [Shavlik&6b]. Section 5.4 describes the

model's relationship to other problem solvers for mathematical domains and its relevance to the o,

difference between human novices and experts. 0

A novice human problem solver attacks a problem in one of two ways. He may

immediately notice a way to progress toward the solution. Alternatively, he may flounder h'

around performing legal. but aimless, operations in an attempt to transform the problem into a

familiar form. An expert. on the other hand, can perform in a qualitatively different manner.

If the solution is not immediately apparent. he can focus his efforts in a much more guided way.

Instead of simply thrashing around, an expert has an appreciation of what kinds of
0

transformations are likely to change the current problem into a soluble problem.

Consider the problem of evaluating the expression

M 1 V V + M 2 V 2

when the values of M and M are known, but those of V I and V 2 are not. This expression

cannot be evaluated directly. A valid approach might be to substitute equivalent expressions

for the unknowns. A novice might perform the unappealing substitutions of figure 5.4. While

these transformations are valid, they are unlikely to yield a solution. An expert will appreciate

this, and be more likely to perform the pleasing problem transformations of figure 5.4. In this

example, there is something about the parallel structure of the problem that makes a parallel

substitution more appealing. Yet parallel substitutions are not alw3ys aesthetically appealing.

PIP For example, consider the substitutions of figure 5.5. In this example. parallel substitution

using Newton's third law (every action has an equal and opposite reaction) misses a useful

variable cancellation. If only one instantiation of this formula is used, the two forces can be

eliminated I rom the calculation.

".,
N.5'
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M 1 V 1 + M 2 V 2  -" I

1 X(t) + M 2 V 2 ( X(t) + M2 dX2(t) "-d:... X ) +dM 2
*-.

MI d.Xlt) + Mr2 fA2(t)dt M 1 fAi(t)dt + M 2 fA 2(t)dt

Unappealing Substitutions Pleasing Substitutions

Figure 5.4 Sample Mathematical Substitutions "",

fF, 2(t)dt + fF 2,i(t)dt

(-F2,1(t))dt + (-F2(0)dt,

Figure 5.5 Inappropriate Parallel Substitutions *.
-. ,',

Three qualita-ively different strategies for problem solving are incorporated in the model.

Attention is selectively focussed according to one of these strategies. Strategy I is hill climbing.

Attention is focussed on this strategy as long as some schema moves the problem solver closer to

its goal. Occasionally the problem solver will reach a local maximum; there will be no way to

move closer to the goal. At these times, the problem solver must diverge from its goal. in the

hopes of transforming the cur:ent situation into one where hill climbing can again occur. There .
.. '

are two qualitatively different ways by which the problem solver re-tocussks its attention e

during this divergent phase. First, it attempts to transtorm the current situation in some 3

seemingly useful wav. Characteristics that are believed to be of general or demain-pecili,

-6
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problem-solving importance (e.g.. symmetry) are to be maintained or introduced; introduction

of troublesome characteristics is to be avoided. Such motivated diversions compose strategy 2.

As a last resort, the problem solver merely selects an arbitrary legal schema. This can lead to

aimless floundering, due to the large number of possible combinations of operator sequences.

This unmotivated application of schemata is termed strategy 3.

Figure 5.6 schematically presents an overview of the three strategies. Strategy 1 is used as

long as progress toward the goal is achieved. When a local maximum is reached without the ,,-

goal being satisfied, a place to jump in the space is needed. Strategy 2 preserves important

characteristics of the current state. It is likely that under strategy 2 the problem solver

transfers to a new high spot in the problem space. When strategy 2 cannot contribute to the

solution, strategy 3 leads to an arbitrary location. Most likely this will be further from the

goal. but progress to the goal can commence again.

Under each of the strategies, both derived concepts and the first principles can be used. In

this phase of problem solving, these two categories are not treated differently and assumptions

are not made. The next sections give examples of the use of these three strategies in

rPhysics 101-

Key

:...

.- Straiegy I...... -- ,strategx ,-v
ee_. I -> traxe ,y 3"-goal

Hill-Climbing 0.,, ~~............. -. ,
.-. " Measure-

.5** .

Location in the Problem: Spae..
'o..

Figure 5.6 The Problem-Solving Model as Hill Climbing

A
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Strategy I - Definite Progress

In the Physics 101 system, the goal is to produce an expression that only contains

variables that satisfy some property (e.g.. being constant with respect to time, having a known

value. etc.). In this case the hill-climbing measure is the number of variables in the expression

that do not satisfy the property. That is. this number is the size of the obstacle set.

Physics 101 contains two basic techniques for reducing the number of undesirable .

I,, variables. In the first technique, undesirable variables can be replaced using known equations if

these formulae only introduce acceptable terms or lead to the cancellation of unacceptable ones

(obstacles). An example of this technique is shown in figure 5.7 (discussed below). In the-

second technique. values of variables can used if doing so reduces the hill-climbing measure. If

the current expression is A * B * C. and A 's value is zero. both B and C can be cancelled by - .-

replacing A with its numerical value. Similarly. given the expression .4 * B * C - B * C.

where A equals one. a numerical replacement can lead to a reduction in obstacles.

A problem-solving schema applied under strategy 1 is illustrated in figure 5.7. The goal is

to evaluate the top expression, but the values of the two inter-object forces (F 12 and F 2 1 ) are

not known. A "substitute-to-cancel-obstacles'" schema can detect that the two inter-object

Consider the Expression

f F 2 (t I di + f F .,

. Choose a V'ariable-Cancelling Substitution

+ 1' ".4 j (- F , l . )d: 4 iF 2 1, l t,,°,

Bring Cancellers Tgether

F + F? a:~

Cancel Variable s

f T _" ,. ,..
Jo"

Figure 5.7 Example of an Operator Applied under Strategy I

P4 V"or
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./ forces cancel due to Newton's third law. The schema first applies Newton's third law to replace

ne of the inter-object forces. It then brings these potential cancelling terms into a position

where cancellation can take place. This requires that the two integrals be combined. Finally.,

the two troublesome variables can be eliminated.

Strategy 2 - Motivated Diversions

There are five techniques used in Physics 101 that follow the second strategy. They are

presented below, in the order they are preferred by the system.

(1) Elimination of acceptable variables. Even when is not possible to reduce the number of

unacceptable terms in an expression. it is a good idea to cancel terms, even acceptable ones.

Eliminating these terms may allow productive cancellations that had been prevented by

their presence. For example. suppose the problem solver possesses the following formulae.

and A and C are acceptable.

A, =B/IC and B=-D

If the current expression is A * C + D. the problem solver cannot reduce the number of

obstacles. However, if the first of the above formulae is used, some terms can be cancelled.

although the number of obstacles is momentarily increased.

*(2) Elimination of integrals and derivatives. Performing calculus is harder than performing

algebra. When it is not possible to eliminate terms, it is often a good idea to eliminate

calculus structure. An example where Physics 101 removes calculus from an expression is

* ::shown in figure 5.8. Here the program detects that it can eliminate the derivative becausede

it knows, the derivatives of all the terms being differentiated. Applying this operator adds

four step,; to the calculation sequence. After this schema is applied, direct progress toward

the goal state can be made. (Continuing the calculation in figure 5.8 leads. as discussed in

section 7. 1. to the principle of conservation of energy.)

3) Preservation of expression tYpe Assume the system has the followving two equitions.

hi .) A (D E~ i .4 =(F + G

1t the current expression is A B C .equation Wi wokuld be preferred as this wo.(uld

P,
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d( V 2
1 (t)) + g X 1 a-)

SeparateDerivcarirtes =" d (  1 (.V 2 Y(Z)) + -d (M 1 g X'Y5 (t))
7F T 7

ConstsOutOfDerit'atives = M, d V 2
1 () + M g -X 1 ()

2_ , r d a

Remo'.'eldentities -Y 1 / (t) d VI'Yt) + M g do (r)

-t

DM VY(t) d..v (t) + M g dt X 'y(t)

. d 7F :

Figure 5.8 An Application of the Substitute-Calculus Schema

maintain the property that the expression is a product of terms. Conversely. given

A + B + C, the second equation is preferred. because after substitution the expression

continues to be a sum of terms. There is a strong reason for preserving expression type,

one involving more than aesthetics. In the first example the system can produce

D* E* B* C or (F +G)* B* C. a'

In the result on the left, all the terms are equally accessible. Future substitutions

involving B . for example. can cancel D or E. (Recall that elimination of undesirable --

variables is the mechanism that leads to the goal state.) The right-hand result requires

that a replacement for B cancel F and G together.

(4) Preservation of structural symmetry. When similar additive or miltiplicative structure is

present. the same general rule should be used repeatedly whenever possible. For example.

given the follox ng expression. substitutions involving all three of the .4 's or al thee of

the B 's would be favored.

A11 + A2B+ A4 %

Trhis accounts for the unpleasing quality f the first transformations of fiy.,re5 4 It "

would he better to replace bkth o the velotlies e:ther h\ the der:vati'ves ol nosvo,'n o:.

the :ntegral ot a~celeratk n A mINt Ire i, not appea*n. a.
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(5) Creation of a Same Type Expression. It generally is a good policy to reason with variables,

rather than numbers. This is especially important if the solution is to be analyzed in order

to determine its generality. However, if the replacement of a variable with its value

creates a "same type" expression. the replacement should occur under strategy 2. For
, example, consider the following expression, where C = 0. Replacing C with zero and

simplifying creates a multiplicative expression. The variable B would become accessible to

combination with variables A and D. Similarly. an additive expression can often be

produced when the value of some variable, embedded in a multiplicative sub-expression,

is 1.

A (B + C ) D

Strategy 3 - Floundering Around

In strategy 3. Physics 101 looks for a legal substitution and applies it. Only one

Sf substitution is made in the current equation, in order to minimize this undirected perturbation

N. of the calculation. Also. if after using strategy 3. strategies 1 and 2 are still not applicable, the

d * current search path terminates. That is, strategy 3 is not used in successive calculation steps.S
This is done to prevent the problem solver from traversing the entire (possibly infinite) search

.-. *,,. space and is one of the principle reasons the solver is incomplete. Upon failing to produce a

solution on its own accord, Physics 101 requests one from its teacher. If a new schema resultsI

-. from analyzing the solution, the system will be able to solve the current intractable problem,

-. and related problems. in the future.

r .- "Choosing Among Alternatives

When several schemata are seen as being equally viable, the problem solver must choose

wvhich to apply. Under strategy 3 the choice is made arbitrarilv. In the other two cases, the

choice is made using the second strateg,. Ior example. if there are a number of ways to cancel

t-o ,'bstaIes. a ',av that preserves the svmmetrs of the situation is preferred. Wen the

,e&'ond strateg, des not distnguish a ;single Lhoice. the S'hema "ha' introduces the smallest
.

number ,I ne'x .arithes i ued 11 there still i, no .!ear tasorite. a random choice is made.

o ('i e rs int', .,re maintained for decftoiuns made under strategies I and 2. The system
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backtracks to the most recent choice point when no further progress can be made along the V'1

current search path.

The svstem does not record all possible choices, rather only those possibilities suggested by

the highest ranking strategy are kept. That is. if there are multiple choices under strategy 2.

Physics 101 never considers strategy 3 at that point, even if all of the alternatives under -

strategy 2 fail. This contributes to the efficiency of the problem solver. It is also a source of - .5

incompleteness.

5.4. Summary

wI

This section describes the overall task accomplished by Physics 101's problem solver. It

discusses how it chooses equations with which to begin work and describes how these chosen

equations are manipulated into an acceptable form. Section 6.3 presents further details on the

problem solver. including a description of the structure of problemc-solving schemata and a

discussion of how schemata are activated and de-activated during problem solving. 5

There are several ways the initial equation is chosen. fquations derived by combining

other equations are preferred over first principle equations. Special-case equation schemata are

preferred over general ones. as the special cases contain a substantial amount of compiled .

problem solving. Also, the closed-world assumption is used before resorting to the use ot first

principles. Here assumptions are made wherever preconditions to a learned sche-nd cannot ')e

shown to be false. Making assumptions can transform an intractalble or insolubfle problem into

one that can be solved. Once an initial equation is cho)sen. ajll of theif ohlt.Itle In it a-e

transferred to the right-hand side, and the second phase o1 prwooem l \ ir.i is enittred Ir ho. I

phase. the system attempts to eliminate all of te obstacles.

Three qualitatively different strategies hav-e been developed hat,1 he' p Io~ :t'X*1*1-r1i

durig the secc nd phase of problem sol % ing The t1irst s ra tel,\ :s 1pl sc1n~~ Pr,:I I -

lead to definite progress tow ard the goal. A ttention ill e Phy1i c 11 "sI h Crbe m 1e t

so m e sch e m a in th is class is ap p lica b le . W h en cletior 6 .3resen ts ui d etaishie n e i O

sok er must deLide ho'-v be ,t to proceed It *thenl :r.'ke, the -e,( nd e I s , tcV.

trat rreser ,e po sibl g im p riant harzic:erisiic of the urbr* r em- I lt r h -at a I v a

l i k e t o k e e p h e p r o b l e m , o l v e r i r o m d e r atiant r d r i p r ble m s i i! ! " ."

e 
b

a r p e e r e o e f r s r i c p l q u t o n . p c i l c a e e q a i o s h m a a a r 8 2

othe eqution

pref rre ov r ge era on s, s th sp cia cas s c nta n a subsantal moun of com ile
pr b em sl in . A so h co e -w rd as u p io s us d b fo e r so t n t h u e o frt .
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- the application of schemata by the first strategy. When the problem solver can follow neither

of the first two strategies, it arbitrarily applies equation schemata.

Other mathematical reasoning research can be viewed in terms of these strategies. Bundy's

'p. meta-level solution methods [Bundy8l. Bundy83] follow strategy 1. He considers solving

complicated equations containing a single unknown variable (there may be multiple occurrences

of the unknown, however). His attraction, collection, and isolation methods always bring one

* - closer to the goal of having the only occurrence of the unknown isolated on the left-hand side of

an equation. The mathematical problem-solving methods learned by Silver's LP program

[Silver86] follow strategy 2. LP acquires information that constrains the choice of applicable

,. operators. The learned operators are not guaranteed to bring the problem solver closer to a final

solution. The LEX system of Mitchell [Mitchel183b] acquires heuristics that estimate when it is

- ,-wise to apply an integration operator. It learns how operators previously used only under

strategy 3 can be applied by strategy 2. The later LEX2 system [.Mitchel183a] learns under

what conditions a specific integration operator will lead to a solution. This can be v-iewed as

learning how to apply, under strategy 1. an operator previously used only under strategx 3.

• Several other approaches to learning about problem solving can be analzed .ith respect '.0

these categories. lba's approach [lba85] to determining useful subsequences of operators (those

form which macro-operators should be constructed) is to use a "peak-to-eak heurislit 'I here

peaks are local maxima of the evaluation function used to guide the search for the solj'.ior

- the current problem, and sequences are segmented at the peaks. The resaitin macro-oerar-

fall under strategY I if they move from one peak to a higher one It *he resut is ar ipeaa. r

J% . sequence that leads awax from the goal. it falls under ,trateg\ 2. because iti proxihi .is .

p, "ump to another relativelv hiih point than to make an arhitrar', mo', Nhiton. hii MIORRIS

s err [\Minton,5l. aise focus ;es on deciding ,hich macrc-operator' :, le.rn )ne -,e tJ

-rn'c, s . are learneO when an perator sequence firs't ippe,:r, t, be m\ ne a -a. ''n. "h,..

out h\ the end ft the 'equence progress to',.ird tht, i7,al ,,- ,een beer, e. Ihext- m,7

)rNerators tall under 1tratec', 1

f nalv% the'.e three 't.ie~ a e.e d~~l~. o ~:. O. '

-. i. ing mdei jitin ,,on,h. K.rkpairi,1kk,3] Pr, rexx u'i* re . 1 - . t''2 em "

.wkard a Prchlernm i. rnfllma Nt rat ei-, 2 is ani i;4 ,o 1: r
e. "~emPperitulre' when Ku tik a, .a ], mnna '.'. :.:" .. :d. - The IL ti,; . .: ,"'
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problem solver does not drift too far in the problem space. Strategy 3 potentially involves

much greater increases in system temperature, and. hence. much greater jumps in the problem

space.

The second strategy illustrates an essential difference betwveen novice and expert problem 'e

solvers [Chi8i, Chi82, LarkinSO. SchoenfeldS2]. It is easy to recognize definite progress toward

a goal and it is easy to recall .vhich operators can be legallk applied. Expertise involves

knowing which characteristics of a situation should be rreser\ed (or created) when no way to

dennitel\ progress towxard :he goal is kno , n
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Chapter 6

Algorithmic Details of Physics 101

',

%

Details of Physics 101"s algorithms and data structures are presented in this chapter.

Discussed are how the cancellation graph is constructed, how this graph is used to build the % %

generalized explanation structure, and how problem-solving schemata are selected.

It is often necessary to distinguish between different occurrences of the same mathematical

variable' (e.g.. F, M. and A ). For example, there are two mass terms in line 2 of figure 3.5.

One first appeared in the left-hand side of the calculation, while the other arose from the .

A = F,, /M formula substitution. In the implementation, every variable in a calculation -

maintains pointers to the variable that produced it and, if it is replaced in a formula -..- 4-

substitution, to all of its direct descendants. In addition every variable replaced in a

substitution records the specific and general forms of the equation used.

Unfortunately the word 'ariable has at least three connotations. There are the variables used in

mathematical equations. those used in predicate calculus, and those used in programming languages. The ,,'

word variable will always refer to mathematical variables unless preceded by" modifiers.

85,.,' ",



Physics 101's algorithms are expressed here in a pseudo-code. designed for readability.

(The actual implementation is written in Lisp.) In these algorithms, the notation record .field is

used to represent a given field of a record, and back arrows (4-) indicate value assignment. The

constructfor each element in set unless test do statement

means that element is successively bound to each member of set and. unless test is true.

statement is evaluated.

6.1. Constructing the Cancellation Graph

The cancellation graph for a calculation describes how the calculation supports the '

problem's solution. This graph records how unacceptable variables (those that may not appear

in the final right-hand side of a calculation) are eliminated from the calculation. Of particular

interest are those unacceptable variables descended from the problem's unknown (via rewriting

using equation schemata). How these cancellations are set up and how any undesirable side-

effects of the cancellations are circumvented are recorded. This process determines the role of -?

each variable appearing in the left-hand side of the calculation. Irrelevant variables are detected 9

and are not used during the calculation reconstruction phase in which the calculation is

generalized. r

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 contain the algorithm for constructing cancellation graphs. while

table 6.1 lists the fields referenced and describes their setting when the algorithm commences.

(Fields ending with question marks are boolean-valued.) Further details on these fields are

provided as the algorithm is discussed.

A sample problem is used to illustrate the algorithm. It is contained in table 6.2. and its

cancellation graph appears in figure 6.3. The features of this specific cancellation graph are v
explained as the algorithm is described. Recall that the first expression in a sequence of

calculation steps is called the left-hand side of the calculation, while the subsequent expressions ' *.

are termed right-hand sides.

In the sample calculation, Greek letters are used for variables that cannot appear in the"

final right-hand side of the calculation. For example. it may be that the final right-hand side ... 5

can only contain variables whose value is known or variables that are time-independent. The-

goal is to rew.rite the left-hand side, via a series of equal ity-preserving transformations, into an
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procedure CheckForObstacles (variable)

if variable.notCbecked? then

variable.notChecked? '- false

variable.obstacleSet 4- FindObstacleSet( variable))

AnalyzeObstacles(variable.obstacleSet)

procedure FindObstacleSet (variables)

answer P- } / answer is a local variable. '/

for each variable in variables unless variable.eliminated?

do if variable.replaced?

then answer - answer U FindObstacleSet(variable.descendants)

else if variable.unacceptable?

then answer 4- answer U Ivariable)

return answer

procedure AnalyzeObstacles (obstacleSet)

for each obstacle in obstacleSet do Eliminate(obstacle)

for each obstacle in obstacleSet do CheckForSecondaryObstacles(obstacle)

procedure Eliminate (variable)

variable.eliminated? ,- true

AnalyzeBloc kers(variable. bloc kers)

AnalyzePartners(variable.partners)

AnalyzeCancellers(variable.cancellers)

Figure 6.1 Building the Cancellation Graph - Part I
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procedure AnalyzeBlockers (blockers) - I

for each blocker in blockers unless blocker.eliminated? do Eliminate(blocker)

procedure AnalyzePartners (partners)

for each partner in partners unless partner.eliminated?

do partner.eliminated? -- true

AnalvzeBlockers(partner.blockers) "- -j

procedure AnalyzeCancellers (cancellers)

for each canceller in cancellers St

do canceller.eliminated? ,- true

AnalyzeBlockers(canceller.blockers)

procedure CheckForSecondaryObstacles (variable)

for each blocker in variable.blockers do CheckForSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

for each partner in variable.partners

do CheckForObstacles(partner.producer)

for each blocker in partner.blockers do CheckForSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

for each canceller in variable.cancellers

do CheckForObstacles(canceller.producer) K

for each blocker in canceller.blockers do CheckForSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

CheckForObstacles(unknown) ,' Construc. the cancellation graph.

Figure 6.2 Building the Cancellation Graph - Part II

1
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*-Table 6.1 Fields Used in the Cancellation Graph Algorithm%

Field Initial Setting

notChecked? initially true, reset in algorithm when checked for obstacles

obstacleSet initially }.set in algorithm

unacceptable? true if this variable cannot appear in the final right-hand
side of the calculation

eliminated? initially false. set in algorithm *9

replaced? true if replaced by a rewrite rule during the calculation

descendants variables introduced when this variable rewritten

blockers set of variables preventing cancellation of this variable

partners set of variables in the cancelled expression in addition to J
this variable

cancellers set of variables that cancelled this variable

pproducer variable in the left-hand side of the calculation that pro-
duced this variable

expression containing no Greek letters. The equation schemata used to produce each newa expression are shown in the right column. A mixture of domain-specific and general algebraic

rewrite rules are used. 0 is the variable about which some information is sought, i.e.. it is the

problem's unknown. In this example, subscripts are used to differentiate various instantiations

of the same variable (e.g.. b Iand b 2 ). In other words, b 1 and b 2 both ref er to the variable b.

This sample calculation illustrates the major components and attributes of cancellation

graphs. The graph specifies the role of each variable in the left-hand side of the calculation.

Combined together in the given manner, these variables support the answer to the question .

about the unknown. One important feature is that unnecessary variables (e.g.. at in table 6.2)

do not appear in the graph.

The first step in building a cancellation graph is to create the obstacle set for the problem's

* unknown. (This obstacle set is called the primarY obstacle set, Obstacle sets constructed in later

phases of the algorithm are called secondary sets.) An obstacle set for a collection of variables

consists of those variables possessing the following properties: .%,

V4
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Table 6.2 Sample Calculation

Calculation Steps Rewrite Rules Used

a((a -b ) 1 + d )g B is the unknown
C 7

(1) "f((a-b) +d)g =/
Cl J

*J.. ,

8S C2(2) f ((a -b 1 ) d .g 4=8C
Cl-

(4) f (e + d )g =c =.(5) f ((a -b) + d)g Xx=0
?x 1 = x

(4) =f((6 1 +b 2 -b 1 T)2+d)g = -Eb

(5) = /(e 1l 1 +d)g 'x-'x =o

(6) = / ( 8h + y 1 -6 2
8

2 )g e =y-eS ..

(7) f f y/g ?x+' y= 7'y+ ?x

?x-x =0

?x +0=?x

f Jyjh
Y2 e

(9) = fh Ix = 1

Ix = Ix

(1) they are in the given collection or descended (via rewriting with equation schemata) from

a member of it.

(2) they cannot appear in the final right-hand side of a calculation.

(3) thev are cancelled in the calculation, and

(4) they are not marked earlier in the algorithm as being eliminated from consideration.

The function FindObstacleSet assumes that the provided calculation is successful. This means

that if an unacceptable variable is not replaced. it must be cancelled. since there can be no

unacceptable variables in the final right-hand side of a calculation.
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The only member of the sample problem's primary obstacle set is 81. It appears in line 2

Sand is cancelled in line 7 of table 6.2. The only other descendant of the unknown a is c, and c,

can appear in the final expression of the calculation. The next things to do are see how the

%obstacle is cancelled and then determine if there are any undesirable side-effects of doing this. If

there are side-effects. how they are circumvented in the specific example needs to be determined.

.5 - V'
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An obstacle set is analyzed once it is constructed, and how each element of this set is

eliminated from the calculation is determined. This involves three steps.

(1) Determining how those variables blocking the cancellation are eliminated.

(2) Determining how the obstacle's cancellation partners are brought into position for the

cancellation.

(3) Determining how the cancellers of the obstacle are brought into position.

Analyzing the Blockers of the Obstacle

The first step is to determine how the obstacle is isolated for cancellation. When

introducing an obstacle into a calculation (via the application of equation schemata), additional

variables are often unavoidably also introduced. Some of these may be blocking the cancellation

of the ob'tacle. and. if so. how these blockers are eliminated needs to be ascertained. .

The blockers of an obstacle depend on the manner by which the obstacle is cancelled. This

is illustrated in table 6.3. The blocker sets for various expressions and cancellation types are

shown. The first column contains the expression descended from the producer of the obstacle.

while the second column contains the full expression containing the obstacle that is cancelled

%when the obstacle is eliminated. [or example, if the equation schemata used to cancel the

a +b I
obstacle a I specifies b I. then the cancelled expression is a I + b 1. (In this case b I is the

only cancellation partner and {a. .b2 } is the canceller set.) In the last two columns are the

blocker sets as a function of the cancellation type.

In table 6.3's first example. obstacle a is additivelY isolated and ntultiplicativeZy blocked.
7 C

while in the second and third examples the opposite is true. The fourth and fifth lines are

examrles of expressions that are blocked for both types of cancellation. The last three examples

illustrate the effect of a more complicated cancelled expression. As shown in line 6. variables in

the cancelled expression are not blockers. Line 7 shows that an additive cancellation partner

does not effect a sum of variables, while a multiplicative cancellation partner means that the

sum of variables must be reduced to a single term (line 8).

%.
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Table 6.3 Blockers of Obstacle a

Expression Full Obstacle Cancellation Type

Descended from Cancelled

Ie a's Producer Expression Additive Multiplicative

0i) a +b +c a H Ibc)

(2) a b c a 1bc} {
(3) a (b+c)d a {b.c.d} {}

(4) (a +b)c +d a {c} (b.d)

(5) (ab +c)d a {b.d) c I

(6) a +b +c a +b (c)I

(7) a +b +c a +x } {b.c)

(8) a +b +c a x {b.c) {b.c)

In the calculation of table 6.2. the obstacle 81 is additively cancelled (line 7) and has a

multiplicative cancellation partner (el). The variable c 2 is the only member of 8's blocker set.

Analyzing the Partners of the Obstacle

Next, the cancellation partners of the obstacle are analyzed. This entails determining how

the blockers of each partner are eliminated. By eliminating these blockers, the partners are

positioned so they can participate in the cancellation with the obstacle. In table 6.2. the only

blocker of el is b 2- rI

" Analyzing the Cancellers of the Obstacle

Finally. the cancellation of the obstacle must be understood. This requires determinating

how the blockers of the cancellers are eliminated in order to properly position the cancellers so

they can eliminate the obstacle. The expression -)e 2 82 cancelled the only member of 3's

obstacle set in line 7 of table 6.2. No variables blocked this cancellation.

Checking for Secondary Obstacles

Once all the members of an obstacle set are eliminated, a check is made (in the procedure

CheckForSecondaryObstacles) to see if this process lead to the existence of additional 6
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(secondary) obstacle sets. Cancelling an obstacle requires the presence of its partners andV

cancellers. as well as those variables that cancelled the blockers of the obstacle, the blockers ofWi

its partners, and the blockers of its cancellers. Hence. additional variables must be present in

the left-hand side of the calculation. These producer variables are checked to see if their

presence means additional obstacle sets are present in the calculation. If so. these secondary

obstacle sets are analyzed in the same manner as the primary obstacle set.

Notice that eliminating the secondary obstacles can also require additional variables in the

the left-hand side of the calculation. These variables may also have obstacles sets (again called

secondary sets) that need to be eliminated. Since the successful calculation contained a finite

number of calculation steps (and, hence, a finite number of potential obstacle variables), the

algorithm always terminates.

There are several cancellers in the calculation of table 6.2: c 1, b 1. E2. and 8,. The first two

of these appear in the left-hand side of the calculation (and, hence, are their own producers).

The third and fourth cancellers are produced by d. The obstacle set of d only contains i

which is introduced in line 6. Although not acceptable in the final right-side of the calculation.

variables e, and 62 -are not members of this obstacle set because when this set is constructed

these variables are already eliminated. The variable g in the left-hand side of the calculation

produces the canceller of yj and the obstacle set for g is the empty set.

The producers of cancellation partners are also checked to see if they have obstacle sets.

The variable a produced el. the cancellation partner of 81. The obstacle set of a is also empty.

Notice that all of the variables, other than a, in the left-hand side of table 6.2's calculation

appear in figure 6.3. This graph records the role of each variable in the determination of the

desired property of the unknown. The variable a does not appear in the cancellation graph

because it serves no purpose in the achievement of the goal. One of the important features of

the cancellation graph process is that irrelevant variables in the left-hand expression can be

detected. This is one manner in which the initial explanation can be altered.

6.2. Using the Cancellation Graph

Once the cancellation graph is constructed. it can be used do such things as explain whyS the

solution technique worked and how it generalizes. This section describes the algorithm that uses
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Ithe cancellation graph to construct an augmented explanation structure. one that leads to the%%

general equation schema underlying the sample calculation.

During this process the sample calculation is redone, this time in the general case, using the

general versions of all equation schemata. Unacceptable variables in the specific problem are

considered unacceptable in the general case and acceptable variables in the specific case are

considered acceptable in general. The obstacle graph provides the guidance as to which variables

are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -uncetbeadho hycnb liiae.Tute loih eis nteasmto

that the specific situation is representative of future situations. a fundamental, but often

implicit, assumption in explanation-based learning.

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present the algorithm for reconstructing the calculation. This

algorithm is very similar to that used for building the cancellation graph. Obstacles and their

blockers, partners. and cancellers are again the focus. Basically. the algorithm works as follows.

First, the general version of' the unknown is used as the initial left-hand side of the calculation.

and then the general versions of the equation schemata used in the specific calculation are

applied until the primary obstacles are introduced in their general form. 2 Next. the general

versions of any blockers are eliminated, which may lead to the introduction of more general t

variables in the left-hand side of the calculation. Following this, any partners of the obstacle

are introduced, also in their general form, and their blockers are eliminated. The general **.*

versions of the cancellers are then introduced and their general blockers: eliminated. After this.

the cancellation is recorded and the obstacles and their cancellers are eliminated from the
calculation. Finally, secondary obstacles are recursively analyzed. More details on these steps ~ '

are provided in the remainder of this section.

The first step in analyzing a general obstacle is to introduce it into the calculation. This

involves finding its producer in the general case, inserting the producer into the left-hand side of

the calculation,, then performing the general versions of the substitutions performed in the

specific calculation into the general version of the obstacle appears in the general calculation.

The same procedure is used to introduce partner and canceller variables into the general
calculation.

%.~~~
2 The unexpanded forms of equations are used. Recall that in solving the specific problem. indefinite .%
,ummations (7_) and products (fJ) are expanded into ordinary sums and products.

95% %
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procedure EliminateSecondaryObstacles (variable)

for each blocker in variable.blockers do EliminateSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

for each partner in variable.partners

do AnalyzeGeneralObstacles(partner.producer)

W for each blocker in partner.blockers do EliminateSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

for each canceller in variable.cancellers

do AnalyzeGeneralObstacles(canceller.producer) ."
a'5.

N -for each blocker in canceller.blockers do EliminateSecondaryObstacles(blocker)

procedure IntroduceIntoGeneralCalculation (variable)

<described in text>

procedure RecordGeneralCancellation (general Variable) .,

"' <described in text>

AnalvzeGeneralObstacles(unknown) /* Reconstruct the calculation. '/ '

6-IF SimplifyCalculation() /* Simplify the new calculation.,

j,5

Figure 6.5 Building the General Version of the Calculation - Part II
tN

"T The producer in the general case may not always be the general version of the specific .0

calculation's producer. Usually the general producer is the general version of the specific
opproducer. However. this is not the case when the obstacle is produced because a problem-specific

equation is used. When a problem-specific equation is used. the producer of a variable is found ',.

by tracing backwards through the application of equation schemata. starting at the one that

directly introduced the variable, until the problem-specific equation is found. The producer is

the variable, introduced at this step. that is an ancestor of the variable being introduced. For

example. if the following three equations are used to produce 8, where the first equation is

problem-specific, then the general producer of 8 is a. I1 I

-.5' 
-

5' *,5..,. 5-*. *S, . .. -. . . .- , .- . . . . ,, , ,.5.. f. 5 5, ,,. 
5
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If the producer does not appear in the left-hand expression of the specific calculation, its

proper form in the left-hand side needs to be determined. This entails passing the producer ', A

backwards through all the calculation steps between the one in which the producer is introduced

and the initial step. The only place the producer is altered is when it is involved in calculus. ~

When this occurs, the expression that will be converted into the producer by this calculus is

determined. For example. if after differentiating, the producer P results, then the following

must be solved for P., the new producer.

d P
d ?x

The esut isP' P d?x. The reverse transformation holds for integration. An example of

this appears in section 7.1. where a problem-specific equation is used in a calculation.

There is one exception to this method for determining producers. Because it is desired that

the unknown appear in the left-hand expression. if the specific producer of an obstacle is the

unknown, then the general producer is the general version of the unknown, regardless of the

equation schemata used to produce the obstacle. This means that a problem-specific equation .

may be used in the general calculation, and a precondition of the resulting schema is that this

problem-specific equation hold in the current situation.

Once the producer of a variable is determined, the next step is to merge it into the current

left hand-side of the general calculation. This depends on how it relates to other producers in

the current left-hand side. For example. if there are none, it becomes the original left-hand side.

If it is the producer of an additive partner. it is added to the producer of the other variable in

the partnership. Similarly. if it produces a multiplicative canceller, it divides the related

producer. *- ~

After the producer of a variable is added to the general calculation, the equation schemata

that convert the producer into the variable of interest are applied in their general form. While

,his is occurring, the necessary unifications among predicate calculus variables in the equation

%
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"4 schema and its preconditions are maintained using the standard explanation-based algorithm

EGGS [Mooney86].

Whenever the general version of an equation is added to the general calculation, pointers

S ,are maintained between the variables in the general calculation and their specific calculation

counterparts. This is illustrated in figure 6.6 for a sample substitution where the internal force

" .. on an object is replaced by the sum of inter-object forces.

Even if the general formula that produced it does not contain an indefinite summation or

* product, a variable may have multiple specific versions. For example, A. c in figure 4.3 has

A 2. and A 3. , as its specific versions. In addition to pointing to each of its specific versions.

* each variable in the general calculation has its range recorded. The range of a variable defines

allowable values for subscripts. For instance, the range of A,., in figure 4.3 specifies that j

generalVersion

Fint lA(t)  Fint,?c(?t)

S Specific General
. "specifcVersions

Formula Formula

F 2, 1,x(t) + F 3,1 (t) j F ,?C(?t)

6 generalVersion generalVersionq44

% . specificVers ions
.4.-

Figure 6.6 Mapping Between Specific and General Variables
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ranges over the elements of ObjectslnWorld except for ?s. and that ?c can take on a single

value.

If there is no specific counterpart for a general variable, the specific example did not

address all of the issues inherent in the general calculation. In particular. it did not address how ' op

this variable should be handled. Since there is no indication whether or not this general variable

is acceptable, generalization terminates and a general equation schema is not learned. An

example of this appears in section 7.4. where a two-body collision problem is discussed.

Variable ranges are used to determine the necessary range of the producers of cancellers. If

X, ranges over the elements of ObjectslnWorld . except for i, then the producer of its canceller

receives the same range. Hence. if it is an additive cancellation and P is the producer of X's

canceller. then F_ P is merged into the left-hand side of the calculation. For a
j e ObjectsIn World

multiplicative cancellation i P is used.
j e Objectsn World

Once a variable and its cancellers are present in the general calculation the cancellation is

recorded. This involves altering the ranges of the variables involved in the cancellation,

removing the cancelled possibilities. The necessary unifications are also recorded. If the range

*- of a subscript becomes empty, the general variable is marked as being eliminated. To illustrate

this, assume that the range of one instantiation of the variable X1 is the singleton i. while the

range of its canceller is from 1 to n . After the cancellation is recorded, the first instantiation is ...

cancelled and the second has the new range of I to n except i.

After the cancellation is recorded, it is determined whether or not any secondary obstacles

are introduced bv the elimination of the blocking or obstacle variable. If so. these secondary

obstacles are analyzed in a recursive manner. Finally, the resulting calculation is algebraically Air

simplified and any remaining arithmetic is performed. Preconditions of the equation schemata -

used in the general calculation are collected, with all predicate calculus variables in their

constrained form. and a new equation schema is constructed.

6.3. Problem Solving in Physics 101

In this section, more details about the algorithms and data structures of Physics lOl's

problem solver are presented. Earlier. a hierarchy of some of the system's mathematical

100
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problem solving techniques was presented. That figure is repeated below, as much of this ,'L''
section refers to its contents. The organization of several of the schemata in this figure are

described below. --

A .To be used, a problem-solving schema must be active. Various schemata activate other

schemata. and when an active schema is no longer relevant, it deactivates itself. The main a-

purpose of this activation procedure is to speed up the problem solver. Time is not wasted

checking inactive schemata to determine whether or not they are currently relevant. When

F problem solving commences on a new problem. all existing problemg-soling schemata are

2. activated.

FactorAlgebra

DistributeAlgebra

ConstantslntoCalculus
ReArrange iConstantsOutOfCalculus ',

SeparateCalculus 's;

.CombineCalculus

SolveCalculus -IntegrateAo acs Differentiate -

Calculate SolveMat MultiplyNumbers
< SolveArithmetic AddNumbers

a' Simplify P
Removeldentities

< MultiplyByZero

CancelAlgebra SubstAdd IdentitiesSubstidentities SubstMul tldentities .%

SubstToCancel

SubstSameType . SubstToMultlyZero

SubstFormulae SubstValues - SubstZerolnSum ":

SubstCalculus SubstOneinProduct

* SubstBlindly .

Figure 6.7 Some of the System's Mathematical Techniques (repeated)
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Table 6.4 describes the contents of a problem-solving schema. Preconditions to these

schemata are divided into two groups. In the first group (called the keep-active preconditions)

are those preconditions that indicate if the schema should remain active. If these -re not

satisfied, the schema deactivates itself. The second group of preconditions determine if the

schema should be applied at the current stage of problem solving. Note that a schema can

currently be inapplicable, but still be relevant. Some of the examples later in this section will

illustrate this. The next field in a schema (the initial activation set) contains a list of other

problem-solving schemata. When both groups of preconditions for a schema are satisfied, the %

schemata in this list after activated before the schema's body is executed. If success is returned

algorithm for applying problem-solving schemata is presented in figure 6.8.

4m

I,

Table 6.4 The Structure of a Problem Solving Schema

Keep.Active? Conditions Conditions that are checked to see if this schema -

should remain active.

Other Preconditions The remaining preconditions for applying this schema.

Initial Activation Set Schemata to activate before executing the schema body. ' %

Schema Body The body of the schema: may describe a transformation of the
current expression or be a description of an ordering among other ,;.-
problem-solving schemata.

Final Activation Set Schemata to activate after executing the schema body.

10%
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procedure ApplyProblemSolvingSchema (schema)

if Active?(schema) then

if Satisfied?(schema.keepActiveConditions) then

if Sa tisfied?(schema. ot herPrecond it ions) then

ActivateTheseSchemata(schema.initialActivationSet) % .

if ExecuteBodySuccessfullv?(schema.schemaBody) then "-.

ActivateTheseSchernata(schema.final Activat ionSet) -"..

return success
. ... ,~

else return failure

else DeactivateThisSchema(schema)

return failure

else return failure

Figure 6.8 Problem Solving in Physics 101
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The body of a schema can specify an execution ordering among other schemata. Several

control constructs are used. The constructs and their syntax and semantics are as follows:

(AND statement 1, statement 2.  statement,)

Statements are applied left-to-right as long as success is returned. If all of the statements %*
9.

are successful. the result is success, otherwise failure. I

(OR statement 1. statement 2. statement, )

Statements are applied left-to-right until success is returned. If none of the statements are -

successful, the result is failure, otherwise success. I

(LOOP statement 1. statement . statementn)

This is similar to OR. Statements are also applied left-to-right until success results. If

none of the statements are successful, the result is failure. Otherwise the schema's two

precondition groups are again tested. If they are still satisfied, the statements are re-

executed. This continues until some precondition fails or all the statements fail. The final .,
.%

result is success if any of the statements, in any of the iterations, ever succeeded. . .

(ALL statement 1. statement .statement,

Statements are applied left-to-right. The result is always success.

The remainder of this section presents several of Physics 101's problem-solving schemata. .2'

This collection of schemata illustrates the features described above and are representative of the i"

full collection contained in the system.

The first sample schema (table 6.5) is TransformExpression. It guides the elimination of

obstacles from an expression (it is not included in the schema hierarchy presented above). This

schemata loops as long as there are obstacles present in the current expression. At each iteration " .

the schema that chooses formulae to substitute is executed. Formulae are chosen according to
4.

the three strategies described in chapter 5. If no substitutions can be performed, the backtrack "

schema moves the system back to the last recorded choice point. If there is none, the fail schema

is executed. which requests a solution from the system's teacher. .

The second sample schema (table 6.6) attempts to cancel variables. If some substitutions

can be found that reduce the number of obstacles, these substitutions are made. the cancelling

terms are brought together (b\ GroupForCancels). and the resulting mathematicai identities are
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Table 6.5 The TransformExpression Schema

KeepActive? Conditions ObstaclesPresent?(expression)

Other Preconditions true

Initial Activation Set 11
Schema Body (LOOP (OR SubstFormulae BackTrack Fail))

Final Activation Set

Table 6.6 The SubstToCancel Schema

N 4KeepActive? Conditions true

Other Preconditions CanCancelObstacles?(expression)

-. * Initial Activation Set ISubstEquations. GroupForCancels, Substldentities}

Schema Body (ALL SubstEquations GroupForCancels Substldentities)

Final Activation Set

eliminated. The schema SubstEquations updates the current expression and, depending on the

type of equation substituted, activates other schemata. For example, if a new equation contains

. . integrals or derivatives, the schemata related to solving or rearranging calculus are activated.

, All new equations lead to the activation of schemata related to rearranging and cancelling

algebra. plus the schemata for performing arithmetic. Finally. SubstEquations always calls :he

schema that simplifies the current expression by performing any arithmetic that can be done.

-' '., The schema called to do this is illustrated next.

Table 6.7 contains the schema for performing any arithmetic that can be done in the

• , current expression. If there are no numbers in the current expression. this schema deactivates

itself, otherwise it loops through its body. Looping continues as along as there are numbers in

the current expression and one of the sub-schemata can simplify the current expression. Notice

that this schema stays active whenever there are numbers in the current expression. even when

* no further arithmetic can be performed. Some other schema may alter the expression so that

additional arithmetic can be performed.

",,105
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Table 6.7 The SolveArithmetic Schema -

. e" .

Keep Active? Conditions ContainsNumbers?(expression) -
%

Other Preconditions true

Initial Activation Set {

Schema Body (LOOP (OR .MultiplyNumbers AddNumbers
Substidentities MultiplyByZero)) .' '.

Final Activation Set 1

'J. S.d

The last sample schema is in table 6.8. This schema checks if there is a zero in the current '.

expression that is multiplying other terms. The multiplication is performed in order to cancel i.

these terms. This schema's body directly alters the current expression. producing a new one.

rather than transferring control to other schemata as the above examples did. After cancelling

terms, two other schemata are activated. Since the new expression may contain a sub-expression
- I

of the form x + 0. SubstAddldentities is activated. Similarly. the new expression may contain

<number > + 0. so AddNumbers is activated. In the next iteration of SolveArithmetic these

schemata would further simplify the expression. .. '

Table 6.8 The MultiplyByZero Schema

KeepActive? Conditions Contains.Mu It iply ingZeroes?(expression)

Other Preconditions true

Initial Activation Set { "

Schema Body <execute yubstizutions >

Final Activation Set ISubstAddldentities. AddNumbersl
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• 6.4. Summnary

of iThis chapter presents additional details about the algorithms in Physics 101. The contents

of cancellation graphs are explained and their construction is described. Cancellation graphs

, .* 'record how a calculation produces an expression containing only acceptable variables. Attention

is focussed on the cancellation of unacceptable variables. These cancellations provide the

-- -explanation of why variables other than the unknown appear in the left-hand side of a
r. calculation. .

Once the cancellation graph is constructed. it is used to guide the construction of the

general version of the calculation, from which a new equation schema is produced. Variables

considered unacceptable in the specific calculation are considered unacceptable in its general

version. In the general calculation, the general versions of the unacceptable variables are
eliminated, based on the assumption that the specific calculation is representative of future

calculations.

"* '. This technique for mapping variable acceptability from the specific example to the general

case is only one possibility. Another approach would involve marking variables as being

acceptable or unacceptable in general. This marking could be done a priori or could be the result

of recording statistics over a number of problems. If this were done, some unacceptable

variables in the specific calculation could be considered acceptable in the general calculation and

thus remain in the final right-hand side. When a variable in a calculation is considered

" "unacceptable in general but is acceptable in the specific example. a general equation would not be

produced.

* The structure of problem-solving schemata is also described in this chapter. To increase

S -. the efficiency of problem solving, only active schemata are considered. Problem-sol\ing

schemata can active and deactive other schemata, and can deactivate themselves if they

determine they are no longer relevant. Several of the schemata used in Physics 101 are

"- described.

The next chapter completes the presentation of Physics 101 by discussing several

additional examples. x hich highlight various aspects of the system.

-lo
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Chapter 7

Additional Physics 101 Examples .

..

Several additional examples of the operation of Physics 101 are presented in this chapter.

The first example. involving the concept of energy conservation, illustrates the effect that a 2:

problem-specific equation has on the generalization process. The next demonstrates how the

system can use the result of one learning episode in a later learning episode. The final example.-.

shows how fortuitous circumstances in the specific example can influence the learning process.
The cancellation graphs and the acquired rules for these examples are presented. as is a special ?

*.

case law for energy conservation.

%" 4

7.1. Learning about Energy Conservation'"

A second problem (figure 7.1) presented to Physics 101 involves a brick falling under the '-.

influence of gravity. Again. information at two different states is presented. The mass of the

brick, its initial velocity, and its height in the two states are provided. Also. the system is told

the net force on the brick is M g X,t ).The goal is to find the brick's elocit\ in the second

state. Physics 101's problem solver cannot solve this problem using its initial collection of '"

phsics formulae. The teacher's solution to this problem uses energ% conser,,ation and is shown
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State A State B -6

d,-s ,6L
Figure 7.1 A Falling Brick V.

in figure 7.2. In this solution, the kinetic energy ( mass x velocity 2) plus the potential energy

(mass x g x height) in the two states is equated. -"0

As in the momentum problem. in the provided solution a previously- unseen equation is

evaluated at two different points, and the two results equated. In order to justify the use of
4,',"1 this equation, the system first attempts to produce an expression. where time is explicit, that

] M !/2>(..V + M(g =AMV2 B) + MIg X 1 (B)

I%-A 1~ XI.y(A ) M. .

(2 kg)(0T + (2kg)(9.8 m)(5m) = (2kg)V2 y(B ; + (2kg)(9.81 ( .M.

0 k m ' + 98.1 g  = 1kg V 2
1 . (B + 0 kg m 2

52 S.20

98.1 g  1kg V 2
1 . B

S %
i. 2  m

2

V2 . = 98.1

Y (B

V , = 9.91""

Figure 7.2 The Teacher's Solution to the Energy Problem
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describes the general form of one side of the initial equation in figure 7.2. The system's problem %

solver cannot meet this goal. so another approach is taken. In the second approach. the system

takes the temporal derivative of the underlying expression to see if it is zero. If so. it is valid to

equate the expression at any two time points. The second approach succeeds, using the

calculation steps shown in figure 7.3.

The cancellation graph for the calculation of figure 7.3 is presented in figure 7.4. There are

two members in the obstacle set of the unknown velocity. One is the net force on the falling

object. while the other is the velocity itself. This possibly confusing state of affairs, where the

)
4N

- .N 1l V 2 1t + M g X 1. ')
d!

I Se-lara -V "  
't;) M7e d x v

2 ConstsurOfDerivatives M - V1  + M 1 gd1  X

3 difrnweAl1viI V. (¢1 + M I g x X ( "

4 N1u*,pNNu br 1 1V. () +  M g I : g: "

5 Rernoveident:ties + Ad 1  I  g -, ..

h M + 1 g V,

-+ S.' v-t:T, :.( :,F = i.tt : , t ) A, . { : i F r V

,2
= 0 :

g

Figure 7.3 Verifying the Teacher's Solution to the Energy Problem
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0V1, Y (t)%

obstacleSet -"

3V1,y(t), P Fn, 1, y(t) }"

cancellers " blockers P

partne/rs cancellers

f 32, 7MO .

S7Fne, 1, y(t) , 6 V 1 ,y(t) cancelr ccellers

blockr producer producer

1o21 IoM1l
I 7M I 1 0 Xly(t) obstacleSet producer obstacleSet producer

cancellers obstacleSet obstacleSet , % F

O II
j o0vi1  I I I I I :?-

obstacleSet producer

(} +

Figure 7.4 The Cancellation Graph for the Energy Problem

obstacle set contains the unknown plus another variable, arises because the calculus rule

%P"" d"- d ?~'x " = ?n ?x a'2dx 'n 1:" '

d a".t

is used in line 3 of figure 7.3. This rule replaces the original instantiation of VI., with two

new. distinct instantiations. The two primary obstacles are partners in the cancellation of

line 10. However, before this additive cancellation can take place. the multiplicative blockers of

F,,.y must be eliminated. There are two blockers: the mass term introduced in line 7. and the

number 2 introduced in line 3. (Although not shown in figure 7.4, the 2 is also a blocker of

V., .) Both of these blockers are cancelled by terms that are present in the left-hand side of the 9

calculation. and their cancellation introduces no new obstacles.

The cancellers of the primary obstacles are produced bv the remaining variables in the

left-hand side of the calculation. Since Al is blocking the net force, the producer of its •

%

%1 % %**
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canceller must also appear in the left-hand side. Requiring the presence of the variables that

produce the cancellers does not lead to any more obstacles. The role of each term in the initial -V

expression is understood.

The next several figures illustrate the construction of the general calculation. In the first

fgrfigure 7.5. the primary obstacles are derived from the generalized unknown.

Next. the blockers of the primary obstacles must be eliminated. Figure 7.6 shows how % -

thes unlocersare introduced into the calculation.

Finally, the cancellers of the primary obstacles are introduced into the calculation, as

shown in figure 7.7. Because the formula F, = MgX is marked as not holding in all worlds, it '

is not used in the general calculation. Instead, the calculation is reconstructed without using

this formula, which means that the net force needed to cancel the primary obstacles must

appear in the left-hand side of the calculation. These new left-hand side variables produce no

* secondarv obstacles, so reconstruction of the calculation is complete.

The general law Physics 101's produces by analyzing the sample solution is presented in

figure 7.8.

This general energy conservation law (figure 7.8) applies whenever the total force on an - *

object is known. Notice. though. that a potentially complicated integral needs to be computed if

this general law is to be used. To use this formula. it is not sufficient to possess knowledge of

the values of variables at two different times. A problem solver must also know howv the net

force depends on position for a continuum of times. In the specific problemn there is a constant

net force (gravity), and when this force is constant the problem is greatly simplified. *

Integrating a constant force leads to a potential energy determined by that constant force _

multiplied by the object's position. The position only needs to be known at the two distinct

times, and not for all intervening times. The special case schema for energy conservation is

contained in figure 7.9. Again, since this is a conservation schema, the time at which each state.-

occurs need not be known.%

7.2. Learning about the Sum of Internal ForcesV

In a third exercise. Physics 101 is again given a problem describing the state of a collection

of three balls at vwo different times. The internal forces of balls 2 and 3 are specified I or both
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d| ~(2) =2 V?,. ( ) -V?, ,

"

(5 ) = 2 V ,, . c t A ,, , , (t ) .

" ~(6) = 2 V 7,. , (t) , ..

M'S

p.

... Figure 7.5 Introducing the Primary Obstacles"-

°-V

:,e -37 ('}M IC V2 2,. ,C (C

1M, d±v2

%'
(2) = M, V7, ,(t) V C (t

(36 = 1 M C V. () 1C (t

d.

( 1 = M ' . 'S'C (t ,,, t)".

15)7 = M , V,, ,s cF s.,c it

Figure 7.6 Introducing Terms to Unblck the Primary Obstacles
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d (I M, dv2, df,)

(I) = I - .c ) d.d F .,s S ' C (t ) dX ., (r)t

(2) = I (1t) ' (I) - F,, , c (t)-AT, c (t M'", 7

d d

(4) = 1M , V,,. , (t ),- V ' , ,C (t) -- F .., , (t) -X ,. C (t
di d -

(4) = M,, Vs.,c (t) A.Vs.(t)-Fna.s.'c(t) (t)

(6) = M," V,. '7 (t )A~,. 7c (r)-F a () c()"' '

F,~ V,,. 7c(6) = -F~ ~ Fn ,t c(t) V,s ,c() ,

(7) = 1 V,,. , F, c - Fne., ' t) V,s ?c (

(8) = . (tF .c  -- ' Fne, 'c(t V,.,c(t)

(9) 0 kg _
2

S
3

Figure 7.7 Introducing the Cancellers of the Primary Obstacles
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Equation

C~ f A 2 rc (-jF.er.t "C JAT'~ 0 kg " 2 ..

Preconditionsi

Object(?i ) A

IsaComponent(?c )

IndependentOf(Al, ,t) j

NOT(ZeroValued(vl,. )

Figure 7.8 The Final Result of the Energy Problem
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Equation

- n (Ot 2) + M?, g X 7, ?c (?t 2).4 ,

Preconditions %

Object(?i) A
IsaComponent(?c A
IndependentOf(M? , ) A A

NOT(ZeroValued(M,, )) A
SpecificPointOf(?t 1, I ) A
SpecificPointOf(?t 2' t ) A

2t I -i

r
Eliminated Terms

2t ?t2

Special Case Conditions

i Fnet, "i)(t M,i g ?

V.:* Figure 7.9 The Special-Case Energy Law

states, while ball l's internal force is only known in the initial state. The goal is to determine

the internal force on ball 1 in the second state. In the solution provided by the teacher, the sum

of the three internal forces is evaluated in each state, and the results equated. This new I

equation must be explained. As shown in figure 7.10, the system is able to construct an

expression describing how the sum of the internal forces depends on time. Since it is constant. it -

can be equated in any two states.

Figure 7.11 contains the cancellation graph for the calculation in figure 7.9. This problem

"" is actually a sub-problem of the momentum example, and the two problems' cancellation graphs

are somewhat similar. The main difference is that in the internal force problem there are no

cancellation blockers. As in the momentum example, the primary obstacle set contains the two S
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Fi,. . -~t + F,,.- z t + F , .3. . p* .

ISubst.SarneType =F 2 1.: (t) + F3 .*Z t) + F1 .2 2 (t ) + F3 .2 ., (t + F 1 3., (t + F2 3z:

2 SubstToCancel =F 2 1.: t) + F3 .1.z Cc) -F 2 1.z(r) + F 3 .2 ., (t ) -F 3 1.z (t ) F3 2 z(

3 Su bst Addl denti ties =0 kg n + o kg m + o kg m.

4 AddNumbers =0 kg m
S"

Figure 7.10 Verifying the Teacher's Solution to the Internal Force Problem

obs'acleSe

lF,,zt P 1F3,1,(t)

cancellers/ cncellers . 4

I2F2,1,,(t) I I 2F,. 1 ,(t)
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o,4,

Subs'ame~pe =].1. t ,z(t) F.2 O~t)+F3,,z(t)+ l.~)aF (),
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"I .5

obstac:eSe, T rodutio obstacleSeo

1F3 ,2  .. ).t) I }

cancelers /a l

{ 2F21,z~t } 2F l,(t ," -'

Figure 7.11 The Cancellation Graph for the Internal Force Problem

inter-object forces acting on ball L These unblocked obstacles are cancelled b, forces descended

from the internal forces of the other tw,%o balls. Ilowev.er. cancelling the primary obstacles

produces a secondary obstacle - the force bet-Aeen balls 2 and 3. Cankeling this obstacle does

not produce any additional obstacles.
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The result of generalizing the internal force calculation is presented in figure 7.12. Again,

all the inter-object forces acting on an object must be cancelled. This results in the need for the

presence of every object's internal force in the left-hand side of the equation. With this left-

hand side. all the inter-object forces cancel, and Physics 101 acquires the concept that the sum

of the internal forces of any system is conserved.

7.3. Using the New Force Law to Learn about Momentum

This example demonstrates the important property that Physics 101 can use. in

subsequent problem solving and learning episodes, an equation schema it acquires. The initial

momentum problem (figure 3.1) is rerun after the system acquires the concept illustrated in

'I figure 7.12- Figure 7.13 contains those lines in figure 3.5 that change. (Line 7 of figure 3.5 has

no corresponding step in this calculation. That is, the system goes directly from line 6' to

line 8',) Now that Physics 101 has an equation specifying a useful relationship among the

internal forces, it can be used to eliminate the three internal forces from the calculation. There

is no need to rewrite them in terms of the inter-object forces.

The cancellation graph for this calculation is in figure 7.14. This graph is substantially

different from the one for the original solution to the momentum problem (figure 3.8). In this

problem the only primary obstacle is F,, which is blocked by a mass term and cancelled by

an internal force descended from the velocity of ball 3. Cancelling the primary obstacle

introduces one secondary obstacle. namely . In order to cancel this obstacle. V2 , must

Equation
.,#

F-I 0 19g

I e ObjectsIn World s

Preconditions

IsaTime(2t ) ,IsaComponent(?c I

Figure 7.12 The Final Result of the Internal Force Problem
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'SubstSameType f(FX1 A( + Fin 1,t ))dt + I(F , 2. it )+ F,.,, it ))dt I

+ f(F,,,,, (,,C) + F~, 3. % (t)) dt

f:

8 SubslToCancef = (F ,(t) + Fm, , (t))dt + f(Fo.. x(t + Fr .2. ,),)di

+ f(FT .3.,) - Fn, 1. A) - Fl, .2 ,(t))d '

9' CombineCalculus = (F.., (t) + Fint. (t) + Fe,..2., (t) + Ft.,., (t)

+ Fext (t) -( nI 1 (t) - F,,, .2. (t )) dt

10" SubAddldentilies -( F= , ( t ) 
+ 

0 k
, m +TF", 2F (t ) + 0 kg Fe.3 t dt -

..

Figure 7.13 Verifying the Momentum Problem after the Internal Force Problem '. \

be present in the left-hand of the calculation. The presence of this variable, and the variable " -

needed to cancel its blocker, does not introduce any additional obstacles. Even though their ,

cancellation graphs differ, generalizing this calculation produces the same result as generalizing .. -

the calculation in figure 3.5. - ^

7.4. Attempting to Learn from a Two-Ball Collision

It was stated earlier that at least a three-ball collision problem is needed to properly .

acquire the concept of momentum conservation. This section describes the results of analyzing a p

t', o-ball collision. The two-ball problem is identical to the original three-ball problem of

figure 3.1. except that ball 3 is not included. Again, the teacher equates the momentum in the
two states and the system needs to verify this new equation. 'erification is nearly identical to

the calculation in figure 3.5 and is not shown here. The main difference is that variables ®

involving ball 3 are not present.

The cancellation graph for this simpler calculation is contained in figure 7.15. It is

virtua!lv identical to the left half of figure 3.h. The significant difference is that the presence of

X',, produces no obstacles because cancelling the obstacles of the unkno,, n cancels all the

potential obstacles of this variable. 1he fortuitous circumstances of the two-body example .

mean ,hat the problem of what to do with the additional inter-object Iorces need not be faced.

Th, diflerence becomes important in the generalization phase. as described in section 4.1 Since S
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Figure 7.14 The Cancellation Graph for the Second Solution of the Momentum Problem

Physics 101 does no problem solving during generalization, these inter-object forces remain, as S

shown in figure 7.16.

One way to handle the case where there are no specific representatives of a variable in the "

general calculation would be to save the final result. marking it for possible later refinement. ,

However, in Physics 101 whenever there are variables without representatives in the specific

calculation, no learning takes place.

This example illustrates an important issue in generalizing the structure )t explanations.

When generalizing an explanation to handle more entities, a learning system must le ahle to

._
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obstacleSet producer

obstacleSel producer

Figure 7.15 The Cancellation Graph for a Two-Ball Momentum Problem

W,

..
recognize any new issues that arise due to the presence of these additional entities. The sample

problem's solution may not have had to address all of these issues, due to fortuitous ..

circumstances in the example, and the learner must possess some facility to recognize and " -

surmount these extra issues.

7.5. Summary

This chapter presents several additional examples of the operation of Physics 101. An ,

example involving energy conservation is presented first. This example demonstrates N" ,5.

Physics 101 acquiring a second fundamental concept of physics. It also illustrates hw tlhe

system generalizes the structure of explanations in a wa' different than generaliing nuniher., 5*

The energy example used a equation schema specific to that problem, and in the generalized ." "

calculation that equation is not used. ltowever. a special-case is produced in , hich the limited -,

rule is used.

."
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Equation

d . ,. ,., ( )

dt ObjectsInlVorld i e ObjectsIn World F 7$s k V j ,+s

~~Preconditions "

IsaComponent(?c) A

Member(?s, ObjectslnWorld ) A
V i e ObjectsIn World NOT(ZeroValued(Mi )) A
Vi e ObjectslnWorld IndependentOf(M, .t)

Eliminated Terms

Vi?s FF, €,c Ct

Figure 7.16 The Potential Final Result of the Two-Ball Momentum Problem

In the second example of this chapter. Physics 101 learns that the sum of a world's

internal forces is always zero. The original momentum example of chapter 3 is rerun after the

system learns the internal force law. Assistance from its teacher is still needed. but

Physics 101 is able to use tile internal force law when learning the momentum law. This .

3,. demonstrates the system's ability to use the results of its learning to facilitate additional

knowledge acquisition.

Finally. a t,.o-bodv collision example is presented. The system does not acquire enough %

information from this example to properly acquire the momentum law. Some lurking obstacles

that appear in the general case need not be faced to solve this simple problem.

Q-'-
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Chapter 8

Overview of the BAGGER System A

As is stated in the introduction, most research in ex planation- based learning involves-

relaxing constraints on the variables in the explanation of a specific example. rather than

generalizing the structure of the explanation itself. However, this precludes the acquisition of

concepts in which an iterative process is implicitly represented in the explanation by a fixed

number of applications. Such explanations must be augmented during generalization. This can

involve generalizing such things as the number of entities involved in a concept or the number

of times some action is performed.-

In Physics 101. the need for generalizing the structure of an explanation is motivated by

an analytic justification of an examples solution and general domain know.ledge. In the

momentum problem. information localized in a single physics formula leads to a global

restructuring of a specific solution's explanation. Physics 101 is designed to reason about the%

u -e of mathematical formulae. Its generalization algorithm takes great advantage of the

properties of algebraic cancellation and is based on the assumption that the general version ofI

these cancellations should be represented in the general concept acquired.
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However, as previously discussed, the need to generalize the structure of explanations is

ubiquitous. It occurs in many domains besides those that involve mathematics. This chapter '

and the next several present a second approach to the problem of genteralizing explanation

structures.. In this approach, the form of the explanation motivates generalizing its structure.

The explanation-based generalization algorithm developed is domain-independent - no special

characteristics of any particular domain are used as the foundation of the algorithm.

The BAGGER system (Building Augmented Generalizations by Generating Extended

Recurrences) attempts to construct concepts that involve generalizing to N. The fully-

implemented BAGGER system analyzes explanation structures and detects extendible repeated.

inter-dependent applications of rules. When any are found, the explanation is extended so that J*

an arbitrary number of repeated applications of the original rule are supported. The final

* structure is then generalized and a new rule produced, which embodies a crucial shift in

representation.

In this chapter. several examples requiring generalization to N are introduced. MIost of the

examples investigated use the situation calculus [McCarthy63] to reason about actions, in the

style of [Green69]. (Green~s formulation is also discussed in [Nilsson8O).) A description of

situation calculus follows the presentation of the examples. The following two sections describe

the type of rules acquired by BAGGER. Later chapters elaborate the BAGGER algorithm and

demonstrate the performance gains achieved by it.

8.1. Some Sample Problems

Several examples are presented in this section to illustrate the operation of BAGGER.

One problem solution analyzed by BAGGER is shown in figure 8.1. The goal is to place a

proper ly-supported block so that its center is above the dotted line and within the horizontal

confines of the line. BAGGER is provided low-level domain knowledge about blocks, including *

how to transfer a single block from one location to another and how to calculate its new

horizontal and vertical position. Briefly. to move a block it must have nothing on it and there

must be free space at which to place it. The system produces a s'. .Jation calculus proof

validating the actions shown in figure 8.1. in which three blocks must be mov"ed to build the

* tower.
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Figure 8.1 Constructing a Three-Block Tower

It a standard explanation-based generalization algorithm is applied to the resulting proof. a

plan for moving three blocks will result. They need not be these same three blocks - any three

distinct ones will suffice. Nor is it is necessary that the first block moved be placed on a table.

an,. flat, clear surface is acceptable. Finally, the height of the tower need not be the same as

that in the specific example. Given appropriately sized blocks, towers of any height can be

constructed. Many characteristics of the problem are generali;'ed. However. the lact tta- .

exactiv three blocks are moved would remain.

.1
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If one considers the universe of all possible towers, as shown in figure 8.2, only a small

U' fraction of them would be captured by the acquired rule. Separate rules would need to be

learned for towers containing two blocks, five blocks, etc. What is desired is the acquisition of a

rule that describes how towers containing any number of blocks can be constructed.

By analyzing the proof of the construction of the three-block tower. BAGGER acquires a

general plan for building towers by stacking arbitrary numbers of blocks, as illustrated in

figure 8.3. This new plan incorporates an indefinite number of applications of the previously

known plan for moving a single block.

In another example. the system observes three blocks being removed from a stack in order

.,, ~.to satisfy the goal of having a specific block be clear. Extending the explanation of these actions

Rue

Rue

- Rule N

Fiur 8. nvessofCntrcileTwr

.4-

Figur 8. eerlPa orCntutigTwr
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produces a plan for unstacking any number of blocks in order to clear a block within the stack.

Figure 8.4 illustrates this general plan. The plan includes the system's realization that the last

unstacked block is currently clear and thus makes a suitable site on which to place the next V

block to be moved. This knowledge is incorporated into the plan and no problem solving need

'p

be performed finding destinations once the first free location is found.

Unlike many other block-manipulation examples, in these examples it is not assumed that,.,

blocks can support only one other block. This means that moving a block does not necessarily

clear its supporting block. Another concept learned by BAGGER, by observing two blocks being

moved from on top a table, is a general plan for clearing an object directly supporting any

number of clear blocks. This plan is illustrated in figure 8.5. "r

The domain of digital circuit design also contains many examples ,.here a fixed number of

rule applications should be generalized into an arbitrary number. By observing the repeated '

application of De.Morgan's law to implement two cascaded AND gates using OR and NOT

gates. BAGGER produces a general version of De.Morgan's law which can be used to implement N %

cascaded AND gates with N OR and one NOT gate. This example. which does not use situation

calculus. is shown in figure 8.6.

r%

. 'S

F,, ...

Figure 8.a A General Plan for caeaing btoek in

[].
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Figure 8.6 A Circuit Design Example
8.2. Situation Calculus

In situation calculus. predicates and functions whose values may change over time are .:

given an extra argument which indicates the situation in which they are being evaluated. For-,

' example, rather than using the predicate On~x,y). indicating that x is on y. the predicate ,-

"" On(x,y~s) is used. indicated that in situation s, x is on y. In this formulation, operators are %,,
represented as functions that map from one situation to another.

4'

Problem solving with BAGGER's situation calculus rules can be viewed as transforming

and expanding situations until one is found in which the goal is known to be achieved. The

BAGGER system has two types of inference rules: inter-situational rules which specify attributes

that a new situation will have after application of a particular operat n ra-situation ae

rules which can embellish BAGGER's knowledge of a situation by specifying additional,.,

epsconclusions that can be dra pn within that situation. tanhe

Each inter-situational inference ru c s ledge about one particular operator.

wHowever. operators are not represented by exactly one inference rule. A major inference rule

specifies most of the relevant problem-solv ienformation about an operator. But it is

"." augmented by many lesser inference rules which capture the operator S frame axioms and other

facts about a new situation. This paradigm contrasts with the standard STRIPS [Fikes7]

formalism h The inference rules of a STRIPS-like sstem are in a t -one correspondence with

-. 2-

ccFahlman [Fahlmaan nd Fikes [Fikes-5] augmented the standard STRIPS model b allowin a

distincinte-siational rimrnfer rlspecifis kw relationships are asserted directol by

12"
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the system's operators. Each inference rule fully specifies an operator's add- and delete-lists.

These lists provide all of the changes needed to transform the current situation into the new I

situation. Any state not mentioned in an add- or delete-list is assumed to persist across the

operator's application. Thus. the new situation is completely determined by the inference rule.

In the BAGGER system this is not the case. Many separate inference rules are used to fully

characterize the effect of an operator.

The advantage of the STRIPS approach is that the system can always be assured that it has

represented all that there is to know about a new situation. However. this can also be a

disadvantage. A STRIPS-like system must always muddle through all there is to know about a I

situation, no matter how irrelevant many facts may be to the current problem. Conversely, the , %

advantages of BAGGER's approach are that the inference rules are far less complex and therefore
. %.

more manageable, the system's attention focussing is easier because it does not bog down in '

situations made overly-complex by many irrelevant facts. and a programmer can more easily

write and update knowledge about operators. Furthermore, STRIPS-style operators do not '. .%

allow disjunctive or conditional effects in their add- or delete-lists. .%

A potential disadvantage of BAGGER's approach is that to completely represent the effects

of applying an operator in a particular situation. the system must retrieve all of the relevant
inference rules. However, this is not a task that arises in BAGGER's problem solving. Indeed,

there has been no attempt to guarantee the completeness of the system's inferential abilities.

This means that there may be characteristics of a situation which BAGGER can represent but

cannot itself infer.

8.3. Sequential Rules
I

Like its standard inference rules, number-generalized rules in the BAGGER system are

usually represented in situational calculus. In the previous section, two types of BAGGER

inference rules are discussed: intra- and inter-situational rules. To define number-generalized

rules, the inter-situational rules are further divided into two categories: simple inter-situational

rules and sequential inter-situational rules (or simply sequential rules). Sequential rules appiv a

operators while secondary relationships are deduced from the primary ones as needed. While this serve-
the same purpose as BAGGER's intra-situational rules, multiple inter-situational rules for an operator are
not allowed [Waldinger7"]. I
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variable number of operators. Thus, within each application of a sequential rule many

intermediate situations may be generated. The actual number of intermediate situations

depends on the complexity of the problem to be solved. The rule for building towers is an

example of a sequential rule. This rule is able to construct towers of any number of blocks in

order to achieve a specified goal height (the dotted line). The rule itself decides how many

q blocks are to be used and selects which blocks to use f rom among those present in the current

situation.
SI-

Sequential rules, like their simple inter-situational counterparts. have an antecedent and a

consequent. Also, like the simple versions, if the antecedent is satisfied. the consequent specifies

properties of the resulting situation. Unlike the simple rules, the resulting situation can be

separated from the initial situation by many operator applications and intermediate situations.

For example. to build a tower, many block-moving operations must be performed. It is an

important feature of sequential rules that no planning need be done in applying the intermediate

operators. That is, if the antecedent of a sequential rule is satisfied. its entire sequence of

operators can be applied without the need for individually testing or planning for the I

preconditions. The preconditions of each operator are guaranteed to be true by the construction .

of the sequential rule itself. Thus. the consequent of a sequential rule can immediately assert

properties which must be true in the final situation. A sequential rule behaves much as a

STRIPS-like macro-operator. It is termed a sequential rule and not a macro-operator because it is.Z

in fact, a situational calculus rule and not an operator. It has a situation variable, does not

specify ADD and DELETE lists. etc. "

Sequential rules can be much more efficient than simply chaining together simple

constituents. This improved efficiency is largely derived from three sources: 1) collecting

together antecedents so that redundant and subsumed operator preconditions are eliminated,

2) heuristically ordering the antecedents. and. especially. 3) eliminating antecedents that test

* .5,,operator preconditions which, due to the structure of the rule, are known to be satisfied.

8.4. Representing Sequential Knowledge

A representational shift is crucial to BAGGER's solution to the generalization to NV problem.

'While objects in a world are represented within simple inference rules directly as predicate

calculus variables, this is not possible for BAGGER's sequential rules. A standard operator
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interacts with a known number of objects. Usually. this number is small. The rule

representing the operator that moves blocks, for example. might take as arguments the block to

be moved and the new location where it is to be placed. A simple inter-situational rule for this

operator might specify that in the resulting situation, the block represented by the first ,' .. '

argument is at the location specified by the second. This rule represents exactly one application

of the move operator. There are always two arguments. They can be conveniently represented

by predicate calculus variables. That is. each of the world objects with which a simple operator

interacts can be uniquely named with a predicate calculus variable.

Sequential rules cannot uniquely name each of the important world objects. A rule for

building towers must be capable of including an arbitrary number of blocks. The

uninstantiated rule cannot know whether it is to be applied next to build a tower of five, seven.

or 24 blocks. Since the individual blocks can no longer be named by unique variables within the

rule, a shift is necessary to a scheme that can represent aggregations of world objects. Such a P
representational shift. similar to [Weld86], makes explicit attributes that are only implicitly -

present in the example. Thus, it shares many characteristics of constructive induction

[Michalski83. Rendel185. Watanabe87].

A new object called an RIS (for Rule Instantiation Sequence) is introduced to represent -"

arbitrarily large aggregations of world objects. A sequential rule works directly with one of .' .

these generalized structures so that it need not individually name every world object with

which it interacts. A sequential rule's RIS is constructed in the course of satisfying its

antecedent. Once this is done. the RIS embodies all of the constraints required for the successive 

application of the sequence of operators that make up the plan. "- "

8.5. Summary

This chapter introduces another approach to generalizing the structure of explanations.

The fully-implemented BAGGER system analyzes explanation structures expressed in predicate "

calculus and detects extendible repeated. inter-dependent applications of rules. When any are -

found, the explanation is extended so that an arbitrary number of repeated applications of the

original rule are supported. The final structure is then generalized and a new rule. which "
a-
-

embodies a crucial shift in representation. is produced. The BAGGFR system is capable of " .-."
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.. acquiring concepts where an iterative process is only implicitly represented in a specific

problem's explanation.

The rules learned by the system allow a problem solver to perform substantially better in

future problems. The efficiency gains of BAGGER occur for several reasons. One. as is usual in

explanation-based learning, the interconnection of a large number of rules is compiled into the

learned rule. saving a problem solver the trouble of having to repeatedly search its collection of

rules and re-connecting the same rules. This repeated effort can be further slowed down if the

problem solver follows many unfruitful pathways. Two. the antecedents of a new sequential

rule are heuristically ordered to increase the efficiency of satisfying them. Three. preconditions

.'~ that. due to the structure of the rule. are known to be satisfied do not appear in the final rule

'~ " and, hence, no time need be wasted testing them. Four, the preconditions for sequential rules

are expressed only in terms of the initial situation. This allows a problem solver to jump from

the current situation to some other situation arbitrarily many states away without reasoning

about any of the intermediate states. These gains are even more significant in BAGGER because

its sequential rule representation incorporates an indefinite number of ordinary rules.

Situation calculus provides an appealing wvay of representing changing environments.

W.hile it generalizes ex:,,mples formulated in standard predicate calculus. BAGGER is particularly

well-suited for problems expressed in situation calculus. Portions of its generalization

algorithm take advantage of the frame axioms and related inter-situation rules used in situation

* calculus.

Lnlike standard predicate calculus rules, a sequential rule cannot always use predicate

calculus 'variables to represent indiv.idual objects in a world. Since a sequential rule must be

able to accommodate any number of objects. a more abstract representation is needed. A data

'S -. structure called a rule insiantiation sequence (RIS) is used to support this task.

The next chapter presents the BAGGER generalization algorithm. Following that. there is it
.. detailed presentation of the above examples, including their full proof trees and the acquired

rules. Chapter I1I empirically analyzes the performance of BAGGER. The initial inference rules

used in the examples are described in appendix A.
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Chapter 9
.L .P

LS.

Generalization in BAGGER

The BAGGER generalization algorithm is presented in this chapter. This algorithm analyzes

explanation structures and detects when a fixed number of applications of some rule can be ,

generalized. It then forms a new sequential rule that supports an arbitrary number of

applications of the original rule. For reasons of efficiency,. the preconditions of the sequen'ial .

rule are expressed in terms of the initial state only and do not depend on the results of

intermediate applications of the original rule. In addition -o describing the algorithm that

generalizes the structure of an explanation, this chapter describes how the antecedents of te

jeqiential rule produced are rearranged in order to increase problem-solving performance. A

pr,,ilem soler that applies BAGGER's sequential rules is also described.

9.1. The BAGGER Generalization Algorithm

I ivure 9.1 schematicallv presents ho'w BAGGI-R generalizes the structure of explanat:cns.

()n the left is the exrlanation of a solutin to some specific problem. In it. some inference rule :s

repeatedl\ applied a fixed number of tirne ,. In ,he generalized explanation. the number I

- t o the ruie is unconstrained In additio, the properties that must hold in ,;-der ,
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V Figure 9.1 Generalizing the Structure of an Explanation

%* ,satisfy each application's preconditions. and to meet the antecedents in the goal, are expressed in

terms of the initial situation. This means that portions of the explanation not directly involved

in the chain of rule applications must also be expressed in terms of the initial state. When the

initial situation has the necessary properties. the results of the new rule can be immediately

" idetermined, without reasoning about any of the intermediate situations.

.1', The generalization algorithm appears in figure 9.2. This algorithm is expressed in a

" pseudo-code. while the actual implementation is written in Lisp. The remainder of this section

",, elaborates the pseudo-code. In the algorithm back arrows (,-) indicate value assignment. The

construct

for each element in jet do statement

means that element is successively bound to each member of set, following which statement is

evaluated. The functions AddDisjunct and AddConjunct alter their first argument. If either

of AddConjunct 's arguments is fail, its answer is fail. AddRule places the new rule in the

database of acquired rules.

The algorithm begins its analysis of a specific solution at the goal node. It then traces

backward, looking for repeated rule applications. To be a candidate, some consequent of one

instantiation of a rule must support the satisfication of an antecedent of another instantiation.

-{ These repeated applications need not directly connect - there can be intervening inference rules.

I
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procedure Bui dNewBAGGER rule (goalNode)

focusNodes - CollectFocusRuleApplications( goalNode)

antecedentslnitial - BuildlnitialAntecedents( Earliest( focusNodes))

antecedentslnterxnediate ~

for each f ocus.Node in focus.Nodes do
answr -Vie~s~ritrrv~plicf ous1 ode fous~d-9

if answler ;d fail then Add Disjunc t(antecedentsln termed iate. answer)

if antecedentslntermediate l- 0 A antecedentsFinal e fail

then AddRule(antecedentsinitial. an tecedentsl ntermed ia te. antecedentsFinal. consequents) 4

procedure ViewAsArbitraryApplic (node. focusNodes)

result .

for each antecedent in Antecedents(node) do .

if Axiom?(antecedent) then true

else if SupportedBy Earl ierNode?(an teceden t, focusNodes) then

AddConjunct(result. Collect.NecessarvEqualities(antecedent. Supporter(antecedent)))

else if Sit uationlndependent?(antecedent) then AddConjunct( result, antecedent)

else if SupportedBvPartiallyUnwxindableRule?(antecedent) then L

AddConjunct(result. CollectResultsOf Partial INUnwindi ng(antecedent)) 4

'W4

AddConjunct(result. V'iewAsArbitrarvArplic(Partiallv-Un\wind( antecedent), locusNcodes))

else if SupportedByUnwindableRule?(antecedent) then

AddConjunct(result. CollectResultsOf~nw.xinding(antecedent))

else if SupportedBvRuleConsequent'( antecedent) theun

AddConjunct(result. Collect'\ecessarvEqualities( antecedent. Supporter(antecedent))) 4

ddonjunct(result. ViewAsArbitrar Applic(SupportingRule( antecedent). focusN odes ))

else return fail r:

return result

Figure 9.2 The BAGGER Generalization Algorithm
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Once a candidate is found, all the inter-connected instantiations of the underlying general rule

3 are collected.

The general rule repeatedly applied is called a focus rule. After a focus rule is found.

BAGGER ascertains how an arbitrary number of instantiations of this rule and any intervening

rules can be concatenated together. This indefinite-length collection of rules is conceptually

merged into the explanation. replacing the specific-length collection, and a new rule is produced

from the augmented explanation.

A specific solution contains several instantiations of the general rule chosen as the focus

rule. Each of these applications of the rule addresses the need of satisfying the rule's

antecedents, possibly in different ways. For example, when clearing an object. the blocks moved

can be placed in several qualitatively different types of locations. The moved block can be

placed on a table (assuming the domain model specifies that tables always have room). it can be

placed on a block moved in a previous step, or it can be placed on a block that was originally

clear.

BAGGER analyzes all applications of the general focus rule that appear in the specific

example. When several instantiations of the focus rule provide sufficient information for

different generalizations. BAGGER collects the preconditions for satisfying the antecedents of

each in a disjunction of conjunctions (one conjunct for each acceptable instantiation). Common

terms are factored out of the disjunction. If none of the instantiat ions of the focus rule provide
sufficient information for generalizing the structure of the explanation. no new rule is learned

by BAGGER.

Three classes of terms must be collected to construct the antecedents of a new rule. First,

the antecedents of the initial rule application in the arbitrary length sequence of rule

applications must be satisfied. To do this, the antecedents of the focus rule are used. Second.

the preconditions imposed by chaining together an arbitrary number of rule applications must

be collected. These are derived by analyzing each inter-connected instantiation of the focus rule

in the sample proof. Those applications that provide enough informai ion to be vie\Xed as tile

-'arbitrary i:h application produce this second class of preconditions. Third. the preconditions .

from the rest of the explanation must be collected. This determines the constraints on the final14

applications of the focus rule.



Analyzing the Instantiations of the Focus Rule

In order to package a sequence of rule applications into a single sequential rule. the

preconditions that must be satisfied at each of the N rule applications must be collected and

combined. The preconditions for applying the resulting extended rule must be specifiable in , p

terms of the initial state, and not in terms of intermediate states. This insures, given that the

necessary conditions are satisfied in the initial state, a plan represented in a sequential rule will N,* ,%

run to completion without further problem solving, regardless of the number of intervening

states necessary. For example, there is no possibility that a plan will lead to moving N-2 blocks

and then get stuck. If the preconditions for the ith rule application were expressed in terms of

the result of the (i -1)h application, each of the N rule applications would have to bee

considered in turn to see if the preconditions of the next are satisfied. This is not acceptable. In

the approach taken, extra work during generalization and a possible loss of generality are traded

off for a rule whose preconditions are easier to check. '1

When a focus rule is concatenated an arbitrary number of times, variables need to be 16'

chosen for each rule application. The RIS. a sequence of p-dimensional vectors, is used to

represent this information. The general form of the RIS is:

<V 1.1 ..... V .. >, <r ... . V, > . ..<"" 'i ..... V"n.P > (9.1) .

In the tower-building example of figure 8.1. initially p = 3: the current situation, the object to be

moved, and the object upon which the moved object will be placed.

Depending on the rule used. the choice of elements for this sequence may be constrained.

For example. certain elements may have to possess various properties, specific relations may

have to hold among various elements, some elements may be constrained to be equal to or ..

unequal to other elements, and some elements may be functions of other elements. Often

choosing the values of the components of one vector, determines the values of components of

subsequent vectors. For instance, when building a tower, choosing the block to be moved in -

step i also determines the location to place the block to be moved in step i-1. .

To determine the preconditions in terms of the initial state. each of the focus rule

instantiations appearing in the specific proof is viewed as an arbitrary (or iu ) application of the

underlying rule. The antecedents of this rule are analvzed a to what must he true of the initial
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state in order that it is guaranteed the ith collection of antecedents are satisfied when needed. ?

This involves analyzing the proof tree, considering how each antecedent is proved. A standard

explanation-based generalization algorithm, EGGS [Mooney86]. is used to determine which

variables in the subtree of interest are constrained in terms of other variables in the subtree.t"d

The portion of the proof tree analyzed for a given rule stantiation is that subtree

determined by traversing backwards from the given instantiation, collecting nodes until

reaching either a leaf node, a situation-independent node, or a node directly supported by a

consequent of another focus rule instantiation. Figure 9.3 illustrates this on a section of a

hypothetical proof tree. The circles represent focus rule instantiations. The subtree of interest

is represented by thicker lines and the given instantiation of the focus rule is represented by a
bold circle. a

The constrained generalized variables in the subtree of interest are expressed. whenever

possible, as components of the p-dimensional vectors described above. The algorithm next
oa

t..

focus rule in-lantiation

.. '",..1

'.. 0 t..'O

/©

..

Figure 9.3 Analyzing a Portion of a Proof Tree
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* ascertains what must be true so that each antecedent is satisfied when necessary. All

antecedents of the chosen instantiation of the focus rule must be of one of the following types

for generalizing to N to be possible:

(1) The antecedent may be an axiom. Since an axiom always holds, it need not appear as a .:%.

precondition in the final rule.

77,

(2) The antecedent may be supported by a consequent of an earlier application of the focus

rule. Terms of this type place inter-vector constraints on the sequence of p-dimensional ..

vectors. These constraints are computed by unifying the general versions of the two

terms.

(3) The antecedent may be situation-independent. Terms of this type are unaffected by I

r

actions. .

(4) The antecedent may be supported by an "unwindable" or partially "unwindabie" rule.

When this happens. the antecedent is unwound to an arbitrary earlier state and all of the

preconditions necessary to insure that the antecedent holds when needed are collected. A ?,

partally unwindable rule goes back an indefinite number of situations. from which th&

algorithm continues recursivelv. If no other inference rules are in the support of the

unwindable rule, then it is unv ond all the way to the initial state. The processing of

un\, indable rules is further elaborated later. It. too. may place inter-vector constraints on

the sequence of p-dimensional vectors.

(5) The antecedent is supported by other terms that are satisfied in one of the aboxe wa\s..

'When traversing backwards across a supported antecedent, the system collects an\ inter-

ve~tor constraints produced by unifying the general version of the antecedent with the

general ersion of the consequent that supports it.

Notice that antecedents are considered satisfied when they can he expressed .n terms ,I tne

initial state, and n,. %khen a leaf of the proof tree is reached. Conceivahlv. to sat:sft" tie.e

antecedents in the initial state could require a large number of inference rue . II lha' is the

case, it ma; be better to trace backwards thr. ugh these rules until more x,::'nU tern> ar"t

encountered. This p,,ati,,naiit\ gencrality trade-off [I)eJongS6. keller.,-h. V i: : z 'N t,

, S 1., a'lk7e] :S a najtr issue in explanation-hased learning. hu,, ill not he,:ic~s'ex
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"ft further in this section. Section 10.2 contains a sequential rule resulting from a more restricted

definition of operationality and compares it to the standard sequential rule learned by BAGGER.

Usually the cost of increased operationality is more limited applicability. An empirical analysis

of the effect of this trade-off in the BAGGER system appears in chapter 11.

A second point to notice is that not all proof subtrees will terminate in one of the above

ways. If this is the case. this application of the focus rule cannot be viewed as an arbitrary ith

application.'

The possibility that a specific solution does not provide enough information to generalize

to N is an important point in explanation-based approaches to generalizing number. A concept

involving an arbitrary number of substructures may involve an arbitrary number of

substantially different problems. Any specific solution will only have addressed a finite number

S'" of these sub-problems. Due to fortuitous circumstances in the example some of the potential

problems may not have arisen. To generalize to N. a system must recognize all the problems

that exist in the general concept and, by analyzing the specific solution, surmount them.

Inference rules of a certain form (described later) elegantly support this task in the BAGGER

system. They allow the system to reason backwards through an arbitrary number of actions.

The antecedents resulting from the analyzing an application of the focus rule may be

satisfied an indefinite number of times when a sequential rule is used. Hence, any non-RIS

variables in the antecedents produced by the generalization algorithm are added to the RIS.

These extra vector components can be viewed as "local" variables used when, in the sequential

rule, each instantiation of the original focus is being constructed.

Figure 9.4 illustrates how consequents of an earlier application of a focus rule can satisfy

.- some antecedents of a later instantiation. This figure contains a portion of the proof for the

tower-building example. (The full proof tree is presented and discussed in section 10.1.)

- Portions of two consecutive transfers are shown. All variables are universally quantified.

An alternative approach to this would be to have the system search through its collection of unwindable
rules and incorporate a relevant one into the proof structure. To stud' the limits of this thesis approach

• " to -2eneralizing to .N. it is required that all necessary information be present in the explanation. no-" problem-solving search i,, performed during generalization. Another approach would be to ass umet the
problem soiver could overcome this problem at rule application time. This second technique. how-evei.
would eliminate the property that a learned plan will always run to completion whenever it,,
precnnditions are sati-fied in the initial state.

13)
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transferi-I -
e%

On(?xi-1,.?yi l,Do(Transfer(?xi-l,?yi -l).?si-1 ))  Clear(?xt t, Do(Transfer(?xi_ 1 . ?Yi -l
),  Ns-11))

AchievableState(Do(Transfer(?xi-. ?yi-). ?Si-i)) t

FlatTop(?z) Clear(?z, ?s)

FreeSpace(?z. ?s) ,

AchievableState(?si) FreeSpace(?yi. ?si)
?Xi ;e ?Yi L iftable(?xi" ? s i ) ¢ e

transferi

Figure 9.4 Satisfying Antecedents by Previous Consequents

Arrows run from the antecedents of a rule to its consequents. Double-headed arrows represent

terms that are equated in the specific explanation. The generalization algorithm enforces the

unification of these paired terms. leading to the collection of equality constraints.

There are four antecedents of a transfer. To define a transfer. the block moved (x). the

object on which it is placed (y). and the current state (s ) must be specified. and the constraints

among these variables must be satisfied. One antecedent, the one requiring a block not be placed -

on top of itself, is ty pe 3 - it is situation-independent. The next two antecedents are type 2.

T,xo of the consequents of the (i-I r., transfer are used to satisfy these antecedents of the it;

transfer. During transfer,,, in state s,- object x, _ is moved on to object v . The 1

consequents of this transfer are that a new state is produced. the object moved is clear in the

new state, and x, - is on y, in the resulting state

The state that results from trans/er _ satisfies the second antecedent of transfer, .

Unifying these terms defines ., in terms of the previous variables in the RIS.

.Another antecedent requires that. in state s, . there be space on object y, to put block x.

This antecedent is type 5. and. hence. the algorithm traverses backwards throw:h the rule ',hat

%
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supports it. An inference rule specifies that a clear object with a flat top has free space. The

clearness of x._1 after transfer i -1 is used. Unifying this collection of terms leads, in addition to

the redundant definition of s$. to the equating of y, with z and x,-,. This means that the

previously moved block always provides a clear spot to place the current block, which leads to

V *.' the construction of a tower.

The fourth antecedent, that x, be liftable, is also type 5. A rule (not shown) states that an

object is liftable if it is a clear block. Block xi is determined to be clear because it is clear in the

initial state and nothing has been placed upon it. Tracing backwards from the liftable term

leads to several situation-independent terms and the term Supports(?xi , q5, ?s, ). Although this

term contains a situation variable, it is satisfied by an "unwindable rule," and is type 4.

Equation 9.2 presents the form required for a rule to be unwindable. The consequent must

N match one of the antecedents of the rule. Hence, the rule can be applied recursively. This

feature is used to "unwind" the term from the ith state to an earlier state, often the initial state.

-. .-. Occasionally there can be several unwindable rules in a support path. For example, a block

might support another block during some number of transfers, be cleared, remain clear during

another sequence of transfers, and finally be added to a tower. An example of a multiple

unwinding appears in the next chapter. The variables in the rule are divided into three groups.

First. there are the x variables. These appear unchanged in both the consequent's term P and

the antecedent's term P. Second. there are the y variables which differ in the two P's and the z

variables that only appear in the antecedents. Finally, there is the state variable (s). There can

be additional requirements of the x, y, and Z variables (via predicate Q), however, these

requirements cannot depend on a state variable.
.5

.. ~P (xi'l .. . .x"4, Y, -1,1 .... y .P. sI _-1) .

and
Q . . X .u Yz- ... .YI-.IY i.I. . Y .. . .1

and

s =Do (x, .1 ......... Y -1.1 .......- 1 .. . .1.. Z' . -1)

P (x .I J. 0'YI.1..... s ) ( 9.2)

* "N
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Applying equation 9.2 recursively produces equation 9.3. This rule determines the

requirements on the earlier state so that the desired term can be guaranteed in state i. Except
Notie t
for the definition of the next state, none of the antecedents depends on the intermediate states.

UNotice that a collection of y and z variables must be specified. Any of these variables not

A already contained in the RIS are added to it. Hence, the RIS is also used to store the results of

intermediate computations. Since the predicate Q does not depend on the situation, it can be

evaluated in the initial state.

The requirements on the predicate Q are actually somewhat less restrictive. Rather than

requiring this predicate to be situation-independent, all that is necessary is that any term

containing a situation argument be supported (possibly indirectly) by an application of a focus

. rule. The important characteristic is that the satisfication of the predicate Q can be specified in

" terms of the initial situation only. Separately unwinding a predicate Q while in the midst of

unwinding a predicate P is not possible with the current algorithm, and how this can be

accomplished is an open research issue.

Frame axioms often satisfy the form of equation 9.2. Figure 9.5 shows one way to satisfy

the need to have a clear object at the ith step. Assume the left-hand side of figure 9.5 is a

portion of some proof. This explanation says block x, is clear in state s, because it is clear in

state s,_1 and the block moved in transfer,L is not placed upon x i . Unwinding this rule leads %

to the result that block x, will be clear in state s, if it is clear in state s 1 and x, is never used as

the new support block in any of the intervening transfers.
°, %

P(x,.......x.W,y..... y.. Sl and O<i<i

and

.. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .... t .. .*..,. _ 1. . t- v x 1. . .Y , . . t. . . .o. ..'

s *=D ( t . .. ~. 1..:5 -k-....Yk-I. ...... . .,,... >. _ ts 1 )

and

=k Do (x,,, ... x,,- 1 .Yk -I .-.... ~ ,1..... .rk -1)

P (xZA1.. . xt .A. Y1 .1 ..... v,.V. s51 9.3) ''
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A Portion of the Explanation Unwound Subgraph
,Clear(?z. ?s) ?z * ?y Clear(?xi. ?sj ) ?x i 11 ?yj

Clear(?z. Do(Transfer(?x. ?y), ?s)) Clear(?xi, ?s 2 ) ?xi ? ?Y2

I.. I
.Clear(.?xi. ?si ) Clear(?xi , Psi )

Figure 9.5 Unwinding a Rule

To classify an instantiation of a rule as being unwindable. the rule must be applied at least

twice successively. This heuristic prevents generalizations that are likely to be spurious. Just

'.4. like when looking for multiple applications of the focus rule, multiple applications are required

for unwindable rules. The intent of this is to increase the likelihood that a generalization is

being made that will be prove useful in the future. For example. imagine some rule represents

withdrawing some money from a bank and also imagine this rule is of the form of equation 9.2.

Assume that in state 5. John withdraws $500 to buy a television, while in states 1-4, the

amount of money he has in the bank is unaffected. While it is correct to generalize this plan to

include any number of trips to the bank in order to get sufficient money for a purchase. it does

not seem proper to do so. Rather, the generalization should be to a single trip to the bank at anY

time. Frame axioms are exceptions to this constraint - they only need to be applied once to be I
considered unwindable. Since frame axioms only specify what remains unchanged. there is no

risk in assuming an arbitrary number of successive applications.

Incorporating the Rest of the Explanation S

Once the repeated rule portion of the extended rule is determined, the rest of the ,."

. explanation is incorporated into the final result. This is accomplished in the same manner as the
-. .4

,%-av antecedents are satisfied in the repeated rule portion. The only difference is that the focus

rule is now viewed as the A'tli rule application. As before. antecedents must be of one of the five

specified types. If all the terms in the goal cannot be satisfied in the arbitrary Nth state. no rule
,, . is learned.
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Determining the Consequents of the New Rule

The consequents of the final rule are constructed by collecting those generalized final

consequents of the explanation that directly support the goal.
1:

Chapter 10 discusses the sequential-rules produced by this algorithm when it is applied to

several sample problems. . .

9.2. Problem Solving in BAGGER

A problem solver that applies sequential rules has been implemented. BAGGER's problem

solver, in order to construct the RIS. is a slightly extended version of a standard backward-

chaining problem solver. First. the constraints on ?v - the initial2 vector in the RIS - are

checked against the initial state, using the standard backward-chaining algorithm. This leads to , ,

the binding of other components of the first vector in the sequence. Next. the problem solver I
checks if the last vector in the sequence (at this point. ?v ;) satisfies the preconditions for ?v . If -

so, a satisfactory sequence has been found and back-chaining terminates successfully. ,

Otherwise, the last vector in the sequence is viewed as ?v, - and the problem solver attempts to *-

satisfy the intermediate antecedent. This may lead to vector ?v, being incorporated into the

sequence. If a new vector is added, the final constraints on the sequence are checked again. If ""
1%they are not satisfied, the new head of the sequence is viewed as ?v, and the process repeats. -

This cycle continues until either the current sequence satisfies the rule's antecedents or the

initial state cannot support the insertion of another vector into the sequence. When the current . .

sequence cannot be further extended, chronological back-tracking is performed. mving back to .'

the last point where there are choices as how to lengthen the sequence. .'

Severa! additional points about BAGGER's problem solver must be made. First. as is .

standard, arithmetic functions and predicates (e.g.. additiom. [c.s -tha,t) are procedurally defined. '"-

As discussed in the next section, terms of this type are rearranged so that their arguments are

bound when they are evaluated. Second. the antecedients in a rule may involve vectors in -

addition to ?v . ?v'_ z. and ?v, . Third. a sequential rule may contain universal and

existential terms. 'a here the quantified variable ranges over the ectors in the RIS.

'n,onielime . as explained in the nc.\ wc(lion. thc pioblcn iot' slart with 'v,. and w irks hackwards to

]..
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In the implementation, the procedure described in the previous paragraph is extended so

that, when satisfying the initial antecedents, all the vectors of the form ?vk . for fixed k . are

instantiated. Similarly. all the vectors of the form ?v,_. again for fixed k. are checked to

determine termination. In addition, the intermediate antecedents may involve vectors of the

form ?v, -k .for fixed k.

When the quantified variable is a vector in the RIS. universal and existential terms can be

handled in a brute force manner, due to the finiteness of the RIS. If an existential term appears

as an antecedent, the problem solver successively binds the quantified variable to vectors in the

current RIS and attempts to satisfy the body of the term. For universally quantified terms. the

quantified variable is set to each vector in the current RIS, and the body must be satisfied for

each binding. The implemented problem solver does not handle existential terms when the RIS

is constructed from vector n backwards. (One inefficient way to implement this would be to

first ignore the existential terms and construct an otherwise successful RIS. then check the P

existential terms in the manner described above, producing a new RIS if checking fails.) In the

reverse-construction case. universal terms are satisfied be binding the quantified variable to the -,

* earliest vector (the new vector being incorporated) and then viewing every vector as the ith

vector

* 9.3. Simplifying the Antecedents in Sequential Rules

Even though all the antecedents of a sequential BAGGER rule are evaluated in the initial i
state, substantial time can be spent finding satisfactory bindings for the variables in the rule.

Simplifying the antecedents of a rule acquired using EBL can increase the efficiency of the rule

- [Minton87. Prieditis87]. After a rule is constructed by the BAGGER generalization algorithm.

duplicate antecedents are removed and the remainder are heuristically rearranged by the system .

in an attempt to speed-up the process of satisfying the rule.

Simplification in BAGGER involves several processes. Heuristics are used to estimate

whether is better to construct the RIS from the first vector forward or from the last vector

backward. Terms not effected by the intermediate antecedent are moved so that they are tested

as soon as possible. Intermediate antecedents that are redundantly evaluated are simplified.

- Terms involving arithmetic are placed so that all their arguments are bound when they are

F, *1
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evaluated. Finally. within each grouping. antecedents are arranged so that terms involving the

same variable are grouped near one another. I

Determining the Order to Expand the RIS

Since all the antecedents of a sequential rule are specified in terms of the initial state, and

not in terms of the results of intermediate states, the RIS can be instantiated either from -2'

vector 1 to vector n or from vector n to vector 1. However, the order in which new vectors are

added to the RIS can greatly affect the efficiency of a sequential rule. BAGGER contains two

heuristics for determining which appears to be the best way to instantiate the RIS. given the

characteristics of its problem solver.

To see the effect order can have on efficiency, assume that the RIS records the height of a

tower being planned and that the goal specifies the minimum acceptable tower height. Figure 9.6

illustrates how the tower would be planned, depending on the order the RIS is produced. If the

RIS is constructed by first instantiating the last vector and then proceeding to instantiaLe the

preceding vectors, the final tower height may be chosen first. Next, blocks to be placed in the
tower would be selected. in reverse order, each time recording how much of the bottom of the Ce

tower remains. At the last step. there may not a suitably-sized block.) If no collection of

movable blocks achieves the chosen final tower height, a new final tower height must be sejected

and the process repeated. Conversely, if the RIS is instantiated from vector 1 forward, much

efficiency can be gained. In this example. blocks are selected for insertion in the tower and at

A' I

Figure 9.6 Two Ways of Extending an RIS

r..

It, mination i, the topic of lc t Se ti n. fl.,m here that ince t he iolncto ci eol2!1 , i i. ,
neative. the problem ,olver ba ktiacks. , oue' vtr. BAGGFR s problem sol\ct dote'i ol opeal ';1s.
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4 ", each step the current tower height is recorded. Once this height exceeds the goal height. a

successful RIS is constructed.

For an example where the RIS should be constructed from vector n backwards, consider

4. .,,. unstacking a tower of blocks in order to clear the block at the bottom of the tower. In this case.

"4' which is detailed in the next chapter, the intermediate antecedents in the sequential rule require

JA. that the (i -1)th block to be moved support, in the initial state, the ith block to be moved. A

final antecedent requires that the last block moved be directly on top of the block to be cleared.4,

while an initial antecedent requires the first block to be moved be clear. If the RIS is expanded

from vector 1 forward, any clear block will be chosen as the first one to be moved. Next. the

blocks underneath it will be successively chosen, each cycle checking to see the ith block to be

moved is directly on the block being cleared. If so. a successful RIS has been constructed.
'p

, ","4 Otherwise, the expansion continues until no more vectors can be added to the RIS and then

another initial vector is constructed.

4. If the sequential rule can be used to clear the desired block, sooner or later a successful RIS
will be constructed. However, this process can be much more directed if the RIS is produced in

the reverse direction. The nih vector will contain the block directly on the block to be cleared.

The preceding vector will then contain the block directly on the block in the nih vector. This

chain will continue until a clear block is incorporated into the RIS. satisfying the initial

antecedents.

S- A more sophisticated problem solver than BAGGER's could avoid some of these problems.
4'

,Possibly it could expand an RIS both ways from the middle or. if working backwards, leave

some of the terms in the final antecedents unsatisfied until the initial antecedents are satisfied.

Domain-specific knowledge could also provide additional guidance. However it is desired in this

research on learning to minimize the complexity of the problem solver.

A sequential rule is produced from vector n to vector I unless one of the following occurs:

Ill The intermediate antecedents contain a structure-reducing term whose decreasing argument

in'.olkes a component of vector i and whose increasing argument involkes the same

4.Omponent of an earlier vector. An example of a structure-reducing term is

Rer'mAeFr ,mcg, (9x .?v .?: ). The variable ?z is the collection that results from removing

e, '-.1 rom -he collection "v The decreasing argument is "z \xhile ?v is the increasing

.4

-- '4.-t"%,
4 U4.. ~ .a ,4

44,4444 ".4".
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argument. The requirements to be a structure-reducing term are that the values of its

decreasing argument always be ordered with respect to those of its increasing argument

and that there be a smallest possible value of the decreasing argument.

(2) A term in the final antecedents contains a threshold function involving a vector of the

form ?v, _ , for some fixed k. A threshold function is one where if the values of all but

one of its arguments are set, there are still an infinite number of acceptable values for the

final argument. Sample threshold functions are less -than and greater -than.

Successfully applying these heuristics means that properties of the some of its predicates must

be supplied to BAGGER.

Additional and more sophisticated techniques for determining the most efficient way to

construct an RIS are needed. The section on open research issues in the conclusion further

addresses this topic.

Guaranteeing Termination of RIS Expansion

There is the possibility that a problem solver using one of BAGGER's sequential rules can "

go wandering off along an infinite search tree. as can happen, for example, with depth-first

search. Although BAGGER's rules have termination constraints for expanding an RIS in either .

direction (the initial and final antecedents), termination4 can be a problem.
r.

For example, if a tower is being built, the RIS may be representing the height of the

current to,.er planned. If there is a narrow range of acceptable tower heights, during the

construction of the RJS the problem solver may 'jump' o er the acceptable region. Since block ""

can only be in a tower once. assuming an finite collection of blocks means the problem sol\er

will terminate, however there is a serious problem looming here. Assume, for instance, that

new blocks can always be created. One partial solution may involve reasoning about functions

and predicates that deal with ordered arguments (e.g.. numbers). For example, if a termination " "

rrecondition involves the predicate leis -than and blocks (which must have positive heiht) are

he:ng added. the problem solver can stop before placing all the blocks in a to%xer. ()nce the

ha 'h l i'.. le-mi niaion of tile expansion of the RIS. The problem solver must also terminale %k -- , -

,,ali, %in,_, eachi tei in in the antecedents if it is to successfullv instantiate an RIS. "
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tower height recorded in the RIS exceeds the goal, there is no reason to continue extending the

RIS.

Section 10.4 presents an example where reasoning about the predicates in a sequential rule %

leads to the insertion of another term that reduces the likelihood of time being wasted

needlessly expanding a RS. The technique presented is only preliminary, and the problem of

inserting new terms to guarantee termination or increase efficiency is an open research issue.

Fortunately, the issue of termination has been addressed substantially in program verification ..

research (see [Manna74]). Approaches developed there should prove applicable in restricted

situations (the general problem of proving termination - the halting problem - is undecidable).

The idea of a structure-reducing term discussed in the last section comes from the concept of

well-founded sets, used in proofs of program termination [Floyd67, Manna70]. -.

Relocating Intermediate Antecedents

Occasionally the intermediate terms may specify redundant constraints on the RIS. In

addition to removing exact duplicates, the following simplifications are made:

(1) The intermediate terms may contain P(?v,- 1 ) and P(?v, ). This is changed to P(?v1 ) and

P(2v, ), if the RIS is expanded forward, and P(?v, -1 ) and P(?v, ). otherwise.

(2) The intermediate terms may contain ?v,_1  - ?%, . In this case. this term is eliminated

and all occurrences of ?v,-. . and ?vi, are replaced by ?vI., or ?v,,, depending on the .

direction the RIS is constructed. Since BAGGER's generalization algorithm produces many ' '

equality constraints, this simplification often proves useful.

Once the direction BAGGER's problem solver will extend a rule's RIS is determined, some -" ,

terms can be moved from one antecedent group to another. If a rule's RIS is to be constructed

from %ector I forward, all the terms in the intermediate and final antecedent groups that do not

involve vector i nor vector n. are moved to the initial antecedent group. The analogous

relocations occur when an RIS is constructed from vector n backward. This insures that terms

not effected by other portions of the RIS are satisfied as early as possible.

A'* . %
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Grouping Antecedents

The last attempt to increase efficiency involves rearranging the antecedents within an ,

antecedent group. The algorithm for doing this attempts to locate terms involving the same .

variables near one another. This algorithm proceeds by first collecting all the variables in the

given antecedent group. The variables are next taken from this collection one at a time and

placed in a second collection. After each step. all of the terms containing only those variables in

the second collection at that point are placed in the new antecedent group. Since some predicates

are procedurally defined (e.g.. +). a final processing step is needed. All procedurally defined

terms are moved to the end of their antecedent group, in order to increase the likelihood that

their variables be bound bv the time thev are evaluated. -.

9.4. Summary

Most research in explanation-based learning involves relaxing constraints on the variables

in an explanation. rather than generalizing the number of inference rules used. This chapter

presents a second approach to the task of generalizing the structure of explanations. The

approach relies on a shift in representation which accommodates indefinite numbers of rule

applications. Compared to the results of standard explanation-based algorithms, rules that are

more general are acquired. and since less rules need to be learned, better problem-solving

performance gains are achieved.

The fully-implemented BAGGER system analyzes explanation structures (in this case. K
predicate calculus proofs) and detects repeated, inter-dependent applications of rules. Once a

rule on which to focus attention is found, the system determines how an arbitrary number of e" .

instantiations of this rule can be concatenated together. This indefinite-length collection of rules

is conceptually merged into the explanation. replacing the specific-length collection of rules, and

an extension of a standard explanation-based algorithm produces a new rule from the ..e

augmented explanation. .

- data structure called an RIS is used to record the bindings of variables in the learned

rule. "Ihe RIS acLommodates an indefinite number of appiications of the focus rule. It aklo

stores intermediate results needed .- hen instantiating the new sequential rule.

-. ~~ .5'
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Rules produced by BAGGER have the important property that their preconditions are %

expressed in terms of the initial state - they do not depend on the situations produced by -I
intermediate applications of the focus rule. This means that the results of multiple applications

of the rule are determined by reasoning only about the current situation. There is no need to %

apply the focus rule successively, each time checking if the preconditions for the next

application are satisfied.

The specific example guides the extension of the focus rule into a structure representing an

arbitrary number of repeated applications. Information not contained in the focus rule, but
appearing in the example, is often incorporated into the extended rule. In particular, unwindable

@

rules provide the guidance as to how preconditions of the ith application can be specified in v'. .- ,.

terms of the current state. %%
..- ~.

A concept involving an arbitrary number of substructures may involve any number cf '" '

substantially different problems. However, a specific solution will have necessarily only

addressed a finite number of them. To generalize to N. a system must recognize all the problems

that exist in the general concept and. by analyzing the specific solution, surmount them. If the

specific solution does not provide enough information to circumvent all general problems.

generalization to N cannot occur because BAGGER is designed not to perform any problem-

solving search during generalization. When a specific solution surmounts. in an extendible

fashion, a sub-problem in different ways during different instantiations of the focus rule. .. "

disjunctions appear in the acquired rule.

Once a ne'x sequential rule is produced. its antecedents are rearranged in an attempt to

increase its problem-solving performance. This involves several processes. Whether to

construct an RIS from the first vector forward or from the last vector backward is determined %

heuristically. Terms not effected bv the intermediate antecedents are moved so that they are

tested as soon as possible. while intermediate antecedents that are redundantly evaluated are

simplified. Terms that are procedurally defined are placed so that all their arguments are bound

when they are evaluated. Finally. antecedents are arranged so that terms involving the same

;, variable are grouped near one another.

The next chapter presents the details of several examples encountered by BAGGER.

Complete proof trees and the learned sequential rules are presented. In addition, some

J.-. ...
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interesting properties and current shortcomings of the generalization algorithm are illustrated.

An empirical analysis of the benefit of generalizing the structure of explanations is reported inI chapter 11.
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Following the description of the tower-building rule, several other rules acquired from %

tower-building examples are discussed. The result obtained by a standard explanation-based -

generalization algorithm is presented. for purposes of comparison. Also presented is the result

obtained from a more operational version of BAGGER. in which no nodes are pruned from - e

explanations. Finally, a more general rule that results from a slightly more complicated sample

problem is described.

Next, there are several examples involving the acquisition of plans for clearing objects.

Two different examples are covered, plus an example where BAGGER does not acquire the fully

general concept underlying the example's solution. The reason for this is discussed. Following

that there are two examples involving non-blocks world domains. A plan for setting a table and

a rule that represents a general version of DeMorgan's law. The first of these illustrates the

need for adding additional terms to a sequential rule. while the second (which is not expressed

in situaticn calculus) involves the reformulation of a two-input version of De.Morgan's law into

an N-input version.

As stated in the previous chapter. after a rule is initially produced by BAGGER.

antecedents are rearranged by the system in order to speed-up the process of satisfying the rule. .

While this reordering means the presented rules are somewhat harder to read. they accurately

reflect the rules acquired and used by the system.

10.1. Building a Tower

The proof that explains the tower-building actions of figure 81. where three blocks are
stacked on top of one another, appears in figure 10.1. This graph. and those that follow, are

produced by the BAGGER system, however nodes have been rearranged by hand for the sake ot

readability. Since the situation arguments are qute lengthy. thev are abbreviated and a key

appears in the figure. Arrows run from the antecedent of a rule to its consequent. When a rule

has multiple antecedents or consequents. an ampersand (&) is used. Descriptions of all the rules

used in this structure are contained in appendix A. The primed ampersands are the

instanuatLions of the locus rule, while the ampersand nearest the bottom of the graph is the ,ieal

node.

-q, %
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Bo%(A) B PeA

Supports(A,,sO) Supports(table2,,sO)Table(table2)
i A *B NotMember(A.*)

Clear(A.zO) Block(A)

ble2,sO) aFlet)

Acieabe~atAs Be tale Note2 Notrmber(A,

Li tbeosx(re~ a) tal O pportW.s(C.{B),sO)

Supports(B#,sl)

On(A,table2,sl) Clear(Asl) / i~e(AI
Flat op(A) R ox(B) RemoveFromRag(BIB ),#)

Clear(B,sl) CeA
AchievableState(sI) & BOk(B) Height(A,60)

/ & & A sobe
FreeSpace{Asl) .- Ypos(table2,25s 8(0+5

B *1A Lif table(B,sl)

Box(C) Supports{C,( I,s2)

& (BA(sZ Block(C) Clear{Cs2) B $ psA85,sl)

~ -S Cler(Bs2) latOp(B) &Height(,) 135-0 so+ 85)

AAchievableState(s2 &&

C 7E B FreeSpVace(Bs2) if tahle(C s)

Xpostable2,650s0 C d B Ypos(B 1 35,s2)

*~~ & ~Height(,S 1=3+ 135)

On(CB~s3 Clar(Cs3) Xpos(A.650.sl)OnC*O CerCO
Xpos(B.650,s2)

AchievableState(s3) el 6 50 > 5.50

Figure 10.1 Situation Calculus Plan for Stacking Three Blocks

Abbreviation Key

so ,he zaial state s2 Do(Transfer(B.A),Do(Transfer(A,table2),sO))

si Da(Transfer(Ajable2),s) Q3 Do(Transfer(CB),Do(Transfer(B,A),Do(Transfer(Atable2),sO)))

AN!
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The goal provided to the back ward-chaining theorem prover that produced this graph is:
AchievableState(?state) A "

Xpos(?object. ?px, ?state) A ?px >,/ 550 A ?px <, 750 A"" .

Ypos(?object. ?py, ?state) A ?py >, 150. ,

This says that the goal is to prove the existence of an achievable state. such that in that state the -

horizontal position of some object is between 550 and 750 and the vertical position of that same

ry.objects is at least 150.'7. -.

.t..',

The sequential-rule BAGGER produces b analyzing this explanation structure appears in .
table 10.1. The remainder of this section describes how eachr thathis table is produced. a.

Line numbers have been included for purposes of reference. For readability. the new rule is

broken down into components, as shown in equation 10.1.

Producing the Initial Antecedents

The initial antecedents in the first line of the rule establish a sequence of vectors, the initial . .

state, and the first vector contained in the sequence. Subscripts are used to indicate components

of vectors. as a shorthand for functions that perform this task. For example, ?V1. 3 is shorthand , '
for ThirdCompotent (?v i). Lines 2 and 3 contain the antecedents of the first application in the "" -

chain of applications. These are the same terms that appear in the focus rule (the first rule in

table A.3). except that the components of v I are used. The systemn has knowledge of which"-

aruzents are situation variables and the initial state constant sO is placed in these positions.

The other terms in this grouping are produced by the unwinding process (Height , Xpos , Ypos , ,[, .

• and the addition term) or are mo% ed ( > and <) from the final antecedents to the initial.

Santecedents because their variables are not influenced by the intermediate antecedents. The

terms produced by unwinding are described further in what follows.' i

Analyzing the Aplplications of the Focus Rule

Lines5-11 contain the preconditions derived by analyzing the three instantiations of the

focus rule. In this implication v, - an arbitrary vector in the sequence (other than the first) -is

used. as these constraints must be satisfied for each of the applications that follow the first.

Vectorv is the \nector immediate] preceding v,. It is needed because some of the antecedents
of the i ii application are satisied b the (i -):h application. Although some preconditions in .

1546
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Table 10.1 The Components of the Learned Rule - S

Antecedents initial

(1) Sequence(?seq) A InitialX'ector?v1 ,7seq) A State(sO) A ?vi, 1 so A

(2) FreeSpace(?vl, 3. sO) A Lif table(7vl1 2, SO) A Height(?vi 2, 7v,' 4 ) A

(3) Xpos(?vi, 3, ?px. sO) A Ypos(?vl, 3. 7new. sO) A ?v, ; ,z l, 3 A

(4) ?. '1. + ?new) A ?px >, ?xmin A, 1. px -5 ?xmax

Antecedent intermediate

(5) [Member(7v1 , ?seq) A ?v ; ?vl A Member(7v, 1  sq rdeesr7 1 1 ?- 1. 7seq)

(6) "i, 3 2 A- ?-2 A I= Do(Transfer(?vi-... 2' ?vj...1 3), 7v,-l 1) A FlatTop(?Pv1 3) A

(7) Block(?vi, 2) A Height(7vi 2' 7vi 4) ~ i. 2 , 3v i. A = (?vi, 4 + 7vi.. 1 , 5)

(8) 1 [Member(?v. ?seq) A Earlier(7v. ?vi. ?seq) 7'.2 7v3]ASps( 1 2' ;d sO)

(9) V [[Mernber(?vh j, seq) A Earhier(?v j, ?vi-. 1 ?seq) NotMember(7vj, 2 , i7vi- 1 2))] A

(10) [Member?v i. ?seq) A Earlier(9vj, ?vi-...,?seq) -? ?v. 2 ?%vj, 3] A0

(11) Supports7vi 2' .~ 21- sO A" 2 'X~1,3]]

Antecedents final -

(12 Fna1ecor(v~'se) "p =?v, ~A ?state = Do(Transfer(?vr, " ?v3.~v A

(13) ?object = ?-,-n 2 A ?py >- ?vmin ..

Consequents

(14) State(?state) A Xpos("object, ?px ?state) A 7pX ' xmax A ?px > ?xmin A0

(15) Ypos("object. ?py.. ?state) A ?py > ?vmin '

This rule extends sequences I N.

Antecedents1~,,,,, Antecedentf,, 1,CdwG, A' ntecedents,,,, Consequents (10.1)

N%*.
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the new rule involve v, and v,_,. these preconditions all refer to conditions in the initial state.

They do not refer to results in intermediate states.

The final two of the three instantiations of the focus rule produce sufficient information to

determine how the antecedents of the rule can be satisfied in the ith application. In the first - %

application (upper left of figure 10.1). neither the support for Liftable nor the support for

FreeSpace provide enough information to determine the constraints on the initial state so that

these terms can be satisfied in an arbitrary step. In both cases, the proof only had to address

clearness in the current state. No information is provided within the proof as to how clearness

can be guaranteed to hold in some later state.

Two different ways of satisfying the antecedents are discovered by analyzing the two

other instantiations of the focus rule. and. hence. a disjunction is learned. The common terms in r- %

these two disjuncts appear in lines 6 and 7. while the remaining terms for the first disjunction

are in line 8 and for the second in lines 9-11.

The third term in line 7 is the vector form of the inequality that is one of the antecedents

of the focus rule. This, being situation-independent, is a type 3 antecedent. In vector form, it "

becomes v,.2 v, .- It constrains possible collections of vectors to those that have different

second and third members. This constraint stems from the requirement that a block cannot be

stacked on itself. . a

Both of the successful applications of the focus rule have their AchievabieState term -

satisfied by a consequent of a previous application. These terms are type 2 and require collection

of the equalities produced by unifying the general versions of the matching consequents and e

antecedents. (See figure 9.4 for the details of these matchings.) The equality that results from

these unifications is the second term of line 6. Thus, the next state is always completelv

determined by the previous one. No searching needs to be done in order to choose the next state.

(Actually, no terms are ever evaluated in these intermediate states. The only reason they are

recorded is so that the final state can be determined, for use in setting the situation variable in L

the consequents.)

Both successful applications have their FreeSpace term satisfied in the same manner.

Traversing backwards across one rule leads to a situation independent term (FlaITop - line 6)

and the consequent of an earlier application (Clear ). Unifying the two clear terms (agan. see
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figure 9.4) produces the first two equalities in line 6. This first equality means that the block to

be moved in the ith step can always be placed on top of the block to be moved in the (i -1)zh

step. No problem solving need be done to determine the location at which to continue building

the tower.

The Block term in line 7 is produced during the process of analyzing the way the Liftable

term is satisfied. The remaining portion of the analysis of Liftable produces the terms in the

- disjunctions. As in the initial antecedents, the Height and addition terms in line 7 are produced

during the analysis of the terms in the goal, which is described later.

In the second application of the focus rule, which produces the first disjunct, a clear block

to move is acquired by finding a block that :s clear because it supports nothing in the initial

state and nothing is placed on it later. The 'ramne axiom supporting this is an unwindable rule.

Unwinding it to the initial state produces line 8. The Supports term must hold in the initial

r * state and the block to be moved in step i can never be used as the place to locate a block to be

moved in an earlier step. The general version of the term NotMember (A . ) does not appear in

the learned rule because it is an axiom that nothing is a member of the empty set and axioms are

pruned. (An earlier unification, from the rule inVolving Clear, requires that the second variable

in the general version of NotMember term be 0.)

-Notice that this unwinding, which leads to a more operational rule because it produces

preconditions entirely expressed in terms of the initial state. restricts the applicability of the

acquired rule. The first disjunct requires that if an initially clear block is to be added to the

tower, nothing can ever be placed on it. even temporarily. A more general plan would be

learned, however, if in the specifc example a block is temporarily covered In that case. in the

proof there would be several groupings of unwindable rules: for awhile the block would remain

clear, something would then be placed on it and it would remain covered for several steps, and

finally it would be cleared and remain that wav until moved. Although this clearing and

-. .: unclearing can occur repeatedly, the BAGGER algorithm is unable to generalize number within

unwindable subproofs.

The second disjunct (lines 9-11 ) results from the different wav a liftable block is found in

the third application of the focus rule. Htere a liftable block is found be using a block that
.4 initially supported one other block. which is moved in the previous step. and where nothing else

% .4-'-, '
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is moved to the lower block during an earlier rule application. Unwinding the subgraph for this

application leads to the requirements that initially one block is on the block to be moved in

step i, that block be moved in step (i-1). and nothing else is scheduled to be moved to the lower

block during an earlier rule applications. Again, some terms do not appear in the learned rule

(Member and RemoveFromBag ) because, given the necessary unifications, they are axioms. This

time NotMember is not an axiom, and hence, appears. If the specific example were more-

complicated, the acquired rule would reflect the fact that the block on top can be removed in

some earlier step. rather than necessarily in the previous step. This case is discussed in the ,,.

section 10.2. '.,

Analyzing the Rest of the Explanation .

Once all of the instantiations of the focus rule are analyzed, the goal node is visited. This

produces lines 12 and 13. plus some of the earlier terms.

The AchievableState term of the goal is satisfied by the final application of the focus rule...,

leading to the third term in line 12.
- .

The final X-position is calculated using an unwindable rule. Tracing backwards from the ..-

Xpos in the goal to the consequent of the unwindable rule produces the first term in line 13. as
V"

well as the third term in line 12. When this rule is unwound it produces the first term of line 3

and the second term of line 6. Also, matching the Xpos term in the antecedents with the one in

the consequents, so that equation 2 applies, again produces the first term in line 6. Since there " -

are no "Q-terms (equation 9.3). no other preconditions are added to the intermediate

antecedent.

The inequalities involving the tower's horizontal position are state-independent: their 'it

general forms are moved to the initial antecedents because their arguments are not effected by

satisfying the intermediate antecedent. These terms in the initial antecedents involving ?px

insure that the tower is started underneath the goal.

L. nwindable rules also determine the final '-position. Here "Q"-terms are present. 'Fle

',,nne~tion ot two instantiations of the underlying general rule appears in figure 10.2. This

ceneral rule is un'wound to the initial state, which creates the second term of line 3 and the "

-ecinj term )f line 0. The last three terms of line 7 are also produced, as the -Q' terms must

-'
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"X- ;I^- ? 7 -1 YPOS('?Y1-, ?Yp1 -1, ?SI-)

. Height(?X-?x| -, iyos - - (?hxi-l ?ypos,-1)

p...

Ypos(?x 1-i, ?ypos2l-1 , Do(Transfer(?xtI-, ?Y1-i), ?s1- 1))

?xi ; ?yi Ypos(?Y1, ?yposi, ?S)

. Height(?x1 , ?hx1 ) ?ypos2l = (?hxi + ?yposi)

Ypos(?xj, ?ypos21, Do(Transfer(?x, ?y,), ?s1))

Figure 10.2 Calculating the Vertical Position of the ith Stacked Block

i hold for each application of the unwound rule. This process adds two components to the vectors

in the RIS. The first (?v,.4) comes from the ?hx variable, which records the height of the block

being added to the tower. The other (?vi. 5 ) comes from the variable ?yPos 2. It records the

vertical position of the block added, and hence, represents the height of the tower. The ?ypos

variable does not lead to the creation of another RIS entry because it matches the ?vPos 2

variable of the previous application. All that is needed is a ?ypos variable for the first

. application. Similarly, matching the Ypos term in the antecedents with the one in the

consequents produces the first term in line 6.

The last conjunct in the goal produces the second term on line 13. This precondition

insures that the final tower is tall enough.

Finally, the general version of the goal description is used to construct the consequents of
"J ,,.

the new rule (lines 14 and 15).
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10.2. More Tower Building Rules

The examples in this section consider some variants on the tower-building rule. First, the

results of applying standard explanation-based generalization to the same proof tree are

presented. Next, again using the same proof. a more operational rule is produced. Finally, using

a slightly more complicated example. the acquisition of a more general rule is described.

The Results of Standard Explanation-Based Learning

The result )I direr-.] applying the standard explanation-based generalization algorithm

EGGS [\oone-,-SI to t~ne proof in figure 10.1 appears in table 10.2. This rule specifies how to 4
move from the initial state to the state that results from three transfers, where the moved

blocks are stacksed upon mne another, creating the desired tower. Notice that this rule requires

the first and ',econd blocks to be moved be initially clear, while the third block to be moved

must onlyv su-jrort the second block to be mov.ed. This rule cannot be used to construct a tower

Table 10.2 The Standard EBL Version of the Tower Rule

Antecedents
(1) AchievableState(si)) A Liftable(?x2. sO) A FlatTop(7x2) A fHeightC'N2. 'hx) A 5

*(2) Block('x) A Height(N. ?hx2) A ?x2 ;d ?x A FreeSpace(7y. sO) A Xpos(?v, 'Npos. sO) A

(3) Ypos("v. ?pyy. sO) A ?x d 1v A ?x2 d ?y A Supports(?x, 1?-\ 11 sO)A

(4) Not\Iember(x2, 1'-,11) A Supports("xl. 6. sO) A Block(7xl) A FlatTop(?.xl) A -

(5) Height(~xi. lhxl) A 'xl ;e 2v A ?~x2 d ?x1 A ?x ;d ?xI A ?%pos (?-%ma-\ A

(0) 'xpo% 7 xmin A 'pyx = ('hx lpyy) A 'pyxi = ("lxI lpyx) A

(7) 'v2=(?hi.2 + 71w\1 A ')pyx2 ? 7min

Consequents;
(8) AchievablIeState( Dol 'ransfer( 'N.x, 1 ).Do(Transfer(?xl. ?x2).Do(Transfer(2x2. 10), sO)))) A

*(9) Xpos(lx. 'xlpos.Do(Transfer('\. ?xl ).Do(Transfer(?xI 1. x2).Do(Transfer('x2. ?,,). sO))) A

*(10) 'xpoc, - '.\max A 'xpos >- ?xmin A

*(11) Ypos(?x. ?pyx2,Do(Translfer(7x. 'xi).Do(Transfer('Nl. ?x2).Do(Trans1'er(?x2. 'N.sO))) A

(12) "1pvx2 'ymin
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% from a scene with three blocks all directly on a table. nor can it be used to move a three-block

~ tower from one location to another.

Chapter 11 presents an empirical determination of the performance gains obtained by using

-~ ..,.the sequential rules learned by BAGGER rather than the rules learned by standard explanation-

based generalization.

* A More Operational Tower Building Rule

An issue in explanation-based learning is deciding which portions of a specific problem's

explanation can be considered easily reconstructable and, hence, disregarded when the

explanation is generalized. Allowing such reconstruction during problem solving produces a

4 more general rule since alternative reconstructions are possible, but the resulting rule is less

* operational because significant effort can be expended recalculating. As described there, in

BAGGER a term is considered easily evaluated if it is expressed in terms of the initial state only.

.. ~ -, ~ A more restricted definition, one that incorporates all of the constraints in the explanation, is to

consider a node acceptable only if it is a leaf node in the explanation. Being a leaf node means it

* is either an axiom or is a term used to specify the initial state. In latter case, it is reasonable to

assume that these terms will also be specified in future problems and will require minimal effort

to test.

BAGGER can be instructed to construct sequential rules that are more operational. This

entails forming the initial antecedents by collecting the leaf nodes that support the first

application of the focus rule' and altering the algorithm for constructing the remainder of the

sequential rule to only accept a situation -independent rule if it is a leaf node. The results of

usiusing this more operational form of generalization with the previous tower building proof

(figure 10.1) appears in table 10.3. Terms appearing in this rule, but not in the more general

version (table 10.1). are in all capitals and in a bold font.

~~ Comparing the two versions. a clear table2 is required for the location to place :.he first

:4 * ~ block moved, as opposed to a possibly hard to find arbitrary free space. Also, rather than

%: This could he easilv extended to view each application of the focus rule a, the first and using the
'5'disjunction of all the r esults to construct the initial antecedents.

~ I Although a known rule says that tables are always clear, that rule is not used in the explanation of the

%%. 163
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Table 10.3 The More Operational Version of the Tower Rule

Antecedents initial '*

(1) Sequence(?seq) A InitialVector(?v 1 , ?seq) A State(sO) A ?vI, 1 sO A
(2) TABLE(?v1 . 3) A SUPPORTS(?v, ' . sO) A BOX(?v, 2 ) A SUPPORTS(7v.1 2. 0, sO) A

5%

(3) Height(?v1 , 2 1" 1. 4) A Xpos(?v px sO) Ypos(?v ?ne sO) A ?v, ;e I%. A %
2' A ( * ' . A YP * ?Nl. A 1.2 1.3 Z

(4) " 15 (? 14-'new) A ?px ?- ?xmin A ?px < ?xmax,'

Antecedent intermediate ;

(5) [ALember(?v i. 7seq) A ?v d ?v 1 A Member(?v 1, ?seq) A Predecessor(v_ ?v. ?seq) ,,

(6) -1. 2 A . = Do(Transfer(?v; 1 ; , , 1 ) A BOX(v i 3 )
1. 3)- ?ti-1.

(7) BOX(?vi 2/ A Height( i, 2 ?vi 4) A ?vi, 2 d ?vi, 3 A ?vi, 5 = (?i.i 4 - ?"-l *)

(8) [ [ [Member(?N-. ?seq) A Earlier(?v. ?v. ?seq) - 2  31 A Supports(?v 2" sO) ] "

(9) V [ [Member('v.. ?seq) A Earlier(?vj. ?vi_ 1 , ?seq) - Not~tember(-v, 2' {? i1})] A

(10) (Member(?, ?seq) A Earlier(lv. ?v 1  'seq) - ?-- ;d ? 3] ^
l ', 1_ 1, 2 J, 3]

(11) Supports(?vi. 2 0  2) sO) A ?vi, 2 : ?Vi, 3 ] ] ]

Antecedents hnal

12) Finalector(v . ?seq) A 'p" = ?Vn . 5 A ?state = Do(Transfer(v .-. 2' . . ) A

13) "object = ? A Tpy ) ?ymin

Consequents

(14) State("state) A Xpos('object. 'px, ?state) A 'px " 'xmax A ?px > ?xmin A

(15) Ypos("objeci, py, "state) A "py ? 7vmin

This -u'e exzends se.?oenccs I - N.

specifying any liftable object, a clear box is specified as the first object to be moved. The new ""

requirements on successive moved blocks are that each must be a box. which is a specialization

of block. Final. the previously moved object must be a box, as that insures it will have a flat *%,

top.
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A More General Tower Building Rule

I The rules learned by BAGGER depend on the complexity of the specific problem from

. which they are derived. If the specific problems solution took advantage of some fortuitous

% ~.,. circumstances, some issues inherent in the underlying general concept may not have been

* addressed. Because BAGGER performs no additional problem solving during generalization, the

' rule acquired may not fully reflect the possible generality. One way this can occur is if each

application of the focus rule is satisfied in the same manner. even though alternatives are

%: , possible. In this case. a disjunctive rule will not be produced. This section also illustrates this

issue with a slightly more complicated tower-building example. A rule more general than that

produced from the previous example results.

Figure 10.3 contains the initial and final states of the example. where four blocks are

stacked to reach a goal height. The relevant portion of the resulting proof tree appears in

figure 10.4. This subtree shows how it is determined that block D can be lifted. Some rules are

numbered, using subscripts on their ampersands, for purposes of reference. The sequential rule

that results is nearly identical to that in table 10.1, with one major difference. The second

disjunct in that rule (lines 9-11) is replaced with the existential term in table 10.4 This term

says that it is possible to plan to move a block in the ith step if it originally supports only one

other block, which is to be moved in some earlier step. and no other block is to be placed on it in

Situationo

4. .J.

4, tablel table2

Situation.4
C

I B

tablel tabh2

Figure 10.3 Constructing a Four-Block Tower
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A d B NotMember(A,O) _
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Supports(DBs0) I • W'

D ; table2 Not ember(ABlB)

"-a,--Member(B,{B}) . .-

Supports{D {B} sl RemoveFromBag(B,BJEl
,d2

_, -. .V

VDSuppor ts(Dps2)

D B _!_JNotMember(C40) ,

Supports(D,#s3) Box(D) \

Clear(D.s3) Block(D)

& . .

Liftable(Ds3) -

Figure 10.4 Partial Situation Calculus Plan for Stacking Four Blocks

Abbreviation Key N'.-.

sO :,.e ,Zttaza scare s2 Do(Transfer(B,A),Do(Transfer(A.table2),sO))

sl Do(Transfer(A.table2),sO) s3 Do{Transfer(C.B),Do(Transfer(B,A),D Transfer(A.table2),sO)))

..-

any intervening step. This is more general than the other plan, which said a block could be -

moved if the only block on top of it is moved in the prcvious step.

The proof tree in figure 10.4 contains two connected unwindable rules. ,which explains -

why the existential term is produced. The rule in that figure subscripted with a three is

unwindable. When unwound, it says a block continues to support nothing as long as the block

moved in each step is not placed upon it (producing line 4 in the table). This gets unwound to %

rule 2. .x hich states that mov-ng the only block on an object clears it. The first unwXound rule i. ..

unwound to an arbitrary step k . so this clearing occurs in step k -1. Next, rule I is un\, ound. I

This rule instantiation says an object supporting only one other object stays that way as long as P
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Table 10.4 A More General Way to Find a Liftable Block --

? k E rSeq

(1) NotEarlier(?v i. ?vk , 7seq) A ?vi, 2 ;d ?Vk-1. 3 A Supports(vi, 2 {'?Vk-1. 2' sO) A
(2) [Member(?v. ?seq) A Earlier(?v ?v kl,?seq) - d 7v 2 7 v, 3] A

(3) [NMember(?v. 7seq) A Earlier(?v. 7Vk_ 1 ?seq) - otember(?v 2

(4) [.ember(?v ?seq) A Earlier(?vj. 7vi.?seq) A NotEarlier(v. .?v, 2 ,.

@

nothing else is set on it. Unwinding it to the initial state produces the third term in line 1. plus

the terms in lines 2 and 3.
.% %

This example illustrates the need for recognizing when a newly-acquired rule subsumes an

previously learned rule. If this can be done, redundant rules can be removed from the database.
0

A final point is that additional analysis of an explanation, for example, considering the insertion ,..

of extra unwindable rules, may prove beneficial in acquiring the general concept underlying a A

sample solution.

10.3. Clearing an Object

This section presents three examples dealing with the clearing of blocks. The first two
A,. ;,>

produce crthogona' plans for clearing blocks, while the third demonstrates why BAGGER does

not learn a plan combining the approaches in the first two.

Lnstacking a Tower

The acquisition of the rule earlier illustrated b, figure h.4 is presented in this section. The

sequence of moves from which a plan for unstacking towers- is learned appears in figure 10.5.

I fere three blocKs are mo% ed to clear block D . The explanation of these transfers appears in

fiure 10.6. %x hile the rule that results appears in table 10.5.

'II

t.t

' 'A.
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Figure 10.5 Moving Three Blocks to Clear Another Block 
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Supports(A,,O) RemoveFromtag(A.(A),#)/ Pyramid(A) tablel ;4 table2
Clear(A.sO) Supots DAA),sO)I

IBlock(A) Member(AA}) B ;eA

* -& B 7d table table2 ;0 table' NotMemlberA,#)

AchievableState(,,O) w, Supportsdtabiel*s)Nt ber(A,#) \ A 0 B

Lif table(AsO) Table(tablel)& altbe2&

tablel/ Supports{B,#,sl) Ta4 ~ al2 NotMember(A.*)
tbe FreeSpace(tablelsO) BO()Supports(table2*#sl)/SupportsCIB),sO)C A

p' FlatTop(table2) o~me(A)
Clear(Bsl) Clear(tabie2,sl) AO

OzaA~tbll~t) CeaA..l)Block(B) C - tablel I
:7 &

,'RemoveFromBag(B,(B),#)&

Achivabe~tte~l) ~f~lC(,SlreeSpace~table2s) C Pttable2 NtebrA{)

-~~~~~~ 0 table2 &NuprsDCO
ember) /B( &upo Not(emer(B.

B Box(Bet &upporp(C,*s2)(CA C BC

/ FlatOp(B) &~a(*) D$tbe NotMember(BAC#)

&lckC Reoermi(AI~

AchievableState(s2) &

6-Lif table(C,sZ) Member(CA(C))

C - B FreeSpace(B.s2) D ;dB Su prJsD,iC).s2)

&

St On(C,B,,s ) Clear(C,S3) Supports(Ds3

AchievableState(s3) ClaDs3

&

Figure 10.6 Situation Calculus Plan for Clearing Block D

.- .- *Abbreviation Key

9sO the raata ze s2 Do(Transf er(B,table2),Do(Transf er(A, table 0,50))

Sl5 Do(Transf e$A. table 1O) s.3 IDo(Transfer(C,B),Do(Transf er(B,table2),Do(Traflsf er(A, tablel ),sO)))
W
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Table 10.5 Unstacking a Tower

Antecedents initial

(1) InitialVector(Tv 1. ?seq) A State(sO) A ?v, 1 sO A FreeSpace(?vl, 3.sO) A

(2) Liftable(?vl 2' sO) A ?v"1 2 ;1- 7V. 13

Antecedent intermediate

(3) [_Member(?v i, ?seq) A ?-,i ' '?vI A Member(?vi_ 1 , ?seq) A\ Predecessor(?v;_ 1 , 7vi, ?seq)

(4) FlatTop(? i. 3) A Block(?vi, 2 ) A ?Vi, 2 *- ?vi, 3 A ?\i. 3 = ?-i-1. 2 A

(5) ?vi, 1 = Do(Transfer(Nvi- 1 , 2' ?vi-1, 3). ?vi-1, 1) A Supports(v,. 2 'vi-i. 2 so) 1\

(6) ?vi.2 ?%i1. A [Xlember(?v. ?seq) A Earlier(?v, ?v_. ?seq) 2 ?%- 3] A L
(7) [.Member(?vj, ?seq) A Earlier(?vj, ?vi- , ?seq) - NotMember(*v, 2' Vi-. 21)] A

(8) ?object ;d "vi-l. 3 A NotMember(vi-, 2' " ?n. ) ] )'

Antecedents ftna,

(9) Sequence(seq) A FinalVector(?vn. ?seq) A 7siale = Do(Transfer(2vr ?vn. 3). %. A

(10) Supports(?object. {?Vn, 2), sO) A ?object ?V 3 -

Consequents

(11) State(?state) A Clear(object. ?state)

This rule extends sequences N - 1.

.5

This rule's RIS. which only contains the variables in the focus rule. is satisfied from N

to 1. The last term in line 6 and the first in line 10 require that the block to be moved in step i- -.

I must he the only one directly upon the block to be mo~ed in step i. In addition, the block to c-

be moved in step i is placed upon the block to be moved in the previous step (last term of

line 4). Hence, a tower of blocks is cleared by inverting the tower at another location. Once a .

location to place the first block is calculated, no more work is expended finding acceptable

locations to place the other blocks.

There is one additional interesting point about this example. Unlike the results of most

other learning algorithms, the learned rule does not apply to the sample problem which

1I0
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it involves clearing an object that is supporting any number of clear objects. This compares to

the previous example of -vertical- clearing, where a stack of objects is moved.

In figure 10.8. the explanation of these transfers appears. Table 10.6 contains the rule that

results. In this new acquired rule, the initial antecedents determine which objects are being

supported in the initial state by the object that is to be cleared. One of these is chosen as the

moved and is scheduled to be placed upon the block to be moved in the previous step. This

continues until the collection is empty. at which time the goal will be achieved. The final term

in line 8 insures that no block is moved on to the object to be cleared. The RIS's vectors

contains one variable in addition tthtreinthe focus rule. This fourth variable records

how many blocks will still be on the block being cleared after the ir step.

Supports(A,q6,sO) Box(A) Supports(table2,4sO)Table(table2)

Clear(A-sO) Block(A) Clear(table2,O FlatToy table2) Suotsabe{BAs).

& A ;4 table2 & B S4uppl2 ort, er(A0 %4mbe(A.A))
AchievableState(sO ab2 oemr(.) . RemFromBag(A.lA),#)-

Lif tab1e(A,sO) FreeSpaceltable2.sO) & tablel ;d table2 lembr A.1B AD)
it mFromflz A. IB A),.(H )r

Box(A) Supports(B.qksl) Box(B)

On(A,ta 1e2,sl) 'FlatTop{A) Cle(B l)1kB -r' .

ClarA l S upports(tablel.B).sl)

AchievableState(sl) & & A ;dtablel Member(B.B)

IYf tabl e(BsI)
B *- A .FreeeSpace (A~s]V tablet ; A ReniFromBag(B.(Bl,O)

&

!%

Supportsftablele, s2s )p s
of(BAs2)\Cearr(Bs2)%AchievableState(,) Clear( ta Iss

Figure 10.8 Situation Calculus Plan for Clearing Table I

Abbreviation Key

to the tru t obare tho

si Do(Transfer(AjtableZ).sO

s2 Do(dirtnsfer(Btable2)Do(Transfer(A.Tabhi f a)sO)) % ,

1-2
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Table 10.6 "Horizontally" Clearing an Object

Antecedents initi
.p.

. (1) Sequence(?seq) A InitialVector(?v1 , ?seq) A State(sO) A ?v I, = sO A

(2) FreeSpace(?vi. 3' sO) A Liftable(7v 2' sO) A ?% 1, t ? v1 3 A ?object d ?NVl. 3

(3) Member(Tv. 2' 7new) A RemoveFromBag(?v. 2' 7new. Iv,, 4) A Supports(lobject. ?new. sO)

".-Antecedent intermediate

(4) [Member(?v i , 7seq) A ?v, ;d ?vI A Member(7vi_i. ?seq) A Predecessor(?v * 7IV ?seq)

(5) ?'i. 3 = ?vi-A, ?vi. I - Do(Transfer(?v i 1 ?vi- ) v 1) A

(6) Member(7v. 2'?vil 4) A RemoveFromBag(?v i 2" ?-1?4' V vi 4) A FlatTop(?'vi 3) A

(7) Block(?vi 2) A Supports(vi. 2' 0 ' sO) A 7vi. 2 ; 7vi. 3 A
•.. .. (8) [Member(?v%. ?seq)A Earlier(Tv. ?v i. ?seq) ?ii. 2 v, 3] A "object 3 ?v ]

.:. Antecedents fnal

K. (9) FinalVector(?v n. ?seq) A ?vn. = q5 A ?state = Do(Transfer(?vn. 2" ?v 3), ?. I

Consequents

(10) State(?state) A Clear(?object, ?state)

4
% This rule extends sequences I - N.

%j .

A Less than Fully Successful Example

Much can be understood about an algorithm by seeing examples where the algorithm does

not produce the prcper result. An example where BAGGER does not acquire the fully general

underlying concept is presented in this section. The example combines the vertical and

horizontal clearing seen in the last two examples. While the sequential rule acquired is valid, it

does not fully represent the generality underlying the problem solution from wXhich it is

learned.

*l An example involving moving four blocks to clear a table appears in figure 10.9. This can

be viewed as moving two towers while vertically clearing an object. The ability of the plan that

1"73
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Situationo

tablel table2

Situation 4  "

C
L B

A

tAbt,. table2

Figure 10.9 Moving Two Towers to Clear a Table , A

results is illustrated by figure 10.10. Here. two towers containing an arbitrary number of -

blocks can be moved in order to clear a supporting object. However. this plan is not as general

as it could be. The algorithm should have also generalized the number of towers, rather than

requiring there be exactly two. The problem of handling multiple generalizations to N is

beyond the current capabilities of the BAGGER system, largely because only a single RIS is F%

constructed. Incorporating multiple RIS's in one rule is an open research issue.

The portion of the proof tree that demonstrates table 1 is clear after the four block

movements appears in figure 10.11. Similar to a previous example (figure 10.4). multiple

unwindable rules are in the proof. The rule suscripted with a I says an object supporting two

Figure 10.10 Type of Objects that the New General Plan can Clear

|
1-3
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A

blocks stays that way for awhile, rule 2 removes one block, rule 3 says the object continues to

support one block, and rule 4 records the clearing of the table.

Table 10.7 contains a portion of the final antecedents of the acquired rule. This existential

term requires that the object to be cleared support two objects in the initial state, one which is

the last object moved and the other which is moved sometime earlier. The intermediate terms -

for this sequential rule are similar to those of the tower-building rule (table 10.1). They state

that the blocked to be moved in step i must be either clear in the initial state or initially

support the block to be mcved in step i -1. This insures, if the rule is be successfully satisfied, '%

that all the blocks on the two blocks selected by the final antecedents are moved.

The reason that this rule does not fully represent the general concept is that BAGGER does

not detect the pattern in the unwinding where each of the blocks on the table are moved.

Instead, this is seen as moving two blocks to clear an object. A possible solution to this

shortcoming is to extend BAGGER so that is can be applied recursively during generalization.

Table 10.7 A Portion of a Plan to Clear a Block Supporting Two Towers

k E~ i?-eq

(1) NotEarlier(v n, ?vk. 1\eq) A "object ;d 'v'k-1, 3 A\ supports('object, hkl. ?J?2}.sO) A .

(2) [Nlember(?v,. seq) A Earlier(v. k-l .'\eq) '0ohjc 'v A

(3) [Member(?v. ',.eq) \ Earlier(-,. "? .... q)- Not.Member(v. {W. 1, 2 'n. 2

(4) [Nlember(v,. -eq ) A Earlier(,v .\vrscq) A \otlarler('\ ,.k ,Q:'u)

' object ;d '%, A

(5) [\ember("v., 7,eq) A tarlier('v,. '%A.",cq) A \otlarlier(', "k' ZA'

- Not.Member('v ,. Vx, ,)]-

%0

% .. .

S.,?

I

"'S



10.4. Setting a Table

Occasionally much effort will be expended by BAGGER's problem solver trying to

construct an RIS that satisfies the current goal before it determine all possible variable bindings

lead to failure. This section presents an example in which additional analysis can lead to the

determination of when it will be futile to try to instantiate a satisfactory RI5. From this

example, a plan for setting N places on a table is produced. Additional analysis by BAGGER

determines that it is futile to attempt to apply this rule unless the capacity of the table is at

~ .~.least N.

The graph and rule presented in this section are produced by BAGGER. However, the

~' *~algorithm for constructing the extra terms is unappealingly narrow and is not discussed outside

of this section. The technique is intended to only illustrate the kind of post-processing that is

necessary to improve the efficiency of the rules learned by BAGGER. In the system. this

technique is implemented within a production system architecture. There are a collection of
rules that can add new terms into a sequential rule. These rules continually add new terms

until none of the rules have their preconditions satisfied.

The example from which the new rule is acquired is sketched in figure 10.12. Initially a

- . table with a seating capacity of four is empty. First one, then another, set of utensils is placed
5-9

on this table in satisfying the goal of finding a table with two locations set.

The proof that the goal is satisfied by the actions in figure 10.12 appears in figure 10.13

(some long predicate names are abbreviated in this graph). A known rule states that to set a

* place on a table, there must be a clear spot on the table and there must be a set of utensils

- ~ available. This rule also states that after setting the empty place it is no longer empty and the

previously free utensils are now in use. A second rule is used to count the number of table

locations that are set in a given situation.

t t

% Figure 10.12 Setting Two Places at a Table

17
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RmFrmBag(u3,u3 ul u2),ul u2)|

Member(uO u3 ul u2)) Clear TableLocs(t bl2, t3 t2 tl t,0)W),
AvlUtenSets(u3 ul u2,s)\ RmFrmBag(t3,t3 t2 tU t4,t2 t t4)) % i

Tablelf Member(t3,lt3 t2 tl t4}))"

A chlevableState(s ) 
- "

Mem erulju u ))ClearTableLoco,b142 ~ t It t4),sl)

Achievabl etate(sl) R~FrmBag(t2,{t2 ti t4},{tl t4}))

Size(( t 1)"
-'TableSize(tb][2,4) 

&ClearTablelocstbl2,(tl t4},Q2) 4 (2 -2) "

AvIUtenSets(u2 ,s2) Table(tbl2) Sie(t t4.2) .

&

AchievableStateW) SetfableL-oca tions(t W2,2,s2)D-

Figure 10. 13 Situation Calculus Plan for Setting Two Places at a Table

Abbreviation Key

so the "m attal state 
,sl Do(Set TblLoc(t l2,t 3.u 3),s0)

s2 Do(,SetTblioc(tb2,t2,ul1),Do(Set ThlLo-(t b2,t 3,u3),s))

-,

The rule that BAGGER produces by eneralizing the explanation in fiure 10.13 is containedin table 10.h. The meanig of each of the eight components in this rule's RIS appears n"

table 10.9. t~ ,i al the rule records, in the initial situation, the open locations on som e table .-

and the number of aailale utensils sets. Then utensil ets are placed on open table locations

until enough locations are set. 
?

.5-.
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However, if there are not enough locations on the table or not enough utensil sets.

substantial useless work may be performed. By analyzing the initially-produced sequential

rule, BAGGER adds the last term in line 6. which requires that the size of the table chosen be

sufficient to set the desired number of places.

t.

Table 10.8 A Rule for Setting Tables

Antecedents initial

(1) Sequence(?seq) A InitialVector(?vl, ?seq) A AchievableState(sO) A

(2) AvailUtensilSets(?vl, 3' sO) i\ 7, 6 = v7 , , 3 = {
S .-" (3) "tabe =7 ?, A 2 = sO A RemoveFromBag(?vl, 7 ?v1, 6' v 1.) A

(4) Member(?vl 7. ?Vl, 6) A ClearTableLocs(?vl, 1' , 6' sO) A

(5) RemoveFromBag(?v 4,?v, , 3 ?Vl, 5) A Member(?v, 4. ?. 3) A Table(?v , A

(6) TableSize(?vl 1' ?size) A ?settings < ?size

(Antecedent intermediate

(7) [Member(~v i , ?seq) A ?vi  A Member(?vi l, "seq) A Predecessor(?vi 1 . j. ?seq) %

(8) ?%.. 6 -1,8 ? i, = "?v - 5 A
:.6~-1 "31 8

(9) ?-2 , Do(SetTblLoc(?vl 1 i-1.7' ?vi-1 4) 2) A

(10) = - i. 8) A ?vi, 3 {?vi, I ?vi 5)
-' ,-. _ _,5,

Antecedents final

(11) FinalVector(?v n. ?-eq) A ?state = Do(SetTblLoc(?v% . " ?Vn, 7x 4)? v n4 n. A

(12) Size(?v-, ' ?n) A ?size = (setlin- s - 
?n)

* .Consequents

(13) AchievableState(?state) A SetTblLocs( 'table, "setting q, "state)

" , . This rciie extends sequence 1 N.

I -9
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The term ?settings <?size is produced because of the presence of a termination condition

(second term of line 12) that is a mathematical constraint. This constraint contains two -

variables that are not effected bv the RIS and a third known to never be negative (because it is

the second argument to the predicate Size ). For an acceptable non-negative ?n to be possible. it

must be the case that the number of settings requested never exceed the capacity of the table

selected. -. 3

Notice that the constraint that a sufficient number of utensils exist is not produced. This

rule could waste much time attempting to set ten places on any of a hundred tables when only

nine place settings exist. Improved reasoning about the implicit constraints in a sequential rule I

is an area for future research. This example is intended to motivate the need for doing so and

illustrates a simple technique that demonstrates the feasibility of accomplishing this task

A related theme is that the issue of generalizing to V involves more than merely going

from a fixed number of rule applications to an arbitrary number. Rather. it also in'ol~es the

acquisition of concepts where there is a constrained range of acceptable numbers o! rule

applications.

Table 10.9 The .Meaning of the Components in the RIS for Table Setting

COmpOnent .\ea!,i -[

1 tile table "

2tle (ill rtill It

. Illt'I',hc Ica ht1% l, llo ,} ()I Il hL~ t l l 'l k ~l' t
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10.5. A General Version of DeMorgan's Law- - ",

The final example in this chapter illustrates the application of BAGGER to problems where R

situation calculus is not used. In these case. all terms are situation-independent and there is no

need to unwind any rule applications to the initial state. Hence, in building the new sequential

1 rule. terms are either omitted because they are axioms, dropped because they are satisfied by an

earlier consequent, or included because they are situation-independent.

The proof of the construction on the left side of figure 8.6 appears in figure 10.14. This

proof shows that a circuit design involving two connected AND gates can be implemented using.'' .

OR and NOT gates. DeMorgan's law (for two-input gates) is used twice to prove this

equivalence. The sequential rule that results is presented in table 10.10.

Table 10.11 demonstrates how this rule's RIS would be instantiated on a sample problem,

one where a design for a four-input AND is requested. The RIS is instantiated from N to 1. At

each step. one input to the AND gate is stripped off. until only two inputs remain. While this is _

happening. the inverted inputs are being combined into a cascaded collection of OR gates.,.

Implements(aa) Implements(bb)

Implements(--aa) Implements(--b,b)

Wire(c)

Implements((-a A -- b),(a A b)) Impleme-t'c,c)

Implements(-.(-a V -b)),(a A b)) Implements(--c,c) B

Implements((-(-a V -b)) A -- c),((a A b) A ))

I, , d P
Implements(-((-a V -b) V -c)),((a A b) A c))

Figure 10.14 Implementing Two AND Gates with OR and NOT Gates
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Table 10.10 A General Version of DeMorgan's Law

Antecedents initial

(1) InitialVector(?v 1 , ?seq) A ?Vl, 1 = - ?a A Wire(?a) A ?,v1 , 3 = (?a A ?v 1 , 4) A

(2) vl, 2 ' .4 A Wire(9v, 4 )

Antecedent intermediate
(3) [Member(?v i. 7seq) A ?v i d 7v 1 A Member(?vil l. ?seq) A Predecessor(?vi-I ?-i. ?seq) ,

(4) ?v. =- A Wire(- i 4) A ?v-=( Av. 4 ) A , =( V
. e, 4 3 3 4 i. I (vi-l. 1 V ?Vi-1, 2)

Antecedents final t.

(5) Sequence(?seq) A FinalVector(?vr. ?seq) A 'circuit = -,(-n. I V 7vn. 2) A ?spec =?Nn. 3

Consequents '

(6) Implements(?circuit, ?spec)

This rule extends sequences N 1.

Table 10.11 Instantiating the RIS for the General De.Morgan's Law

-.

Vector ?V,.' ?t'.4

3 ((-f V -g)v' -h) -i ((f g) Ah) i) i

2 (-f V' -g) -h ((f ' h) h

In this example, BAGGER reformulated a solution in which a two-input version of

De.Morgan's law is used twice in order to construct the equivalent of a three-input A.ND ,ate.

The sequential rule acquired b,,' the system represents a 4eneral version of DeMorgan'\ lawA. In

I 2.
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the acquired rule. all the inputs to an N-input AND gate are negated and used as the inputs to

an N-input OR gate. whose output is passed through an inverter.

10.6. Summary

This chapter uses several examples, from a number of different domains, to illustrate the

operation of the BAGGER generalization algorithm and to discuss its strengths and weaknesses.

Topics discussed include how unwinding increases the operationality but can restrict the

generality of a learned rule (section 10.1). how the generality of a learned rule can be influenced

:4. by seemingly minor changes to a problem (section 10.2). and how the addition of extra terms in

a sequential rule can increase its efficiency (section 10.4). Section 10.3 presents an example that

BAGGER does not fully generalize and section 10.5 demonstrates the system's operation on

examples not expressed in situation calculus. The next chapter contains a performance analysis I
A of explanation-based learning in general and the BAGGER system in particular.

.'" .[
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Chapter 11

Empirical Analysis of Explanation-Based .
Learning Algorithms

An empirical analysis of the performance of the BAGGER system is presented in this

chapter. This system is compared to an implementation of a standard explanation-based I

generalization algorithm and to a problem-solving system that performs no learning. Two W

different training strategies are analyzed, along with several variants of the basic experiments.

Information relevant to making decisions when designing an explanation-based learning system

is reported. The results demonstrate the efficacy of generalizing to N in particular. and of

explanation-based learning in general.

The two basic experiments compare systems that learn from their own problem solving to

systems that learn by observing the actions of external agents. The external agent merely solves

problems, there need not be any thought given to properly ordering the examples to facilitate

learning. Hence, in this mode the learning systems can be viewed as !ecrning apprentic'5

18%



[Mitchell85]. analyzing the normal actions of their users in order to absorb new knowledge. The

experimental results indicate that substantially better performance gains can be achieved by

observing the behavior of external agents. This occurs because the time spent internally solving

complicated problems from first principles can dissipate much of the savings made by learning.

A number of other issues are analyzed. A second set of experiments investigates how the

performance of the three problem solvers depends on the complexity of the space from which

problems are selected. Next, details on the time spent learning. including how learning time

grows with the size of explanations, are reported. Another set of experiments addresses the
operationality/generality trade-off. Following that, several strategies for determining the order

to access acquired rules are considered. Next, the effect of resorting to standard explanation-
based learning when BAGGER cannot generalize the structure of an explanation is analyzed.

Finally, a second type of problem is investigated and more detailed experimental results are
presented, before the results of the experiments are summarized.

11.1. Experimental Methodology

Experiments are run using blocks-world inference rules. An initial situation is created by .

generating ten blocks, each with a randomly-chosen width and height. One at a time, they are

dropped from an arbitrary horizontal position over a table: if they fall in an unstable location.

they are picked up and re-released over a new location. Once the ten blocks are placed'. a

randomly-chosen goal height is selected, centered above a second table. The goal height is
determined by adding from one to four average block heights. In addition, the goal specifies a

maximum height on towers. The difference between the minimum and maximum acceptable

tower heights is equal to the maximum possible height of a block. The reason for this upper

bound is explained later. A sample problem situation can be seen in figure 11. 1. Some

experiments involving the acquisition of plans for clearing objects are also described in this

chapter. In these experiments the scene is set up as for tower-building. then an unclear block is

randomly chosen as the block to be cleared.

After the ten blocks are dropped to construct an initial situation, the database of assertions describing
the initial state is constructed. The entries in this database are randomly ordered before the experiment

'p begins.
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Figure 11.1 A Sample Problem

Once a scene is constructed, three different problem solvers attempt to satisfy the goal.

The first is called no-learn, as it acquires no new rules during problem solving. The second.

called sEBL. is an implementation of EGGS [Mooney86]. a standard explanation-based .-

generalization algorithm. BAGGER is the third system. All three of these systems use a

backward-chaining problem solver to satisfy the preconditions of rules. BAGGER's problem

solver is extended as previously described in section 9.2. When the two learning systems attack

a new problem, they first try to apply the rules they have acquired. possibly also using existing

intra-situational rules. No inter-situational rules are used in combination with acquired rules.

in order to limit searching, which would quickly become intractable. Hence. to be successful, an .

acquired rule must directly lead to a solution without using other inter-situational rules.

In sEBL. during generalization, explanation structures are pruned at terms that are either

situation-independent or describe the initial state. Antecedents of new rules are grouped so that -.0

terms involving the same variables are located near each other, using the algorithm described for ' •

BAGGER in section 9.4.
lto

Two different strategies for training the learning systems are employed. In one. called
autonomous mode the learning systems resort to solving a problem from "'first principles- when r P"

none of their acquired rules can solve it. This means that the original inter-situational rules can

be used, but learned rules are not used. When the proof of the solution to a problem is

constructed in this manner, the systems apply their generalization algorithm and store any

general rule that is produced. In the other strategy. called training 'node. some number of ""

solved problems (the training set) are initially presented to the systems, and the rules acquired -

from generalizing these solutions are applied to additional problems (the test set). Under this

second strategy, it none of a system's acquired rules solves the problem at hand. the s\ stem is

considered to have failed. No problem solving from first principles is ever performed h\ the

learning systems in this mode.
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Problem solving in the two modes is illustrated by figures 11.2 and 11.3, respectively.' ,* e'.e

Notice that the acquired rules are not used when constructing new explanations. Partly this is a

liiaindeto computational resource restrictions. as explained in the next paragraph. e '

However. it is also in the spirit of schema-based problem solving. where the idea is to rapidly.,= .r,!,

acquired 1/-.".'

ruloble s%,-.''

Tryy

Acquired
Rules

Resort to bfge12a 1.rscil

First ri nw p a s. ry ss

Principles .e

Generalize."; "'

Solution

Figure 11.2 Problem Solving in the Autonomous Mode ist-ra

Problem
Description

acquired intra-state

rules rules

Try

Acquired

Figure 11.3 Problem Solving in the Training Mode
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select and apply schemata, rather than spending large amounts of time connecting together

many disjoint pieces of knowledge. While it might be reasonable to consider combining a

handful of schemata. unrestricted combination can be too computationally expensive. In these

experiments the limiting case of only allowing one schema to be applied is followed.

Unfortunately, constructing towers containing more than two blocks from first principles

exceeds the limits of the computers used in the experiments. For this reason. the performance of

the no-learn system is estimated by fitting an exponential curve to the data obtained from

constructing towers of size one and two. This curve is used by all three systems to estimate the

time needed to construct towers from first principles when required. and a specialized procedure

is used to generate a solution. The estimated performance curve and the specialized algorithm

are presented is sections 11.4 and 11.6, respectively.

%'

Data collection in these experiments is accomplished as follows. Initially, the two learning

systems possess no acquired rules. They are then exposed to a number of sample situations.

building up their rule collections according to the learning strategy applied. (At each point, all "

three systems address the same randomly-generated problem. For each problem. the order the 4

three problem solvers address it is randomly chosen.) Statistics are collected as the systems

solve problems and learn. This continues for a fixed number of problems. constituting an

experimental run. However, a single run can be greatly effected by the ordering of the sample .. *~

problems. To provide better estimates of performance. multiple experimental runs are

performed. At the start of each run, the rules acquired in the previous run are discarded. %

When completed. the results of all the runs are averaged together. The curves presented in this

chapter are the result of superimposing 25 experimental runs and averaging. ,, .

Each learning system stores its acquired rules in a linear list. During problem solving. r
these rules are tried in order. The first successful one is used. When a rule is successful. it is

moved to the front of the list. This way, less tiseful rules will migrate toward the back of the

lk.Analysis of other indexing strategies is presented in section 11.6.

This indexing strategy is the reason that, in the goal. tower heights are limited. The SLBL .

svstem would sooner or later encounter a goal requiring four hlocks, and a rule for this would

migrate to the front of its rule list. From that time on. regardless of the goal height. a four-

block tower would he constructed. WVith a limit on tower heights. the rules fnr more efficiently

%18%
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building towers of lower heights have an opportunity to be tried. This issue would be

exacerbated if the goal was not limited to small towers due to simulation time restrictions.

These experiments were run on six identically configured Xerox Dandelion 1108's. Each Ile

machine has 3.5 megabytes of memory and runs the Koto release of Interlisp. Random numbers

for the experiments are generated using the algorithm RAN2 described on page 197 of [Press86].

The Interlisp function RAND is used to generate the seed. Timing is performed using the"p.

Interlisp function (CLOCK 2). which does not include garbage collection time. For efficiency

reasons. the backward-chaining problem solvers use streams and generators [Charniak80].

Block dimensions are generated using a uniform probability distribution. The average

block width is 75. while the average height is 35. The location blocks are dropped is uniformly

distributed over a table 450 units wide. A decaying exponential distribution is used to generate

tower heights. Scaling is such that the likelihood of a one-block tower is about twice that of a

four-block tower.

"4" Unfortunately these experiments measure some quantities that grow exponentially with

problem size, which leads to large variances in the results. The fact that averages are produced

from a small number of experimental runs due to computational resource limitations further

increases the variance. The large variances should be taken into consideration when interpreting

4. the results presented in this chapter. Appendix B presents tables containing the numbers, along

with their standard deviations, used to plot most of the curves and histograms appearing in this

chapter.

11.2. Comparison of the Two Training Strategies

This section is the first of several that present experimental results. In it the operation of

the two basic modes of operation - autonomous and training - are analyzed and compared.

Subsequent sections analyze variations of these experiments. Rather than comparing all of the

variations to one another. the two basic experiments presented in this section serve as a baseline

and later experiments are compared to them.

The autonomous mode is considered first, In this mode. whenever a system's current

collection of acquired rules fails to solve a problem. a solution from first principles ik

,cnstructed and generalized. Figure 11.4 shows the probabilitV that the learning systems ' ill
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need to resort to first principles as a function of the number of sample problems experienced. As

more problems are experienced, this probability decreases. (On the first problem the probability --

is alwavs 1.) BAGGER is less likely to need to resort to first principles than is sEBL because

*p. eg*

BAGGER produces a more general rule by analyzing the solution to the first problem.

J%
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On average, BAGGER learns 1.72 sequential-rules in each experimental run. while sEBL

p learns 4.28 rules. It takes BAGGER about 50 seconds and sEBL about 45 seconds to generalize a

specific problem's solution. Averaging over problems 26-50 in each run (to estimate the

.. U asymptotic behavior), produces a mean solution time of 3720 seconds for BAGGER. 8100 seconds

",. ', for sEBL. and 79.300 seconds 2 for no-learn. For BAGGER, this is a speed-up of 2.2 over sEBL

and 21.3 over no-learn, where speed-up is defined as follows:

Speed-up of A over B mean solution time for B
mean solution time for A

STable 11.1 compares the speed of the three problem solvers over 625 sample problems (25

sample runs tin es the last 25 problems of each run). Recall that in each run. the three problem

i. ~.solvers all address the same problem at each point. The relative speeds of each are recorded and

the table reflects how many times each system is the fastest, second fastest, and the slowest.

Hence, no-learn solves about 20% of the problems faster than the two learning systems and

.." about 60% of the problems slower than the other two. BAGGER solves slightly more than half

%. the problems faster than do the other two systems. Only comparing the two learning systems.

BAGGER solves about 70% of the problems faster than sEBL does.

1! .2 Table 11.1 Relative Speed Summary in Autonomous Mode

I st 2nd 3rd

,No-Learn 20.2% 22.9 57.0

Std-EBL 24.8 41.6 33.6

"-.BAGGER 55.0 35.5 9.4

p.,

."BAGGER beats standard EBL 71.87,

2 On a cnan 8.0 scns

.e.

-V

V.
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The numbers in this table only record the order of the three systems, they do not reflect bv

how much one system beats another. For example, building towers containing one block is often

slightly faster to do from first principles, however towers of multiple blocks can be constructed

much more rapidly by the learning systems. It takes no-learn about 10 seconds to build a I.

tower with one block and 5 X 105 seconds for a tower of four blocks. For BAGGER, these

averages are about 20 seconds and 70 seconds, respectively, for problems solved by its acquired , .

rules. The performance separation seen in figure 11.4 is due to the fact that. when averaging

numbers that vary by several orders of magnitude. the largest numbers heavily dominate.

Figure 11.5 plots the number of rules acquired as a function of problems experienced. The

fact that the slopes of these curves are continually decreasing indicates that the time between

learning episodes lengthens, which corresponds to the results of figure 11.4. That is. the mean

time between failures of the acquired rules grows as more problems are experienced.

Figure 11.6 presents the performance during a single experimental run of the two learning "

systems in the autonomous mode. The average time to solve a problem is plotted on a, -

lozarithmic scale, against the number of sample problems experienced. Notice that the time

taken to produce a solution from first principles dominates the time taken to apply the acquired

rules, accounting for the peaks in the curves.

S.

S.
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Figure 11.5 Rule Acquisition Comparison of the Autonomous Problem Solvers
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Time
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Sample Problem Number

Figure 11.6 Performance Comparison of the Autonomous Problem Solvers

Because the cost of solving a big problem from first principles greatly dominates the cost of

applying acquired rules, the autonomous mode may not be an acceptable strategy. Although

learning in this mode means many problems will be solved quicker than without learning, the
•4,'

time occasionally taken to construct a solution when a system's acquired rules fail can dominate

the performance. The peaks in the right-side of figure 11.6 illustrate this. A long period may be

required before a learning system acquires enough rules to cover all future problem-solving

episodes without resorting to first principles.

The second learning mode provides an alternative. If an expert is available to provide

"* solutions to sample problems and an occasional failure to solve a problem is acceptable. this

mode is attractive. Here. a number of sample solutions are provided and the learning systems

generalize these solutions, discarding new rules that are variants3 of others already acquired.

After training, the systems use their acquired rules to solve new problems. No problem solving

S -.?The al.orithm for detecting variants determines if two rules exactly match. given some renaming of
'p -p variables. This means, for instance, that a Ab and b Aa are no: variants. Hence, semanticallv equivalent
",e rules are not always considered variants. A more sophisticated variant algorithm would reduce the

number of saved rules. However if the variant algorithm considered associativity and commutativity. it
would be much less efficient [Benanav85].
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from first principles is performed when a solution cannot be found using a system's acquired

rules.

The performance results in the training mode are shown in figure 11.7. After ten training

problems. the systems solve 20 additional problems. In these 20 test problems, the two learning .,

systems never resort to using first principles. BAGGER takes, on average. 36.6 seconds on the

test problems (versus 3720 seconds in the autonomous mode). sEBL requires an average of 7'

828 seconds (versus 8100 seconds), and no-learn averages 68.400 seconds (versus

79.300 seconds). % ,

Since no-learn operates the same in the two modes, these statistics indicate the random

draw of problems produced an easier set in the second experiment. The substantial savings for,--

the two learning systems (99'% for BAGGER and 90% for sEBL) are due to the fact that in this
mode these systems spend no time generating solutions from first principles. In this experiment, V.

BAGGER has a speed-up of 22.6 over sEBL (versus 2.2 in the other experiment) and 1870 over

no-learn (versus 23).
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no-learn -

std-EBL C--------c

106 BAGGER p"
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510 15 20 25 30
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Figure 11.7 Performance Comparison of the Trained Problem Solvers
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The relative speeds of the three systems in the training mode appear in table 11.2. (Only

I statistics from problems where all three problem solvers are successful are used to compute this

table. As described later, this is about 98% of the test problems.) These numbers are

'. \, comparable with the corresponding table for the autonomous mode. The main difference is that

- sEBL performs worse relative to the other systems (although its absolute performance is about

ten times better than in the autonomous mode). The probable reason for this is that in the

': training mode the learning systems acquire more rules than in the autonomous mode.

The number of rules learned as a function of the size of the training set is plotted in

figure 11.8. As before. BAGGER learns less rules than does sEBL and it approaches its asymptote

. , Table 11.2. Relative Speed Summary in Training Mode

-__ 1st 2nd 3rd

No-Learn 20.8% 15.1 64.1

X Std-EBL 21.6 47.8 30.7

BAGGER 57.6 37.1 5.2

BAGGER beats standard EBL: 75.4%
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Figure 11.8 Rule Acquisition Comparison of the Trained Problem Solvers
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sooner. Once the training set size exceeds about a half dozen examples. more rules are learned in

the training mode than from 50 problems in the autonomous mode. This occurs because. during

the training phase, new rules can be learned from problems that some previously -learned rule

could have solved, albeit in a different way than the expert's solution. Recall that in the

training mode the expert's solution is immediately given - the systems do not first try to solve

the problem. Only general rules that are simple syntactic variants of previously-acquired rules

are discarded.

One of the costs of using the training mode is that occasionally the learning systems will

not be able to solve a problem. Figure 11.9 plots the number of failures as a function of the size
6*

of the training set. In each experimental run used to construct this figure. 20 test problems are %

solved after the training examples are presented. With ten training solutions, both of the

systems solve over 98.5% of the test problems.

The final figure in this section, figure 11.10. summarizes the performance of the three

systems in the two training modes. Note that a logarithmic scale is used. Both of the ,

* experiments demonstrate the value of explanation-based learning and also show the advantages

of the BAGGER system over standard explanation-based generalization algorithms. BAGGER __ ,

solves most problems faster than do the other two systems. its overall performance is better. .-

and it learns less rules than does sEBL. Comparing the two training modes demonstrates the ...

value of external guidance to learning systems. If a system solves all of its problems on its ,]

KEY

50% -
%td-EBl° o-------o

40% BAGGER 1%

Problems 30%

Unsolved
(1%) 20%

10%

1 2 3 4 5 6 , 8 9 10

Number of Training Problems

Figure 11.9 Failure Comparison of the Trained Problem Solvers '
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Figure 11.10 Performance of the Three Systems in the Two Modes 4

own, the cost of occasionally solving complicated problems from first principles can dissipate

much of the gains from learning. The remainder of this chapter' investigates variants on these 1

experiments, comparing the results to the data reported in this section.

A ~ 11.3. Effect of Increased Problem Complexity%
The results in the previous section describe the behavior of the three systems for a class of

problems. namely, the construction of towers containing from one to four blocks. An

interesting question is how the relative performance of the three systems depends on the

variability of the problems addressed. This section investigates performance as a function of

problem complexity. Experiments are run on successively more complicated problem spaces.

%P where complexity is varied by increasing the range of goal heights. Goals specify heights

calculated by summing from one to N average blocks. The computational resources available
restrict the maximum N to five. Since in each case, the lower bound on tower heights is one

block, successive problem spaces subsume earlier ones.N>1
One of the negative effects of learning new rules is that problem-solving time can often be

wasted trying to apply them [Minton85. Nloonev88l. This occurs when the preconditions of a

new rule are checked but no successful binding of the rule's variables can be found. The

IN N



experiments in this section address this issue, because all of the acquired rules build towers but %

often no binding of a rule's preconditions can construct a tower of a given height. For example.

there may be no way to bind the variables in an sEBL rule for building four-block towers such

that the resulting tower is as tall as one average block. However, substantial time can be wasted

discovering this. This negative effect also occurs for BAGGER rules. If BAGGER only learns that

originally clear blocks can be moved to construct a tower, substantial time may be wasted

before it finds out that there are not enough clear blocks in the initial state to achieve the -

specified height.

The figures in this section show how the performance of the three problem solvers depends

on the magnitude of the range of possible goal heights. Figure 11.11 plots mean solution time.

under both training modes, as a function of problem complexity. Since BAGGER learns no rules

when the goal only involves moving one block, points are not plotted for the case \h hen the

maximum number of blocks in a tower is one. In all cases, the learning systems outperform the

problem solver that does not learn. There is no evidence that. on average, learning degrades

performance.
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Table 11.3 reports the various speed-ups produced by comparing the problem solvers for

this collection of experimental runs. This data demonstrates that the performance difference

among the various system configurations generally widens as the complexity of the problem

space increases. The trend is not monotonic in the autonomous mode. possibly due to the

disproportionate effect of the infrequent need to construct a solution from first principles. Since

resorting to first principles occurs infrequently, statistical fluctuations strongly effect the

speed-up ratios. The advantage of the training mode over the autonomous mode becomes more

pronounced as problem complexity increases, because as larger towers are called for, the cost of

building a solution from first principles becomes more dominant.

* .. Figure 11.12 reports the percentage of problems where no-learn outperforms both of the

learning systems. Even when the goal height only ranges from one to two blocks. BAGGER

., outperforms sEBL on over half of the problems. As the complexity of the problem space

increases. BAGGER increasingly outperforms sEBL.

,.

-Table 11.3 Speed-Up as a Function of Problem Complexity

Tower Size Range BAGGER over sEBL BAGGER oer No-Learn sEBL over No-Learn

S.,autonomous mode

1-1 -1.73

1-2 1.81 7.01 3.87

I 1-3 2.75 30.20 11.00

1-4 2.18 21.30 9.79

1-5 2.25 39.00 17.30

training mode

1-1 - - 1.97

1-2 1.92 6.35 332

1-3 6.69 110.00 16.40

1-4 22.60 1,870.00 82.60

1-5 27.10 24.100.00 hh9.0O

wl
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The number of rules learned under the various configurations is Iplotted in figure 11.13..' -

The number of rules acquired grows roughly linearly with the complexity of the problem space.., .%

p
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Figure 11.14 plots the mean number of dis uncts in BAGGER's sequential rules as a

function of problem complexity. As the average problem gets more complicated, the solutions

get more complicated and, hence. BAGGER has more focus rules to analyze. This increases the

likelihood that more ways of satisfying the preconditions of the focus rule will be encountered.

The experiments reported in this section demonstrate that the gains of explanation-based

learning increase as the range of potential problems increases. They provide no evidence for the

conjecture that learning can impede overall problem-solving performance. Rather. they indicate

* that as the range of problems increases, learning is increasingly beneficial. In addition, the

relative performance of BAGGER over sEBL grows as the range of possible problems increases.

Finally, these experiments strengthen the argument that the training mode is preferable to the

autonomous mode of operation.

11.4. Time Spent Learning

This section investigates how much time is spent within the generalization algorithms. .

First this is viewed from the context of the operation of the two basic modes of operation.

Following that, the time required to generalize an explanation is reported as a function of the

size of the explanation.FFigures 11.15 and 11.16 plot how much time is spent by the generalization algorithms in

the two modes of operation. In autonomous mode, successively less time is spent learning

because as more problems are experienced it is less likely that learning will be required.

KEY

5 ~BAGGER (auto) 0-6

Rule BAGGER (train) o-.___O

DisjunctionsMaiu NubroBocsnTwr

Figure 11.14 BAGGER Rule Disjunctions as a Function of Problem Complexity
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Figure 11.15 Mean Time Spent Learning in Autonomous Mode
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Figure 11.16 Mean Time Spent Learning in Training Mode

Converselv in training mode, there is a slight increase in time spent learning because the learners

must check it a new rule is a variant of any of the previously acquired ones.

.P
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The next three figures describe how the learning time depends on the size of explanations. :%

Figure 11.17 presents the time spent learning, in the training mode. as a function of the number ~-

of blocks moved. Although more complicated than standard explanation-based generalization

algorithms. BAGGER takes only slightly more time to generalize an explanation.

The time spent learning in the training mode can be divided into three components.

total tine spent learning tine to build explanation from user's actions + .

time to generalize explanation + 10%

time to reorganize and save new rule

'% %.

The learning time curves in figure 11. 17 reflect this decomposition. The time to reorganize and0

save a new rule includes looking to see if it is a variant of an old rule. In the training mode, the 'S

external ly-provided solutions only indicate which blocks are moved and where they are placed.

The systems must validate these steps and ascertain they achieve the desired goal.

A theoretical analysis of the problem-solving speed-up that can be achieved by providing

steps within a proof aprears in chapter 4 of [Nlooney88]. His results indicate an exponential

speed-up is possible, although problem solving still is exponential. Comparing the results in

figure 11.17 concerning explanation construction to the estimated performance of no-learn

(section 11.9) produces a speed-up of 19-. where N is the number of blocks moved.

Figure 11.18 shows that the size of explanations grows exponentially with the number of

blocks moved. The size of both the full explanation and of the pruned explanation is reported.

About one-third of the nodes are pruned.

Hlow,, the time spent learning depends on the size of the explanation appears in figure 11.19.

* This figure reports how much time is spent. per node. explaining the user's actions and then ~-

generalizing the explanations. The ratio for explanation construction uses the size of the full
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explanation, while the pruned explanation is used for the generalization time ratios. In addition.

the generalization time ratios only include the time spent generalizing the pruned explanation;

, the time spent reorganizing and saving the rule is not included. No point is plotted for BAGGER

*.' when moving one block because in that case no focus rule is found in the explanation and. hence, .

no new rule is produced. All three curves have approximately the same shape and BAGGER

spends only slightly more time than sEBL. Assuming a fixed overhead during generalization (to

account for the initial declines), these curves indicate that empirically both BAGGER and sEBL

grow more than linearly in terms of the number of nodes in the explanation. However, a proof ., ""

that the EGGS algorithm (the basis of sEBL) could be performed in linear time appears in

NMoonev8]. This proof is based on a linear unification algorithm [Paterson78], which is not

used in BAGGER nor sEBL due to its large constant overhead.

* f.

11.5. Operationality/Generality Trade-Off

The previous chapter discusses how BAGGER can be instructed to construct more

operational sequential rules. Basically. this entails not pruning any of the nodes in an

explanation. This section describes the effect on both BAGGER and sEBL of not pruning nodes.

Performance in the autonomous mode under this condition appears in ,iures 11.20 "

and 11.21. W\hen constructing more operational rules, the learning systems more frequently

resort to solving problems from first principles. This occurs because the more operatonal rules.

being less general, are more likely to fail.
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Table 11.4 Relative Speed Summary for Operational Version (Autonomous)

_ 1st 2nd 3rd

No-Learn 1.1% 24.2 74.7
(20.2) 4  (22.9) (57.0)

Std-EBL 29.5 47.0 23.5
(24.8) (41.6) (33.6)

% BAGGER 69.4 28.8 1.8
(55.0) (35.5) (9.4)

BAGGER beats standard EBL: 70.2- ('1.8)

The relative speeds of the problem solvers, in their operational versions in the autonomous

mode, appears in table 11.4. In the operational version, no-learn performs substantially worse,

relatively. Most of no-learn's loss is transferred to BAGGER.

Figure 11.22 compares the operational and general versions in the training mode. The

advantage of the operational version is clearly visible, especially for sEBL. Table 11.5 reports

the relative speeds for this situation. Unlike in the autonomous mode. no-learn's relative

performance is only slightly degraded. This may be due to the fact that more rules are learned

in the training mode. possibly increasing the likelihood that time is %xasted on an unsuccessful -

rule or that a unnecessarily complicated. but usually successful, rule is at the front of the rule

queue.

Table 11.6 summarizes the major differences between the operational and general \ersions. .

Resuit from the two cases are presented for various statistics, along \x ith the ratio of the tA o %

results. The results indicate that. although more rules are learned and used. the fact that they

are e, aluated faster leads to quicker overall solutions. The one exception to this i-; BAGGI-R in

-ut,,r.Cmous mode. Here the need for more solutions from first princinles ehminates the gain

" . rm the more rapid e%aluation of the operation rules.

" ixc niibers in parenthc,t- in thi, and the next ,able aie the corres,,pondiro, pesult, pCe ioutiv rcp.)1ttd

i I t-, pever i ments r, ol si no the standard N ersiom of the learners.
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Figure 11.22 Operationality and Generality Results in Training Mode

Table 11.5 Relative Speed Summary for Operational Version (Trained)

1st 2nd 3rd

No-Learn 17.6% 15.0 67.4

-" (20.8) (15.1) (64.1)

Std-EBL 26.9 44.1 29.0 :.
(21.6) (47.8) (30.7)

BAGGER 55.5 40.9 3.6
(57.6) (37.1) (5.2)

BAGGER beats standard EBL: 71.21% (75.4) 0

5.. -
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Table 11.60Operationality vs. Generality Results "

Description Operationality Generality Rai (Opitn

Chosen Chosen Rai O /e _

~Mean Solution Time
autonomous mode, --

std-EBL 6790 sec 8100 0. 83"-

BAGGER 6660 3720 1.79 '
training mode : .

std-EBL 155(174)5 779(828) 0.20 .

BAGGER 27( 29) 36( 37) 0.75 %

Rules Learned

/',.

autonomous mode L
std-EBL 5,52 4.28 1.29

BAGGER 2.60 1.72 1.51 ,] ]

training mode "',
std-EBL 6.88 5.96 1.15 , i

BAGGER 3.24 2.01l 1.61

Probability of ,
Successful Application .'

•.,. ...

autonomous mode m
std-EBL 0.50 0.56 0.89

BAGGER 6660 370.9 1.91

training 
mode

std-EBL 0.41 -47,9 0.69
BAGGER 0.79 0.99 0.79

Percentage Solved- .
training mode %

std-EBL 91.41 -. 8 0.93 .

BAGGER 94.0 99.4 0.95

.- /%

I .'

Number in parentheses, indicate mean solution time for al: J problems, incluidini2 problem% -zor sOlved-
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Theproabiityof a successful rule application is defined vy:

Esuccess ful applications

Probability (success ) = ue

E attempted applications
rules

* The average number of rules tried when solving a problem is inversely proportional to this

-- number. Hence, the data in the table shows that more rules are evaluated, on average, when

solving problems with the operational rules.

The final point in this section is that, in training mode, the probability that the test

- problem is not solved is higher in the operational version. This occurs because a higher number

of operational rules are needed to cover the same number of future problems. Thus, for the

.~ operational version to be attractive, the training set must contain a highly representative sample

of future problems.

11.6. Rule Access Strategies

* ~* The primary strategy used to organize acquired rules is to keep them in a linear list.

moving a rule to the front of this list whenever it successfully solves a problem. During

problem solving, the rules are tried in order. The ordering of the rules in this list can greatly

-. effect problem-solving performance. Seven additional strategies for accessing acquired rules
* have also been investigated. After describing the eight strategies for selecting the order to try

rules, their performance is compared.

This section largely investigates a question of problem solving, rather than one of learning.I

The question is how should the results of learning best be organized to increase the efficiency of

problem solving. The access strategies investigated have no effect on the number of rules

P learned, nor on the probability of a successful solution. All that differs is the order the rules

are checked. If necessary. all of them will be tried.

structures, such as discrimination networks [CharniakSO1. can improve problem-solving

performance. However, all of the rules organized in these experiments satisfy the same goal,

namely, the construction of a tower. Since they all contain the same predicates in their

consequent. it is reasonable to assume that they are all grouped at the same node in a
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discrimination net. Hence. the results of these experiments are relevant to more complicated

data structures. and even to parallel architectures, provided at some point a group of candidates

are serially visited.

Strategy Descriptions

The eight strategies are described below and are presented roughly in order of complexity. 7

These access strategies can be divided into two qualitative groups. The first four strategies are

independent of problem-solving performance. With these, the complication of collecting 7."

statistics during problem solving is avoided. The second four strategies dynamically depend on

the examples in the test set. That is. the results of problem solving continually effect the order

in which rules are accessed.

Only the training mode is used in these experiments and the training set always contains -

ten problems, while the test set contains twenty. More rules are learned, on average, in this

mode. making it a better vehicle for investigating the issue of rule access strategies. In all of the

experimental runs, towers are constructed and the goal height is randomly determined by

summing from one to four average block heights. With a training set of ten problems, the two p
learning systems both solve more than 98% of the test problems. Since problems not soluble by

a given collection of rules are more likely to be anomalous, only the measurements on successful

solutions are considered when collecting the data reported in this section.

Most Recen1lv Learned (MRL) 41

In the first strategy, rules are accessed in rever.5e order from the order they are learned.

This is easily implemented by pushing, during the training phase. new rules onto the front

of the list of acquired rules. Unless otherwise stated, the other strategies use this method I

to initially insert new rules into the list of previously acquired rules.

Lease RecentlY .earned l.RL)

In the second strategy. rules are accessed in the same order as they are learned. This is

implemented by placing new rules at the end of the list of acquired rules.

Srted by Situations Travcer.sed (SOR7"

Tlhis strategy appiies .k hen using situation calculus and is only relevant to rules learned by

standard explanation-based learning (i.e.. non number- eneraliied rules) 13\ 1,,,k:n4 aIt

.
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the consequent of a new rule. the number of situations traversed by applying the rule can

be determined. Once the training phase completes. the rules are sorted so that those that

traverse the fewest number of states are in the front of the list of acquired rules. This list

is not altered during the test phase. (This strategy shares many of the characteristics of

iterative-deepening [Korf85].) Under this strategy. BAGGER rules follows the MRL

strategy.

Randomly Selected (RAND)

In this strategy. the order that rules are accessed is randomly determined. This is

implemented by randomizing the list of acquired rules before each test problem, then

trying to apply them in their randomized order.

Most Recently Used (MRI')

In the AJRII strategy, which is the access strategy used elsewhere in this chapter. the order

that rules are accessed depends on the last time they are successfully applied. This is

implemented by. following a successful application, moving the successful rule to the

front of the list of rules. The hypothesis of this strategy is that the more useful a rule is,

the more likely it will be tried early.

This and the next three strategies can be viewed as if each rule is somehoo scored and

these scores are used to sort the rules so that highest scoring rules are at the front of the

list. The implementations of the following three strategies use such a sorting strategy,

although. as described in the above paragraph. MRU; does not. For MRI". no statistics are %

associated with each rule. The expressions used for predicting a rule's future value under

Ve each strategy are listed after each is description.

Valuev; = tine oj last YuccessJul application

"', .\I, t P'?'equendY.' I .ed (,\II: "
In this strategy, the order that rules are acce,.sed depends on hox, often they have been

" successfully applied. Unlike AIRU. thlis strafes\, as do the follo\wing two. requires

additional inlormation be recorded. In this ci, eadh rule records the number of time it is 2
used to solve a problem .A117' is implemented h.'. after each successful solution. sorting

%,
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the list of acquired rules so that the one with the highest number of successful applications

is tried first.

Value.%ct = number of successful applications

Most Successfully Lsed (MSU)

This strategy orders rules according to the a posteriori probability they are useful. This
.3a

probability is calculated by dividing the number of successful applications of the rule by

the number of times the rule is tried. Rules never tried are ordered after rules *.',

successfully applied and before rules tried without success. This strategy requires two

statistics be kept for each rule.

Va ue..* number of )uccessful applications e

number of attempts to apply rule

.kIn.st Ef1ciently U sed ( Mt }

This strategy involves another way to get previously useful rules near the front of the list

of acquired rules. Here the measure of a rule is determined by recording the total amrnunt

of time spent trying to satisfy the rule's preconditions and then dividing this time by ,he

number of successful applications of the rule. This measures the time spent rer sucessul 1%

application. and the lower this number the more promising the rule. lence. th:s

rneasurement is inversely proportional to the value of the rule. Rules neer triec are

ordered a in .\S Again. t'.o statists must be kept.

a ~ - - t, 4a1 Hnia spcnr trvyirzi thi3 rulc e..

?iL'mb'r q4 Occi' ,Jul applicatiot.)

- .I-

Reu I I%

I ;.4tre 1 1 23 rreent, for each strateg., o aclesIni. rules, i's performance on theX

r ,ens :r. the ,ra;ning set. In thi, fi:ure. *he sarateie- ,re ,rsan;zed sO that the most effihient

,sFBL) o, n the le! t and the least elOiK:env1,,ne ' .n 'he r.,'t. There is abou, an -II"i

.ren:e 'et.i een the best and the Arst. le -peed-LI F t BA6(,FR ov.er sFHL ranges Ir,.m 5 .,
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Figure 11.23 Performance of the Access Strategies

Many of the results in this experiment only differ by only a small amount. To eliminate

-'4*, g the possibility that performances differed slightly due to machine differences, the timing data in

this section is determined by counting the search tree nodes visited during problem solving. For

no-learn this is estimated by extrapolating results on small problems in the same manner as p,
done to estimate problem-solving time. The count of nodes is incremented whenever the

consequent of a rule or an axiom unifies with the current goal. ,

To give a better perspective on the results in figure 11.23. in the next histogram %

(figure 11.24). the performances of the strategies are compared with respect to the performance

of MFU. (The strategy involving sorting rules by the number of situations traversed (SORT) is

not included in this figure because it is not relevant for BAGGER.) Relative performance is

determined by:

Relative Performance (strategy) - ndes

Of the access strategies. the best performer for sEBL is SORT. This occurs because the time
: . to check the preconditions of a rule can increase exponentially with the number of situations

traversed. SORT also works well because the most likely goal specifies the height of one

average block. S
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Figure 11.24 Performance of the Access Strategies Normalized Relative to MFU

The strategies that depend on previous problems, dynamically altering the order rules are

accessed, prove beneficial. Keeping a count of the number of times a rule is successfully used

works well, while the method of trying the most recently used rule first works less well. If the I i
occurrence of a intricate, rare example requires the use of a complicated rule, moving it to the
Iront of the queue may be a bad idea. On the next problem. substantial time may be spent ..

discovering it is not applicable. It is better to have rules work their way forward by

successfully solving several problems. However. as evidenced by SORT, it can be advantageous

tc first try rules whose preconditions can be rapidly checked, even if they are likely to solve
I

fewer problems (Shavlik87e]. This topic : further discussed in section 11.9. where data on the "

distribution of solution lengths (in terms of the number of states traversed) is presented.

Somewhat surprisingly, while LRL works better than MRL for sEBL. the opposite is true

for BAGGER. The reason for this is that earlier rules result from more typical examples, while

later rules result from examples that are less likely to occur again soon. In sEBL it is best t3

first try the rules that result from the most probable situations. However, BAGGER often learns

more from the more complicated, although less likely, examples and the acquired rule usuall: "

cc-,ers tne simpler, more likely, examples. This indicates that, even if one ot the dynamic

2,
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strategies is used. new rules should be added to the end of sEBL's list of acquired rules, but they

should be added to the front of BAGGER's collection.

The next two figures present the relative speeds of the problem solvers under each

.,~ strategy. Figure 11.25 reports the percentage of time each of the three problem solver is the
~~%

fastest. In allI cases. BAGGER solves more than half of the problems faster than do the other two

~: systems. Except for SORT. sEBL solves 20-25% of the problems fastest. The reason for the near

doubling of performance on SORT is that in this case sEBL never unsuccessfully tries to satisfy.

for example. a rule that specifies the moving of four blocks, before trying a rule that moves

only one. This gives it a better chance of outperforming no-learn.

The probability that BAGGER solves a problem faster than does sEBL is indicated by the

data in figure 11.26. Except for SORT. BAGGER beats sEBL on about 70-7517 of the test

*organize rules so that promneimproves as more and more problems are solved. The next%

histogram contains data relevant to this issue. Each strategy's performance on the first ten test

prbesis compared to its performance on the second ten. Figure 11.27 presents the results. -
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0. Figure 11.25 Relative Speeds for each Access Strategy
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Figure 11.27 Temporal Improvement under each Access Strategy

*The ratio of per formance on the twxo groups of test problems is theoretically unity for no-learn,

since it only depends on the random draw of desired tower heights. The ratio should also Ibe

unitv for SORT, LRL. RAN~D. and MRL. because the order they try to) apply rules is not

* effected by the results of previous test problems. The heights of these bars provide an indication

of the variability' due to statistical fluctuations. This figure demonstrates that the strategies inI

w.hich rules are continually reorganized during problem solving improv e performance. especially

in sFBL. . here more rules are learned on average.
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Figure 11.28 shows for each access strategy the probability, given a rule is tried, that it

will prove successful. This probability is defined in the previous section. Again. t-1ie cases

where rules are reorganized during the test phase perform somewhat better. %

The final question investigated in this section is another measure of the efficiency of the

access strategies. Here efficiency is measured in terms of the number of actions required to

execute the plans produced. If the functions that cause situation changes represent actions that

have to be executed in the external world, it may be important to minimize the number of

situations traversed by a rule application. Figure 1 1.29 shows the mean number of blocks

moved under the various conditions. By its definition. SORT (in combination with sEBL) will

provide the shortest solution possible. given a collection of rules. In all of the other cases.

BAGGER outperforms sEBL. -

As stated earlier, the performance of no-learn is estimated by extrapolation and its

solutions are produced by a specialized procedure. This procedure selects blocks to add to theI%

tower in reverse order of the way they are dropped (e.g.. block 10 is chosen first. then block 9.

etc.). Blocks are chosen until the sum of their heights satisfies the goal. This method insures a
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Figure 11.28 Probability of Successful Rule Application under Each Access Strategy
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Figure 11.29 Mean Number of Blocks Moved under each Access Strategy '; ."

that a block is always clear when it is chosen to be mo\ed. However, it does not produce the

shortest possible solution.

The main reason sEBL is outperformed is that a rule for moving three blocks, for instance,

can satisfy a wide range of tower heights. since the height of individual blocks is randomiv

determined. Hence. often three small blocks will be moved when one cr two larger ones would

suff-ice. More information on the topic of solution lengths is reported in section 11 .9. L
The experiments in this section investigate various strategies for determining the order to

.-,.cess rules. The results also provide additional evidence of the value of BAGGER over standard

e\N7anat:on-based learning. Under various strategies for deploying rules. BAGGER al\,Xays

ou:perlorms sEBL. The most successful access strategy for sEBL is to sort rules according to the -

number of states traversed, a technique applicable if situation calculus is being used. If this

type ol sorting is not possible. the order of rule access should depend on the example, '

experienced. Tr';ng the most I requentlv successful rule first substantially improxes

pertormance. Finally, for sEBL ne' rules should be added to the end of the list of acquired

ruies, while for BAGGER thev should be added to t.he /rr.

'
22 ) ,
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11.7. Combining sEBL and BAGGER

When BAGGER cannot produce a sequential rule from an explanation, nothing is learned.

This section investigates the effect of combining the two learning systems. that is. applying sEBL

whenever BAGGER fails to produce a new rule. In this case, rules from both systems are stored P
in the same list.

Figures 11.30 and 11.31 compare this extended version of BAGGER in the autonomous and

training modes. respectively. In the autonomous mode, there is substantial improvement. This

is due to the fact that the rules produced by sEBL decrease the likelihood that BAGGER will have

to resort to first principles to solve a problem. Since a large amount of time is spent building the

explanation from which the BAGGER algorithm could not produce any new rule, it is

worthwhile to apply sEBL to the constructed explanation. rather than merely discarding it. If

the same or a similar problem occurs later, a rule for solving it will be possessed.

However, in training mode incorporating sEBL degrades BAGGER's performance. With a

large enough training set, it is likely that if one sample solution is not sufficient to learn from, a 0

later solution will lead to a rule that also solves the first problem. For example. BAGGER does

KEY

0.20--with sEBL

Probability ;' EBL ---

of Resorting to

0.10.

First Principles i0

0.05

2-11 12-21 22-31 32-41 42-50

Z Sample Problem Number Range

Figure 11.30 Combining sEBL and BAGGER in Autonomous Mode
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Figure 11.31 Combining sEBL and BAGGER in Training Mode

not learn from the construction of a one-block tower. But if it later experiences the

construction of a three-block tower, it learns a rule that can be used to construct towers of any r

height. Since in the training mode explanation construction is relatively inexpensive. it !s less

harmful to discard one in the hopes of a better one coming along later.

The above argument requires that the training set be adequate to insure that rules learned

by BAGGER cover most of the problems to be experienced in the future. If the training set is too

small or if the solutions to man% possible problems cannot be generalized bv BAGGER. it wvould

be advantageous to combine sEBL and BAGGER. Basicallv. it is a question involving the trading I
of longer solution times for higher probabilities of successful solLutions.

The next two figures sho'x the how the number of rules learned by BAGGER is affected by

incorporating sEBL. Figure 11.32 shv.vs there is only a slight increase in the autonomous mode.

Conversely. figure 11.33 shows that in the training mode there is a substantial increase. This is

due to the fact that in the training mode pre, iously atquired rules are not tested to see if !he%

.%

solve the current training problem before Leneralization occurs. Hence. even a preious.-

%%

BAGGER rule cov'er.s the current :raining problem. a new sF-BL r:i:e m;a\ be learn~ed.

,.1
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Figure 11.32 Rules Learned when Combining sEBL and BAGGER in Autonomous Mode
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Figure 11.33 Rules Learned when Combining sEBL and BAGGER in Training Mode

Tables 11.7 and 11.8 present the relative speed summaries for these experiments. Here
BAGGER incorporates sEBL when necessary, while the usual stand-alone sEBL system also

" operates, for purposes of comparison. The measurements are comparable in the two cases. AThe results of this experiment are summarized in table 11.9. They indicate that combiningBAGGER and sEBL is appropriate in the autonomous mode and is inappropriate in the training

mode.

-2.

I.t
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Table 11.7 Relative Speed Summary in Autonomous Mode

with BAGGER and sEBL Combined

1st 2nd 3rd
P.

No-Learn 19.2% 19.0 61.8

(20.2)6 (22.9) (57.0)

Std-EBL 27.5 40.7 31.8 .. ,

(24.8) (41.6) (33.6)

BAGGER 53.3 40.3 6.4 -.
(55.0) (35.5) (9.4)

BAGGER beats standard EBL: 70.61 (71.8)

Table 11.8 Relative Speed Summary in Training Mode

with BAGGER and sEBL Combined

I
1s 2nd 3rd -

No-Learn 17.6% 15.0 67.4 NO
(20.8) (15.1) (64.1)

Std-EBL 26.9 44.1 29.0 -,'

(21.6) (47.8) (30.7)

BAGGER 55.5 40.9 3.6 -

(57.6) (37.1) (5.2)

BAGGER beats standard EBL: 71.2'- (75.4, .'

In this table and the one below, the number in parenthes es refer to the results from the previou.
experiment- where BAGGER does not use sEBL.
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Table 11.9 Value of Combining BAGGER and sEBL

Description Mean Value

Solution Time %,.-.

Autonomous
w/o std-EBL 3720.0 sec
with std-EBL 57.5

Trained
w/o std-EBL 36.6 "
with std-EBL 46.2

Rules Learned
Autonomous

w/o std-EBL 1.72
with std-EBL 1.96(0.37) 7  

B,

Trained
w/o std- EBL 2.00
with std-EBL 3.89(1.56)

Faster than sEBL
Autonomous

w/o std-EBL 71.8%
with std-EBL 70.6

Trained
w/o std-EBL 75.4
with std-EBL 71.2

1 1.8. Clearing Blocks

This section reports the performance of the three systems on a different problem. In this

case, initial situations are constructed in the same manner as for tower-building, but the goal

instead specifies a block to be cleared. After the ten blocks are randomly dropped, one of the

unclear blocks is randomly chosen as the goal block to be cleared. To keep the two experiments

comparable, if the goal block supports, directly or indirectly, more than four other blocks a new

goal block is chosen.

Results in parentheses indicate the mean number of standard EBL rules learned. The other number is the
tot . of BAGGER and standard EBL rules.

,% .'
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Figure 11.34 contains the performance. in the training mode, of the three systems on this

task. In this case, the learning systems outperform no-learn by 4-5 orders of magnitude.

several orders of magnitude better than in the tower-building experiments. One interpretation

of this is that clearing is a much more "local" operation than is tower building. Clearing a block ,

involves moving nearby blocks, blocks coupled to the goal block by relations such as On and

Supports. However, when building a tower, blocks located anywhere in a scene can be used. In

general there is less to constrain the choice of a block to move when building a tower. 8 For these

reasons, the advantages of explanation-based learning, which collects the essential constraints in

an example, become more pronounced.

The relative speeds of the three systems for this problem appear in table 11.10.

Corresponding to the results in figure 11.34, no-learn is usually outperformed by the two

learning systems.

KEY

no-learn

std-EBL

BAGGER

10

106

1 05

Time 10' .- '-- , .e: - -
'set, 1 (e ) 0%

10 
,

I]
10 15 20 25 30

Sample Problem Number f '-

Figure 11.34 Performance Results for Clearing Blocks I
'j Ihi, would be less true if the acquired rules were complicated enough to expiicillv represent how much

of the tower height remained after each move.
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Table 11.10 Relative Speed Summary for Clearing

Ist 2nd 3rd

No-Learn 0.0% 14.2 85.8 V
.%(20.2) 9  (22.9) (57.0) ,

Srd-EBL 34.7 51.1 14.2
(24.8) (41.6) (33.6)

BAGGER 65.3 34.7 0.0
(55.0) (35.5) (9.4)

"" BAGGER beats standard EBL: 65.3% (71.8)

Table 11.11 presents a comparison of the three problem solvers on the two types of

problems. The speed-up of BAGGER over sEBL is about one-fifth for clearing as it is for building

towers. This may be due to the fact that. on average, less blocks are moved in the clearing

problems.' 0 As reported in section 11.3, the speed-up of BAGGER over sEBL increases as the

complexity of the problem space increases.

Table 11.11 also contains the results from an experiment where both clearing and tower-

building goals are generated. The type of goal is chosen randomly and the training set contains

~ twenty problems. rather than the usual ten. so that on average ten of each type are experienced.

The results are largely the average of those from the two types of experiments, except that more

rules are learned and the probability of a successful rule application is decreased. The extra .

' rules do not significantly hinder the problem solvers because the consequents of the two rule Z

types are different enough that a rule for the wrong goal can be quickly disregarded.

The reason for the different solution lengths of the three problem solvers for clearing is

that solutions lengths are only computed for problems successfully solved. The results indicate

that the learners are more likely to fail on problems requiring more blocks to be moved and that

BAGGER can solve, on average, more complicated problems than can sEBL. %

These experiments involving clearing provide further support for the claims that

explanation-based learning is beneficial and that BAGGER outperforms sEBL.

9 The numbers in parentheses are for tower-building.

1" The distributions of solution lengths for the various experiments are reported in the neI section.
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Table 11.11 Comparison of Tower Building and Clearing in Training Mode1

Description No-Learn Std-EBL BAGGER

Mean Solution Time

Clearing 4,200,000 sec 58( 86)" 15(20)
Tower-Building 68,400 779(828) 36(37)
Both 1.790.000 601(607) 31(33)

Speed-Up Over
INo-Learn

Clearing -72,400 280,000
Tower-Building -88 1.900 P

Boh2,980 57.700

hS.

Fastest
Clearing I0.0% 34.7 65.3

-Sa

Clearing 100.0%C' 84.6 h5.2
Tower-Building 100.0 98.5 99.4
Bo0th 100.0 93.4 94.8

Solution Length

Clearing 1.87 1.65 1.77
Tower-Building 2.20 2.51 2.22

I Both 1.97 2.03 1.97
Rules Learned'1

Clearing 0.00 3.96 1.36
Tower-Building 0.0 5.96 2.00
Both 1 0.0 9.059 3.59

Probability of
Successful Application
Clearing .37 ().hi
Tower-Building 0 21.59 0.99
Both 0 (1.25 0.60

Nmhcrs in lendicat mean so01111ion lime fora:: problems. includin problems, s!\Cd .
228 ~
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11.9. Additional Experimental Results

This section presents and analyzes additional experimental details. First. several I

alternative ways to train a system are considered. Next. the cost of excessive training is

investigated. Following that the mean number of rules applied to a problem is reported for the

two modes of operation. After that, the value of heuristically reorganizing antecedents during

learning is investigated and the probability that BAGGER learns a rule that does not solve the

problem form which it is learned is estimated. Finally, before reporting the estimates of the

performance of no-learn, the distribution of solution lengths under various conditions is

discussed.

V,. Alternative Modes of Operation

The two modes of operation investigated - autonomous and training - are at opposite ,111

ends of a spectrum. In one. the learning systems are completely independent of external

guidance. In this mode. learning occurs whenever none of the acquired rules suffice to solve the

current problem, while in the other all of the learning occurs during an initial training phase. Ii,
where sample solutions are provided by an external agent. The cost of producing explanations

from first principles in the autonomous mode can be prohibitive. Conversely, the training set of

problems may not be fully representative of future problems, which means that some future

problems may not be soluble.

This section considers some xaavs of combining the strengths of the two approaches. The

results are especially relevant to the design of expert systems that dynamically acquire new

, a rules by observing expert behavior. Consider the following two ways to utilize external

expertise that are alternatives to the training mode.

I The expert can be continuall\ on call. When one of the learning systems cannot solve a .
problem using its collection of acquired rules, the expert produces a solution. This solution

is then explained and any new rule that results Is added to the collection of acquired rules.

As more rules are learned, the mean time between requests for the expert will increase.

'2) gain an expert is always available, except here he is not called until a time threshold is

a. exceeded by one of the three systems. Time can be spent both checking acquired rules and

building solutions from first prinLiples. With this method. relatively simple prolems can S

.-
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be solved from first principles. thereby decreasing the load on the expert, especially during

the earl, stages of learning. ttokever if the threshold is set too low. The expert will be

unnecessaril% called on nroblems that are soluble by the acquired rules.

These techniques mitigate the expense of solving from first principles. If the failure to

solve a problem is unacceptable. combinations of the above techniques with the training mode

are also possible For example. the expert can provide solutions to an initial set of problems.

then pro, ide additional solutions during the test phase whene.er the rules learned during the

training phase prove insufficient Alternativelv, during the test phase solutions can be deried -

from .irst principles as done in the autlunomous mode.

Table 11 12 compares the resuits ol these approaches with the standard autonomous and ,'

training modes. All of the averages under the autonomous mode are for problems 26-50. ¢- ,

BAGGER's performance. . ith and .. ithuut &ombining it with sEBL. is also reported. An

interesting point is that the t,)o hybrid approaches perform about equally\ well for sEBL. This

occurs because it is possible for %EBL to spend more than 10.000 seconds checking its acqu:red

ru les.

The results in this section indicate that these hybrid approaches significantly exceed the -

performance of the fully autonomous approach. while still guaranteeing solutions to all '% :,
Problems. The cost of this is that an expert must be available at an' time. although as time

progresses he 'hould be needed iess frequently.

(os of E'xcesie Training v

In the training mode, inresing the. sile t the training set decreases the probabilitv that a

test problem , ill not be solved. llve. er there are three costs of increasing the training set si/e. .

One. the training period takes longer to compiete. two, more rules will be acquired, and. three. %

mcre time can be -pent apply ing, the ac1 uired rule,. The la,% of diminishing returns applies here.

Incremental gains in the probability oI I uture stLc.ess ma\ not be worth the increase in the mean"

I;mc to ,ol~e a prohlem.

I :ure 11.35 presents data rele% an, w thi', issue. A measure of average pertormance 0n

2() .. t;'r ,en-.- i- plotted as a function o: the ,i.'.e kl the training set. Results are presented ,,r

'L, u.n ,r t . andit ions. A,, the% are 1earned. ne\, rules are ether added to the frort ,,r t '

% %1.N %-.



Table 11.12 Comparison of Operation Modes b%

Mode of Mean Solution Time

Operation (sec)

Autonomous

* Std-EBL 8100(7580)12

BAGGER
w/o std-EBL 3720
with std-EBL 58

Autonomous
(external solutions

after 10.000 sec)

Std-EBL 1290(949)

v- BAGGER

w/o std-EBL 133
with std-EBL 52

Autonomous
(external solutions
if all rules fail)

Std-EBL 1470(920)

BAGGER
w/o std-EBL 40
with std-EBL 36

IR Trained

Std-EBL 827(9h) "

. BAGGER
w/o std-EBL 37
with std-EBL 46

.%%

12 [ i e13 enlhes at(. from lic runm A here BAGGER uwed standard EBL. There is no theoretical H
reas(,n t lI IAwo notmbers hould differ other than due to statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 11.35 Effect of Excessive Training

the back of the list of previously-acquired rules. Section 11.6 discussed the value to sEBL of

considering rules in the order they are learned. In all cases. the MRU strategy is used during :- *'

the test phase. Normalized solution time. defined below, is plotted as a function of the training .

se: size. 
.' . ,

mean solution timc
normaiized solution time = mean "'_ "-'_

probability of successJul solution

\,rmali/ing by the probability of a successful solution partially compensates for the fact that

quickly solving only a few problems is not desirable.
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"5' This figure shows that too much training can be detrimental. Due to the broad coverage of

the rules it learns. BAGGER is not affected by the additional training. But excessive training

clearly causes a decrease in the performance of sEBL if the most recently learned rules are tried

first. If the training mode is used. care must be taken in choosing the size of the training set.
K, P,

Rules Tried

P
In this section, the mean number of rules tried when addressing a problem is plotted for

the two modes of ope-ation. Figure 11.36 shows that in the autonomous mode sEBL tries

slightly more rules as problem solving progresses, while BAGGER quickly acquires a rule that

.- suffices for the rest of the problems. The rules tried in the training mode are plotted in

figure 11.37. Again sEBL tries about 11/z rules in order to solve each problem. i

KEY '-K-

std-EBL --------0

BAGGER

.- 3
Rules" - ~T r ie d. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Sample Problem Number

Figure 11.36 Rules Tried in Autonomous Mode 0

KEY

;td-EBL o-------

BAGGER p-

3
Rules 10
Tried

5 15 20 25 30

Sample Problem Number

Figure 11.37 Rules Tried in Training Mode
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Relearning the Same Rule in BAGGER

As discussed in chapter 9. it is possible that BAGGER can learn a rule that does not apply

to the problem from which the rule is learned. The frequency that this occurs is estimated by -

determining how often a rule learned in the autonomous mode is a variant of a rule already .,

possessed. Since the variant rule failed to solve the current problem, so will the new one.

Learning a variant occurred in about 5% of the cases where BAGGER could not solve the current

problem in the autonomous mode. Id
Solution Lengths

As discussed earlier, minimizing the number of actions in a solution may be of importance.

This section reports statistics on solution lengths, in terms of the number of situations

traversed, for various experiments. This data also sheds further light on the behavior exhibited

in the experiments. Tables 11.13-11.16 report on experiments involving the building of towers.

%; hile table 11.16 refers to the experiment involving the clearing of blocks. These tables report.

for the various numbers of blocks moved, the mean solution time (in seconds) and the number I
of times this many blocks are moved (this is the number in parentheses). In the autonomous

mode the data under "0" reflects the cases where the acquired rules failed to solve the current

problem (in problems 26-50). The reported time in this column includes the time spent so!ving

from first principles. In the tables for the training mode. the first column reflects the number of

times no solution is found and the time spent exhausting all of the acquired rules when "'his

occurs. Note that the statistics in column N do not directly reflect how much time is spent onv

aon 'EBL rules that traverse N states. Rather. they include how much time is spent trying al I
rules before finding a soluticn of length N,..

There are se, eral observations about these tables. First, the sEBL entry in the table for the

SOR , access srategy gives an indication o the optimal solution lengths. (BAGGER is unaffected

y th strategy. That is. the data for BAGGER should be identical in the table for SORT and '_ -i

the table above it. Differences are due to statistical tluctuation,,.) The table for SORT indlcates

toot, although BAGGER does not produce optimal solutions. it c mes close. ". ..i

Se~ond, there are a few points about the tLable for clearing. The reason that on fiftleen

Bcain -%GGF.R could not clear a block supporting only, one other block is that on one

* :xperirn, ntai run BH-WJbER learned no rules form tihe training set. 'A ilch a+ccu:nts lor 4' ,o'f

4..
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Table 11.13 Time/Occurrences v. Blocks Moved in Autonomous Mode

0 1 2 3 4 5

No-Learn 0( 0) 11(222) 383(156) 13,229(143) 457,854(104) 0( 0)

Szd-EBL 251,058(17) 1514(179) 1391(148) 870(128) 1363(153) O( 0)

. BAGGER 13  384,065( 6) 22(215) 24(162) 42(132) 70( 92) 156(17)

. -%

Table 11.14 Time/Occurrences v. Blocks Moved in Training Mode -

0 12 3 4 5

No-Learn 0(0) 11(166) 382(140) 13,229(123) 457.854(71) 0(0)

Std-EBL 12.810(2) 1507( 65) 879(211) 431(126) 524(96) 0(0)

BAGGER14  251(2) 21(168) 26(146) 34(103) 57(72) 311(8)

;%

Table 11.15 Time/Occurrences v. Blocks Moved for SORT in Training Mode

0 1 2 3 4 5

NO- 0) 11(181) 382(131) 13.229(102) 457,854(86) 0( 0)

.:d-EBL 2110(13) 8(217) 89(141) 448)101) 1197(28) ()(0)

BAGGER 1 1254( 5) 20(1V8) 27(140) 41( 97) '7(65) 138(15)

Table 11.16 Timc/Occun'ences v. Blocks Moved to Clear in Training Mode

• I2 3 4 5 ¢",

0)- LAa ) 31(226) 3642(1481) 447.232(83) 5(10 7(43) 00)

. S:d-F IP. 321(--) .4n(22o) 8()1127) 136(64) 1641 61 0(0)

B. R (;Gi i()14 -4) 8(20) 1 ,125) b1(641 204(28 00)

13 On ont example BA6ER took 2O'a sconds and moved si\ blocks.

14 On one cxamplc BA66ER took -" second- and moved six blocks.
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failure rate of 14.8%. Other failures are largely due to the fact. descriied in the previous
* d-

chapter. that BAGGER can only learn what are termed horizontal and vertical clearing

Finally. the tables indicate that in sEBL rules for moving three blocks are most likely to be *-

tried first when building towers. This occurs because, due to the variance in block heights, a

rule for moving three blocks can satisfy goal heights constructed from two, three, or four

average blocks, possibly even one. Recall that the average goai height is equal to the height of .'

two average blocks. This illustrates the possibility that a rule which takes substantial time to

satisfy may move to the head of the rule queue because it solves a large collection of problem.

thereby degrading overall performance.

N'

Estimating the Perforiiance of the No-Learn System

Due to computational resource limits, the performance of no-learn is estimated. The

equations used to estimate the performance of no-learn appear in figure 11.38. N is the number

of blocks to be moved. These equations are constructed by measuring the system's performance

on 250 problems where N equals one or two, then using the curve fiting algorithm of

section 14.2 in [Press86]. Problems where V equals three occasionally exhaust the available

memor,. The successful cases with N =3 are consistent with the estimations.

time, , , (N) -0 0.32 x 10' sec;nd.,

timt.A' ).25 x 10 -Sx Seconfds

%%

n,,des, .. (N")- 5.45 x I( L v> !

.,.,(de A,, ) = 2.6,S X 10

Figure 11.38 Estimated Performance of No-Learn
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11.10. Summary

3 The empirical results presented in this chapter demonstrate the value of generalizing the

structure of explanations in particular, and explanation-based learning in general. Three
-. 1-."- .

different problem solvers are compared. Two of them learn: BAGGER and sEBL (an

implementation of the EGGS [Mooney86] explanation-based generalization algorithm). The .A

other, called no-learn, performs no learning. In the experiments investigated, BAGGER and sEBL

perform substantially better than the system that performs no learning, by up to five orders of

A? magnitude. BAGGER also outperforms the standard EBL system.

Investigation of two training modes demonstrates the importance of external guidance to 0

learning systems. In the autonomous mode, the systems must solve all problems on their own. %

The high cost of doing this when no learned rule applies dissipates much of the gains from

" learning. Substantial gains can be achieved by initially providing solutions to a collection of Or:

sample problems, and having the learners acquire their rules by generalizing these solutions.

The usefulness of this depends on how representative the training samples are of future

problems and how acceptable are occasional failures. Since BAGGER requires less training

examples and produces more general rules, it addresses these issues better than does standard

explanation-based learning.

The BAGGER algorithm leads to the acquisition of fewer rules, because one of its rules may

subsume many related rules learned using standard explanation-based learning. In this chapter.

IL experiments demonstrate that acquiring fewer rules decreases the likelihood that time will be

wasted on rules that appear to be applicable. The probability that. in the training mode. a

retrieved rule successfully solves a tower-building problem is about 0.60 for sEBL and 0.99 for

BAGGER. ,

A number of additional statistics are reported. The time BAGGER takes to generalize an

explanation is comparable to that for sEBL. Eight strategies for determining the order to access

acquired rules are analyzed. Dynamically organizing rules so the most recently or frequently-

used ones are tried first proves beneficial. If situation calculus is used, sEBL benefits most by

ordering rules according to the number of situations ihey traverse. For BAGGER. ne%, rules

should be added to the front of its collection of rules. while for sEBL they should be added to

the back. Rules that are more operational perform better %xhen the training mcde is used. S
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Combining BAGGER and sEBL can be beneficial, especially in the autonomous mode.

Additionally. fewer training examples are needed for BAGGER to acquire a sufficient set of new

rules and excessive training examples impact BAGGER less severely than sEBL. The advantages

of BAGGER over standard explanation-based learning magnify as the range of potential problems

is increased. '? F

Other researchers have also reported on the performance improvement of standard

explanation-based learning systems over problem solvers that do not learn [Fikes72, Minton85.

NIoonev .- ,. O'Rorke87b. Prieditis87, Steier87]. One major issue is that. as more new concepts "'

are learned, problem-solving performance can decrease. This occurs because substantial time

can be spent trying to apply rules that appear promising. but ultimately fail [Minton85. 6.0

.MooneyS8]. While the non-learning system outperforms the learning systems on some

problems. in the experiments reported in this chapter the overall effect is that learning is

beneficial. Significantly. as the complexity of the problem space increases, so does the

improvement achieved by explanation-based learning. .

Another potential performance degradation can occur when a new broadly-applicable rule. •

which can require substantial time to instantiate. bl3ocks access to a more restricted, yet often

sufficient, rule whose preconditions are easier to evaluate [Shavlik87e]. (Also see chapter 4.4.)

Evidence for this is found in the experiments involving the sEBL system. Vhen building towers

that contain on average about two blocks, rules that specify moving three blocks are

preferentially chosen. This occurs because these three-block rules, while less efficient than rules

for moving two blocks, cover a larger collection of the possible problems.

While this chapter's experiments indicate that learning increases overall problem-solving '

performance, evidence is also presented (section 11.9) that too much learning can be detrimental. SV

Techniques for forgetting or reorganizing acquired rules are necessary. The experiments

,nvestigatmg rule access strategies (section 11.6) demonstrate the value of dynamically
organizing rules. The idea of organizing acquired rules so that rapidly evaluated special cases of

more general rules are tried first is presented in sect:on 4.4 and [Shavlik87e]. An untested ,:

approxach to forgetting is presented in [Fikes72]. where it is suggested that statistics he kept on

the frequencies acquired rules are learned, discarding those that !all belowv some threshold. This

idea is successfullv tested in [.MintonS5]. To prevent the accumulation of excessive number of p

ru es. : is also irnortant to wisely decide ; her. to acquire a ne'x ruie. Some general heLristiL">
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have been proposed that estimate when it is a good idea to construct the generalization of a

specific explanation. For example, [Minton85] proposes selectively generalizing those solutions

that initially progress away from the direction indicated by a hill-climbing measure. A similar

idea appears in [Iba85]. Only solutions that achieve thematic goals [Schank77] are generalized in P

the GENESIS system [Mooney85]. Additional conditions for generalization are presented in

[DeJong83]. . I

It may seem that largely investigating only tower-building problems unfairly favors'

explanation-based learning. An alternative would be to investigate a more diverse collection of

problem types. However, the negative effects of learning are manifested most strongly when the I

acquired concepts are closely related. If the effects of some rule support the satisfaction of a

goal. substantial time can be spent trying to satisfy the preconditions of the rule. If this cannot

be done, much time is wasted. To the sEBL system, a rule for stacking two blocks is quite

different from one that moves four blocks. Frequently a rule that appears relevant fails. For

example, often sEBL tries to satisfy a rule that specifies moving four blocks to meet the goal of

having a block at a given height, only to fail after much effort because all combinations of four

blocks exceed the limitations on the tower height. On average, sEBL tries about V2 rules before
@

solving a problem. When the effects of a rule are unrelated to the current goal. much less time

will be wasted, especially if a complicated data structure is used to organize rules according to

the goals they support.
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Conclusion
LI

L, Most research in explanation-based learning involves relaxing constraints on the entities in"-

La situation, rather than oeneralizing the number of entities themselves. Nonetheless. many"2"

important concepts require generalizing number. To acquire these concepts in an explanation-,-

based fashion, the structure of the explanations must be generalized. Two theories of how this ... ,.

ca edn a enpresented. Im plementat ions of both theories have been tested."-

Catern 12 eee

PhCsics 101 s a mathematical reasoning system. offered as a psychologicalII -plausible

model, that performs explanation-based learning in mathematicalo-oriented domains. This

sstem's understanding and generalization processes are guided by the manner in whichtmie s

variables are cancelled in a specific problem. Attention focusses on how obstacles are eliminated

in the specific problem. Obstacles are variables that preclude the direct evaluation of the

dunkno n. Cancelling these variables allows the determination of the alue of t he unkno,n

One mportant feature of analyzing variable cancellations is that the georeralization ot number is

variale arThe explanation of a specific calculation closely guides the constrcto a ened[ ~r o tl\, a ted. heepaainoaspcfccluaincoeygdstecnstruction of a general%

.ersion of the calculation, from %k hich a new general concept is extracted.

2- 0
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The BAGGER system is a domain-independent approach to the problem of generalizing the

structure of explanations. The approach relies on a shift in representation which accommodates

indefinite numbers of rule applications. This system analyzes explanation structures and detects

repeated, inter-dependent applications of rules. Once the system finds a rule on which to focus

attention. it determines how an arbitrary number of instantiations of this rule can be

concatenated together. This indefinite-length collection of rules is conceptually merged into the

explanation. replacing the specific-length collection of rules. and an extension of a standard

explanation-based algorithm produces a new rule from the aigmented explanation.

The major contributions of this research are:

(1) The claim that explanations that suffice to understand a specific example are not always

sufficient to directly produce the complete underlying general concept. Often the structure

of the explanation must be generalized. This is the central theme running throughout this

thesis. Two implemented systems. tested on a number of problems from several domains
%..

.5. and a large scale empirical investigation, substantiate this claim.

(2) The idea that mathematical calculations can be understood and properly generalized by

focussing on the idea of obstacles and their cancellation. This hypothesis is successfully

tested in the Physics 101 system. It is claimed that reasoning about mathematical

cancellations allows the constraints inherent in mathematicallyv-based domains to become

apparent. One such example is the concept of momentum conservation. The construct of a

cancellation graph is offered as a data structure for representing obstacle cancellations and

forms the backbone of Physics 101's understanding and generalization algorithms.

(3) An alternate notion of explanation-based generalization. In Physics 101 the explanation of

* a specific solution closely guides the reconstruction of the solution in the general case.

Other generalization algorithms directly use the specific explanation. During Physics 101's

construction of the general calculation no problem-solving search is performed-

constuto folwTeemnsial rom the specific calculation, leading to a relatively

efficient process. The new calculation is often substantially more general. in terms of its

structure as wvell as its variables, than the specific calculation. The number of entities and J

the identity of the operations performed may be generalized.
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(4) The notion of a special case as a way to address the operationality/generality problem. By

properly organizing acquired concepts. the advantages of both operational and general rules

can be obtained, while minimizing the disadvantages of both.
%.

(5) A domain-independent approach to the problem of generalizing to N. The BAGGER

algorithm generalizes the structure of explanations so that an indefinite number of rule

applications are supported. This algorithm is particularly applicable to domains expressed . U-'

using situation calculus. The concept of unwinrdable rules supports the goal of expressing ..
the preconditions of acquired rules only in terms of the initial state. The idea of a rule

instantiation sequence (RIS) is presented as a data structure that accommodates an

arbitrary number of applications of a specific rule. Specific explanations are reformulated *.'

in terms of this rule instantiation sequence.

%>

(6) An empirical demonstration of the value of generalizing number in particular and of

explanation-based learning in general. The experiments performed provide no evidence for

the claim that learning can have an overall detrimental effect. Although some problems

will be solved more slowly after learning, this negative effect is overwhelmed by the

speed-ups afforded by learning on the majoriiy of problems. '1

7) An empirical demonstration of the advantages of learning by observ.ing the intelligent ,

behaior of external agents. The high cost a system must frequently pay if it solves all of

its probiems cn its own can dissipate much of the gains it achieves from learning A

s-,hstan'tial improvement can be achieved by initially observing an expert solve several

,inmple prohlem\. '\( special ordering Of thle examples is necessary.

12.1. Relation to Other Work

13e'.ds Physics 101 anrd BAGGER. ;e'.eral ether e.\planation-based approaches to

generali/ng tie struture I expianatins ha.e been recent'. proposed elsexhere. This section

,e. ew :l~e~e a~pi,(ahe>. Add itinal reldaed vr, rk i, disc,.ised in the folloxing sect:on. .vhere 2

-e.era! oren reyearch issues are presented. Ako. additional ,%ork on learning in

n~t hem;. t: ;:'. hascd donain is reviewed in section 4.. % "

A, :
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Prieditis

Prieditis [Prieditis86] has developed a system which learns macro-operators representing

sequences of repeated STRIPS-like operators. His approach analyzes the constraints imposed by

the connections of the precondition, ADD, and DELETE lists of the operators determined to be %. ,

of interest. This produces an iterative macro-operator that accommodates an indefinite number

of repeated operator inter-connections.

While BAGGER is very much in the spirit of Prieditis' work. STRIPS-like operators impose

unwarranted restrictions (see section 8.2). For instance. BAGGER's use of predicate calculus

allows generalization of repeated structure and repeated actions in a uniform manner. In

addition, the BAGGER approach accommodates the use of additional inference rules to reason

about what is true in a state. Everything need not appear explicitly in the focus rule. For

example, in the stacking example. other rules are used to determine the height of a tower and

that an object is clear when the only object it supports is transferred. Also. instantiatic-is of the

focus rule do not have to connect directly - intervening inference rules can be involved when

determining that the results of one instantiation partially support the preconditions of another.

Finally, there is nothing in Prieditis' approach that corresponds to BAGGER's unwinding

operation, nor are disjunctive rules learned. .-

Cheng and Carbonell

In the FERMI system [Cheng861. cyclic patterns are recognized using empirical methods and -

the detected repeated pattern is generalized using explanation-based learning techniques. Unlike

the other systems for number generalization, cyclic patterns are detected by analyzing changes

in subgoals. The cost of this is explained in the next paragraph. Except for Physics 101. which

analyzes obstacle cancellations, the other number generalization systems focus directly on rule

applications in order to decide where to generalize number. A major strength of the FERMI

system is the incorporation of conditionals within the learned macro-operator. allowing this

system to learn disjunctive rules.

However, unlike the techniques implemented in BAGGER and Physics 101. the rules

acquired by FERMI are not fully based on an explanation-based analysis of an example. and so

are not guaranteed to always work. For example. FERMI learns a strategy for solving a set of

linear algebraic equations. None of the preconditions of the strategy check that the equations
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are linearly independent. The learned strateg\ will appear applicable to the problem of

determining x and v from the equations 3x + y = 5 and 6x + 2y = 10. After a significant

amount of work, the strategy will terminate unsuccessfully. This is one of the costs of

focussing on changes at the subgoal level. Since several rules can cause the same subgoal change.

'.i

the problem of analyzing the interactions between successive cycles is greatly, complicated. A

flexible agenda-based problem solver is used to circumvent this complication.

Cohen

Cohen [Cohen87 t has recently developed and formalized another approach to the problem

of generalizing number. His system generalizes number by constructing a finite-state control

mechanism that deterministically directs the construction of proofs similar to the one used to

justify the specific example. This is accomplished by first producing a linear proof autoniwton. a

variant of a finite state automaton, that produces only one proof - that of the specific example.

This proof automaton is then repeatedly reduced by merging states according to the constraints ,.

imposed by the inference rules used. Each reduction produces a loop in the automaton, while

still keeping the automaton deterministic. Because the final automaton is deterministic, no

search need be performed when applying it to future problems. One significant property of his

* method is that it can generate proof procedures inv-olving tree traversals and nested loops.

A major difference between Cohen's method and other explanation-based algorithms is that

in his approach no "internal nodes" of the explanation are eliminated during generalization. In

other explanation-based algorithms, only the leaves of the operationalized explanation appear in

the acquired rule. The generalization process guarantees that all of the inference rules wvithin

r'4 . ."

* the explanation apply in the general case, and the final result can be view.ed as a compilation of

the effect of combining these rules as generally as possible. Hence, to apply the new rule. onl%- 7

the general versions of these leave nodes need be satisfied. In Cohen's approach. every inference

rule used in the original explanation is explicitly incorporated into the final result. taoh rule

smay again be applied when satisfying the acquired rule. Hence. there is nothing in this approach

corresponding to unwinding a rule from an arbitrary state ack to -the initial state. and the

efciency gains obtained by doing this are not achieved. Finally, because the final automaton s no*.

deterministic. it incorporates disjunctions only in a limited way. For example. if at some Point

twxo choices are equally general, 'he ordering in the final rule will e the salme as that seen :n the

SA morecific example.
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Mooney

Another aspect of generalizing the structure of explanations involves generalizing the

organization of the nodes in the explanation, rather than generalizing tl'e number of nodes. An

approach of this form is presented in [Mlooney88]. where the temporal order of actions is

generalized in plan-based explanations. The approach is limited to domains expressed in the

IP STRIPS-formalism [Fikes7l).

Related Work in Similarity-Based Learning

The problem of generalizing to N has also been addressed within the paradigms of

similarity-based learning [Andreae84. Dietterich83. Dufay84. Holder88. Michalski83.

Whitehall87. Wolff82] and automatic programming [Biermann78, Kodratoff 79, Siklossy75.

Summers77). A general specification of number generalization has been advanced in

[Mlichalski831. Michalski proposes a set of generalization rules including a closing interval rule

and several counting arguments rules which can generate number-generalized structures. The '.'-

difference between such similarity -based approaches and BAGGER's explanation-based approach

the domain theory.

12.2. Some Open Research Issues

'5'. The Physics 101 and BAGGER systems have taken important steps towards the solution to

the problem of generalizing the structure of explanations. However, the research is still .
incomplete. From the vantage point of the current results, several avenues of future research

are apparent. While there are many issues related to performing. -understanding. and

generalizing mathematical calculations, this section only addresses issues related to the problem

of generalizing explanation structures. Most of the discussion relates to the approach taken in

BAGGER in addressing the generalizing to N problem.

The topics discussed in this section are:

W Detecting Fortuitous Circusances Deciding When to Learn

* Choosing a Focus Rule ]
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Representing Preconditions in Terms ol Sets Rather than Sequences

" Guaranteeing Termination

" Interleaving Generalization to N

" Adding Extra Preconditions for Efficiency

" Efficiently Ordering Conjunctive Goals

" Satisfying Global Constraints

* Acquiring Accessory Inter-Situational Rules

" Solving Recurrences

" Empirically Analyzing EBL in a Domain-Independent Manner ""

* Handling Incomplete, Imperfect, and Intractable Domain Models

Detecting Fortuitous Circumstances - Deciding When to Learn

Possibly the major issue in generalizing the structure of explanations is that of deciding

when there is enough information in the specific explanation to generalize its structure. Due to

the finiteness of a specific problem, fortuitous circumstances in the specific situation may have a 'a

allowed shortcuts in the solution. Complications in the general case may not have been laced.

Hence the specific example provides no guidance as to hov. they should be addressed. '- '

One aspect of this issue is recognizing the general problems inherent in the specific example.

The notion of obstacles serves this role in Physics 101. The specific solution must eliminate all "

of the specific counterparts of the general versions of the obstacles. If a general obstacle has no .-

counterpart in the specific example. nothing is learned. This is the reason that a two-bal .

collision does not provide enough information from which to learn the concept of momentum

conservation (see section 7.4).

In BAGGER, the requirement that. for an application of a focus rule to he generalized. it he I

i iewable as the arbitrary ith application also addresses the problem of recognizing fortuitou"

:rcumstances. If there is not enough information to view it as the i:,:z application. it is like',

that some important issue is not addressed in this focus rule application- lh'wever. more

po'%erful techniques for detecting fortuitous circumstances need to be de. eloped One approach

may be to abstract the notion of obstacle to cover more than n'athenrati.al cancellations.

An example in section 10.2 shows that BAGGER does not always acquire the tullk enera, .

concept. Rather than learning that a cleared block remains dlear d, ioni: as rohin,, else , pla.-:-'
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on it. from a particular example it only learns that a block is clear in the situation following the *

one in which the block on it is moved. In a more complicated example, BAGGER learns the more 64.
-- -6

general concept. A second aspect of the issue of fortuitous circumstances is realizing that an .

acquired rule is overly-specific and should be refined or replaced. Besides refining the

preconditions of an acquired rule as a result of later experiences. since BAGGER learns

disjunctive rules it needs to be capable of adding disjuncts to existing rules, rather than storing

multiple specializations of the same general rule. Determining which acquired rule "almost"

solves a problem and. hence, is a candidate for refinement or replacement is a sizable problem.

This is especially complicated when rules are insufficient because they are overly restrictive.

rather than because they lead to incorrect results.

A learning system must insure that the rules it tries to apply to problems are likely to

prove successful, otherwise the gains achieved by learning can be dissipated by the time spent

attempting to apply rules that usually fail. This problem can be more severe when generalizing S

number because the specific explanation is generalized further than in standard explanation-

based learning. There are three basic ways to address the problem of potentially being swamped

by too many acquired rules [Fikes72]. One, care can be taken when deciding when to learn. ...

Two, the collection of rules can be organized so that those most likely to be successful are tried

first. Three. rules can be refined or replaced when they are found to be insufficient. The first

two approaches have been investigated in the Physics 101 and BAGGER systems. All three

merit additional research.

Choosing a Focus Rule

Also related to the issue of deciding when to learn. BAGGER's method of choosing a rule on

which to focus attention should be improved. Currently the first detected instance cf B

interconnected applications of a rule is used as the focus rule. However, there could he several

occurrences that satisfy these requirements. Techniques for comparing alternative focus rules

are needed. Inductive inference approaches to detecting repeated structures [Andreae84.

Dietterich83. Dufav84. HolderS8. Weld6. Whitehall87. Wolff82] may be applicable to the

generation of candidate focus rules, from which the explanation-based capabilities of BAGGER

can build. It may also be necessary to rearrange the nodes in an explanation in order for i tc he N
in a form where the BAGGER algorithm can apply.
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BAGGER uses the heuristic of requiring multiple instantiations of a rule in order for it to

be a focus rule. The same heuristic is used when deciding if an instantiation should be viewed

as an unwindable rule (section 9.1). It is possible to generalize number on the basis of one

application of a rule [Cohen87 (appendix B). Shavlik87c]. However, it is more intuitively- %
.%

pleasing that multiple instantiations are needed to trigger the extension, thereby increasing the %

chance that the acquired rule will prove frequently applicable in the future.

Deciding when to repeatedly apply a rule is more directly motivated in Physics 101. The

goal of cancelling all of the general obstacles determines when a rule (such as Newton's third ."

law) is to be repeatedly applied. While deciding when to learn is more directed in this system,

the approach is specific to mathematical calculations. ,' '-'

Representing Preconditions in Terms of Sets Rather than Sequences - :

Investigating the generalization of operator application orderings within learned rules is

another opportunity for future research. Currently, in the rules learned by the BAGGER

algorithm, the order interdependence among rule applications is specified in terms of sequences

of vectors. However. this is unnecessarily constraining. When valid, these constraints should

be specified in terms of sets or bagsi of vectors. This could be accomplished by reasoning about

the semantics of the system's predicate calculus functions and predicates. Properties such as

syrmetrv, transitivity, and reflexivity may help determine constraints on order :ndependence

[Sha\likS7c]. Mooney [.looney8S (chapter 6)] presents an algorithm for generaliz:ng the order .

of a fixed number of actions in a plan expressed in the STRIPS formalism. .

If a set satisfies a learned rule's antecedents, then any sequence derived from that set

suffices. Converse!v, if the vectors in a set fail to satisfy a rule's anteceden-.s. there is no need to

test each permutation of the elements. Unfortunately. testing all permutations occurs if the ,

antecedents are unnecessarily expressed in terms of sequences. For exampl'. assume the task at

hand is to find enough heavy rocks in a storehouse to ser e as ballast for a ship. A >equential ' "

rule may first add the weights in some order, find out that the sum , e:ght ,f all the rocks in the

re.ore is ;nsuflicient. and then try another ordering for adding the ,i'e:Vh''ts A rale snecined in

terms of sets 'A ould terminate after adding the w ei,,hts one.

ba j , ji"-',, iS Mlli ..;'Otdt,,. [M (ollc:ioin of clet'rcn 1 in hch . r'At- (.UI Ll'IY' n f l'( c hfll
C
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Guaranteeing Termination

* One important aspect of generalizing number is that the acquired rules may produce data

structures whose size can grow without bound (for example, the rule instantiation sequence in

". BAGGER) or the algorithms that satisfy these rules may fall into infinite loops [Cohen87). This

means the issue of termination is significant. Although the halting problem is undecidable in

, general, in restricted circumstances termination can be proved [Manna74]. Techniques for
5, proving termination need to be incorporated into systems that generalize number. A practical.

* but less appealing, solution is to place resource bounds on the algorithms that apply number-

generalized rules [Cohen87], potentially excluding successful applications.

Interleaving Generalization to N

Performing multiple generalizations to N in a single problem is another research topic.
.6 Especially interesting is interleaved generalization to N. Here, in the final result, each application

i in an arbitrary length sequence would be supported by another sequence of arbitrary length. In

NV other words, a portion of the intermediate antecedent of a BAGGER rule would be the

. c,. antecedents of another BAGGER sequential rule. An examples where this is needed appears in

section 10.3. where a plan for moving two towers, each containing any number of blocks, is

learned. What should be learned is a plan for moving any number of such towers.

Learning an interleaved sequential rule from one example may be too ambitious. A more

reasonable approach may be to first learn a simple sequential rule, and then use it in the

explanation of a later problem, something the current implementation of BAGGER does not do.

Managing the interactions between the two RIS's is a major issue. See [Cohen87] for a promising

approach to the problem of interleaved generalization to N.

:. Adding Extra Preconditions for Efficiency

Section 10.4 demonstrates the value of adding extra terms to the preconditions of

sequential rules. Analyzing the properties of the predicates in the preconditions can lead to the
.. . insertion of additional preconditions that prevent unfruitful attempts to extend rule

S "instantiation sequences. Adding extra preconditins can also support proofs of termination. Fl r

-. .example, knowing that block heights are alAavs poviti e can terminate the extension of the RI5

\vhen the ,ize of the tower being c ,nstru.ed exceeds the upper bound on the goal height

U 
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Domain-independent ways of analyzing sequential rules and adding such additional

preconditions need to be developed.

Efficiently Ordering Conjunctive Goals ;

An additional area of future research involves investigating the most efficient ordering of

conjunctive goals. Consider an acquired sequential rule which builds towers of a desired height. ..

subject to the constraint that no block can be placed upon a narrower block. The goal of

building such towers is conjunctive: the correct height must be achieved and the width of the

stacked blocks must be monotonically non-increasing. The optimal ordering is to select the

blocks subject only to the height requirement and then sort them by size to determine their %

position in the tower. The reason this works is that a non-increasing ordering of widths on any

set of blocks is guaranteed so that no additional block-selection constraints are imposed by this

conjunct. The system should ultimate!y detect and exploit this kind of decompcsability to

improve the efficiency of the new rules. Work on ordering conjunctive goals appears in %

[SmithS5. Treite1S6. -

.% .%'

Satisfying Global Constraints

Satisfying global constraints poses an additicnal research problem. The sequential rules

nvestigated in this parer are all incremental in that successive operator applications conxere

"towxard the goal achievement. This is not necessarilx the case for all sequential rules. Conider "

a sequential rule for unstacking complex block structures subject to the glcbal constraint that

,he partially dismantled structure alv, avs be stable. Removing one block can drast.cdl!x aI ter

-!,. ,:nificance of another block wth respect to the structure's stabilhtv. For some structures.

nI'. the subteriflie of adding a temporary support block or a counter- ialance , ili al. I

tinstackig to proceed. . block may; be safe to remove at one point but be essential t ) the c, or-

all str<ttra Itabilit\ at the next. even thouh the hlok actuall',. remo\ed w.as pn..*-a.i

distant I rm it. Such 'z-incre'ntal effect, are d;licu t to capture in sequential ru.e> 'tnout"

permitting intermediate problem-solv ing %k ithin the rLIe exe ution.

The RIS. besides recording tile 10,Ws rwe s . ar;.i le h:ndi,,n-. i, ued t :,re nlerme: ire I
. i~u itiyfl. such as the height cf the to, er -rrert planned. 's i ': 'al. . r. nt- .

reuaiire thait ihe inlormatuon in an PRi .e,:or i rcrea,.e a, ',he -ec en7e 1er2 ens I r

... pe. -nunie that eac) ,i, .k to be ,idde t . , '.' e: e n I t:.r "i r i , t.1C7'-'-

.
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I' , ~ weight. The RIS may have to record the projected weight on each block while BAGGER plans

the construction of a tower. Hence, as the sequence lengthens. each successive vector in the RIS

will have to record information for one additional block. Figuratively speaking, the RIS will be

Acquiring Accessory Inter-Situational Rules

BAGGER and other such systems need to acquire accessory inter-situational rules, such as

frame axioms, to complement their composite rules. Currently. each of BAGGER's new

sequential inference rules specifies how to achieve a goal involving some arbitrary aggregation of

objects by applying some number of operators. These rules are useful in directly achieving

* goals that match the consequent. but do not effectively improve BAGGER's back-chaining

problem-solving ability. This is because currently BAGGER does not construct new frame

axioms for the rules it learns. (This problem is not specific to generalizing to N. Standard

explanation-based learning algorithms must also face it when dealing with situation calculus.)

There are several methods of acquiring accessory rules. They can be constructed directly 1

by combining the accessory rules of operators that make up the sequential rule. This may be

intractable as the number of accessory rules for initial operators may be large and they may

.; increase combinatorially in sequential rules. Another, potentially more attractive, approach is 4

' to treat the domain theory, augmented by sequential rules, as intractable. Since the accessory

ru les for learned rules are derivable from existing knowledge of initial operators. the approach

i[Chien87] might be used to acquire the unstated but derivable accessory rules when they are

-.needed.

Often a repeated process has a closed form solution. For example, summing the first N

ineesproduces There is no need to compute the intermediate partial summations.

Arecurrence relation is a recursive method for computing a sequence of numbers [Liu68].

Navrecurrences can be solved to produce efficient ways to determine the ri:h result in a
sqec.It is this property that motivates the requirement taBAGRspreconditions be

exprssedsolely in terms of the initial state. However, the rule instantiation sequence still

hlsintermediate results. While often this information is needed (if. for instance, the
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resulting sequence of actions is to be executed in the external world). BAGGER would be more

efficient if it could produce, whenever possible, number-generalized rules that did not require

the construction of an RIS. If BAGGER observes the summation of, say. four numbers it will

not produce the efficient result mentioned above. Instead it will produce a rule that stores the

intermediate summations in the RIS. One extension that could be attempted is to create a

library of templates for soluble recurrences, matching them against explanations. A more direct -.

approach would be more appealing. Weld's [Weld86] technique of aggregation may be a

fruitful approach. Aggregation is an abstraction technique for creating a continuous description

from a series of discrete events.

Empirically Analyzing EBL in a Domain-Independent Manner

The empirical analysis presented in chapter 11 only involves the blocks world domain. ,.- ,

While providing a major test of standard EBL and BAGGER under a variety of conditions, it is

not clear how much the results depend on the peculiarities of that domain. A domain-

independent analysis is needed.

One approach would be to randomly generate rules, initial states. and goals. Since an

underlying assumption of EBL is that past problems are indicative of future problems, and

hence the generalizations of their solutions are worth saving, with excessive randomness it is

unlikely that learning will prove beneficial. However. varying such things as the ratio of the

number of different predicates to the number of domain rules may provide an indication of the

domains in which standard explanation-based learning and BAGGER perform well. Other % 5

*. properties to vary include the average number of antecedents in a rule, the number of different . P

consequents. the probability that a predicate in the antecedents also appears in the consequents. '

and the probability that a variable appears in more than one antecedent of a rule. To 1.

complement empirical analyses of EBL, theoretical analyses are needed, as has been done for .

similarity-based learning [Angluin83. Gold67, Haussler87. Kearns87. Natarajan87, Valiant84]. .

An approach that applies Valiant's learning framework [Valiant84] to an aspect of explanation-

based learning is described in [Mahadevan87].
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Handling Incomplete, Imperfect, and Intractable Domain Models

Finally, it is important to investigate the issue of generalizing the structure of explanations

in the context of incomplete. imperfect, and intractable domain models [Mitchell86, %

Rajamoney87]. In any real-world domain, a computer system's model can only approximate

reality. Needed inference rules may be missing. while many of those possessed will lead to

incorrect results in some situations. Furthermore. the complexity of problem solving prohibits ,. ,

any semblance of completeness. Thus far BAGGER's sequential rules have relied on a correct -

domain model, and issues of intractability have not been addressed, other than the use of an ',

outside expert to provide sample solutions when the construction of solutions from first

principles is intractable. In Physics 101, reasoning about intractability and incompleteness
, V. ').,

could be incorporated by assuming obstacles are negligible and. hence, can be ignored (see

section 3.3).

Explanation-based approaches to handling the problem of intractability appear in %ONO
'i' -1%2[Bennett87. Chien87. Dovle86. Gupta87. Hammond87. Mostow87. Tadepalli86]. A popular

approach is to make simplifying assumptions when initially learning, then attempt to correct

these assumptions if they later lead to failure. Work addressing issues related to imperfect and 0

incomplete domain theories is presented in [Carbonel187. Falkenhainer87. Mahadevan87,
Rajamoney85]. These issues can also addressed by combining explanation-based techniques with

other approaches to machine learning [Anderson87, Lebowitz86. Pazzani87. Porter86. Sims87] -

Reducing the dependence of explanation-based learning on the assumption of tractable, complete.

and correct domain theories is currently one of the most active areas in EBL. The techniques

proposed must be extendible to handle the important problem of generalizing the structure of

explanations..

12.3. Final Summary

This thesis opens with the claim that current approaches to explanation-based learning

have a fundamental shortcoming - they do not alter the structure of their explanations. After ,--

motivating the need for generalizing the structure of explanations. two approaches that address '-,

this problem are presented.

The Physics 101 system is presented first. It's learning algorithm is based on the idea that
obstacles and their canceilations are fundamental to problem solving and learning in
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mathematically-based domains. Mathematical ly-based domains are an area where the strengths

of explanation-based learning are particularly appropriate, because explanation-based learning
supports tecntuto flrecnet yaayighwsalrcnet a epee

together to solve a specific problem. Combining small concepts to form larger ones is the basis

of progress in mathematical domains.

The processes of explanation construction. generalization, and problem solving in '

Physics 101 are discussed. providing a view of a complete learning and problem-solving system.

Organization of acquired concepts is discussed. In particular, the idea of storing special cases %,,

along with general concepts is presented. The acquisition of concepts from classical mechanics.9

are used to illustrate the operation of Physics 101. These concepts cannot be properly acquired .* -

using standard explanation-based algorithms. The details of Physics 101's algorithms are

described and other approaches to learning in mathematical domains are reviewed. ,

r
The domain-independent BAGGER system is presented second. This is also a complete * a

system that solves problems and learns. It is based on the properties of the syntactic structure

of explanations, rather than semantic properties of the domain as in Physics 101. a system -

based on the semantics of obstacle cancellation. A range of problems that BAGGER properly

generalizes are introduced, followed by an exposition of the its generalization algorithm.
Several examples are then presented in detail, illustrating the strengths and weaknesses of the

algorithm.

Following the discussion of the BAGGER generalization algorithm, a series of large-scale-

computer experiments are presented. The BAGGER system is compared to an implementation of ~

* a standard explanation-based generalization algorithm and to a problem-solving system that

does no learning. Several issues in explanation-based learning are investigated, and information

relevant to making decisions when designing an explanation -based learning system is reported.

The results demonstrate the value of generalizing to NV in particular and of explanation-based

a learning in general.

Finally. in this chapter. the important contributions of this \vork are reviewed. Following

that, related approaches to the problem of generalizing the struc*,ure of explanations are

presented. Several open research issues are then discussed. I 
%5
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Appendix A

BAGGER's Initial Inference Rules

The inference rules and axioms used in the BAGGER system are presented in this appendix.

In these rules. all variables contain a leading "T" and are universally quantified. Conjunction is

implicit. The construct {?a I ?b) matches a list with head ?a and tail ?b. For example. if

matched with {x.v.:}. variable ?a is bound to x and ?b to {y.:}.

The first table contains those rules that describe properties of collections of objects.

Included are rules for membership. rules for specifying how to add and remove elements, a rule

about inequality, and rules about cardinalitv (size). These rules are used in the blocks world

examples and in the example involving the setting of a table.

The second table contains intra-situation rules for the blocks world examples. For

example. in the blocks \xorld. there are tables and blocks. There are twc types of blocks: boxes.

which have flat tops. and pyramids. Rules for inferring that free space is present, a block is

liftable, and an object is clear are included.
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Table A.1 Rules for Collections of Objects

Rule Description

Member(?x.?bag) If an object is a member of a collection of
- ' objects, it is also a member of a superset

Member(?x.{?y I ?bagl) of that collection.

Member(?x.(?x I ?bag}) See if an object is in a collection of
objects.

?x ?y If two objects are distinct, and the first is
NotMember(?x,?bag) not in a collection of objects. then the first

- --. is not a member of the collection that

NotMember(?x.f?y I ?bag)) results from adding the second object to
the original collection.

r NotMember(?x.0) Nothing is a member of the empty set.

RemoveFromBag(?x.?bagl.?bag2) If two collections of objects are related by
- the removal of one object. then this same

* RemoveFromBag(?x.l?y I ?bagl}.{?y I ?bag2}) relation holds if a second object is added
.,. to each collection.

RemoveFromBag(?xJi?x I ?bag}.?bag) Remove this object from a collection of

objects. producing a new collection of

AddToBag(?x.?bagl.?bag2) If two collections of objects are related by
- the addition of one object. then this same

AddToBag(?x.{?v I ?bagl{?y I ?bag2}) relation holds if a second object is added
'," to each collection.

S, AddToBag(?x.?bag.{?x I ?bag) Add this object to a collection of objects.

producing a new collection of objects.

Size(?bag.?m) The size of a collection of objects is
In (?m-1) -" Size({?x Ibag}?n) increased by one if another object is

added to the collection.

0Size(.0) The empty set has size zero.

.x p v d ?x Inequality is reflexive.
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Table A.2 Blocks World Intra-Situation Rules

Rule Description Z'.

Clear(?x,?s) . , If an object is clear and has a flat top. space is ,
--Free~pace( :x.?s) ,FlatTop(?x) available.,-.

Table(?x) "- FreeSpace(?x,?s) There always is room on a table.

T -ab Liftable(?x?s) A block is liftable if it is clear.
~~Block(?x) '

Bea(?x) -- FlatTop(?x) Boxes have flat tops.

Tableop(?x) Tables have flat tops.

Box(?x) -- Block(?x) Boxes are a type of block. atbe

Pramid(?x) - Block(?x) Pyramids are a type of block.

Supports(?x. ,is) - a Clear(?x.?s) An object is clear if it is supporting nothing.

The next two tables describe inter-situation inferences for the blocks world. The first rule

in the table A.3 is the definition of the transfer action used in the examples. The other accessory"

rules describe how the location of blocks change after a transfer. Table A.3 contains rules for

reasoning about support relationships following a transfer.

.N
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Table A.3 Some Blocks World Inter-Situation Rules

Rule Description

-. AchievableState(?s) If the top of an object is clear in some
, Liftable(?x.?s) achievable state and there is free space on

FreeSpace(?y.?s) another object. then the first object can be

Sx ;d ?y moved from its present location to the new

- location. However. an object cannot be
AchievableState(Do(Transfer(?x.?y).?s)) moved onto itself. Moving creates a new

;. Clear(?x.Do(Transfer(?x.?y).?s)) state in which the moved object is still clear

C'IOn(?x,?v.Do(Transfer(?x.?y).?s)) but (possibly) at a new location.

Xpos(?y.?xpos.?s) After a transfer, the object moved is centered

-'* (in the X-direction) on the object upon which
Xpos(?x.?xpos.Do(Transfer(?x.?y).?s)) it is placed.

Height(?x.?hx) After a transfer, the Y-position of the object
- Ypos(?V.?ypos,?s) moved is determined by adding its height to

.?vpos2 = (?hx + ?vpos) the Y-position of the object upon which it is

placed.
4 Ypos(?x.?vpos2.Do(Transfer(?x.?v).?s))

' ?a ;d ?x

Xpos(?a,?xpos.?s) All blocks, other than the one moved, remain

in the same X-position after a transfer.
Xpos(?a.?xpos.Do(Transfer(?x.?v).?s))

' ?a ;d ?x

Ypos(?a,?xpos.?s) All blocks, other than the one moved, remain
-' in the same Y-position after a transfer.

Ypos(?a.?xpos.Do(Transfer(?x.?y).?s))
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Table A.4 Inter-Situation Rules about Block Support

Rule Description

?a ;d ?x
On(?a,b.?s) If an object is not moved, it remains on the

same object.
On(?a.?b.Do(Transfer(?x,?y).?s)) .*.

?u ;d ?y
psIf an object neither supports the moved objectSupports(?u.?items,?s)

NotMember(?x.?items) before the transfer, nor is the new supporter.
then the collection of objects it supports

Supports(?u.?items.Do(Transfer(?x,?y).?s)) remains unchanged. .

?u ?y If an object is not the new support of the
Supports(?u,?items.?s) moved object. but supported it before the
Member(?x,?items)

transfer, then the moved object must be
RemoveFromBag( ?x .?items.?new)

removed from the collection of objects being

Supports(?u,?newDo(Transfer(?x.?y),?s)) supported.

Supports(?y,?items.?s)
gNot.Member(?x,?items) After the transfer, another item is supported
AddToBag(?x.?items.?new) if the new supporter did not previously

-" support the moved object.
Supports( ?,.?new.Do(Transfer(?x,?y).?s))

ISupports(?v.?items.?s)
S rs(y.items) If the moved object is transferred to theNlember(?x,?.items)"-

- object that previously supported it. the new

Supports(?v,?itemsDo(Transfer(?x.?v),?s)) supporter still supports the same objects.
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Table A.5 presents the two rules used in the example about setting tables. The last table.

table A.6. contains the rules used in the circuit design example involving DeMorgan's law.

Table A.5 Rules about Setting Tables

Rule Description

Table(?tbl)
AchievableState(?s)
Avail UtensilSets(?utenSets.?s) To set a place on a

Member(?utens.?utenSets) table, there must be an

RemoveFromBag(?utens,?utenSets,?newUsets) available set of utensils
ClearTableLocs(?tbl,?locs,?s) and an open location on

I .Member(?loc,?locs) the table. Following
RemoveFromBag(?loc.?Iocs,?newLocs) the settings. the used

resources are no longer
AchievableState(Do(SetTblLoc(?tbl,?loc.?utens))) available.
ClearTableLocs(?tbl.?newLocs.Do(SetTblLoc(?tbl.?loc.?utens)))
AvailUtensilSets(?newUsets.Do(SetTblLoc(?tbl.?loc.?utens)))

Table(?tbl) The number of tables'. TableSize( ?tbl .?size)-.
'bei-.s elocations that are set is
ClearTablel-ocs(?thl.?locs.'s) determined by sub-
Size('locs.?n)
?size - (?space ?n) tracting the number

* - that are clear from the

SetiahieLocat ions( thi .?spaces.?s) table capacity.

, I
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Table A.6 Circuit Design Rules

Rule Description ..

Wire(?wire)..
- ir(wieWires are easily implemented. gt.

Implements(?w ire.?w ire)

Implements((-?x A -?y).?a) io hr
-- * De-Morgan's law for txo-input gates.

Implements(-(?x V ?y)?a) "

Im lrets? ,a An implementation of a circuit headed by a

two-input AND can be found bv finding "

Implements((Ox A ?y).(?a/ A ?b)) implementations of the two sub-circuits.

Implements(?x.?y)
Double negations have no effect.

Implements(-.-?x.?v)
L
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Table B.1 Means and Standard Deviations for Various Experiments ".

OperationaLity Generality "°Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std Dev.

Mean Solution Timae

. 4 -

BAGGER "'

. .

w/o std-EBL 6660 10,200 3720 7,320with std-EBL 3750 9.000 57.5 96.3-
autonomous mode aDfE
(external solutions

after 10400 sec)632'
Std-EBL 318 239 1290 498 -

BAGGER

w/o std-EBL 197 251 133 171.320
with std-EBL 145 267 52.1 72.0

autonomous mode
(external solutions

if all rules fail)
Std-EBL 133 37.4 1470 714

BAGGER

w/o std-EBL 28.6 22.3 40.5 8.9

with std-EBL 21.9 18.8 36.3 6.2

training mode .

No-Learn 91,0su 36900 68.400 38,600

Std-EBL 155 322 780 3.580

BAGGER
w/o std-EBL 26.6 81.5 35.6 84.1
with std-EBL na na 46.2 162

training mode

(clearing)-.
No-Learn 0na na 4.230.000 23650.000

Std-EBL 1na na 57.9 132
BAGGER "

w/o std-EBL na na 15. 205
StdEB nai na~litl 57.9r~n 132

ZO
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Table B.2 Standard Deviations of Rules Learned for Various Experiments

DecrptonOperationality GeneralityDescription
Mean Std Dev Mean Std. Dev.

Rules Learned

autonomous mode 0

Std-EBL 5 52 1.09 4.28 1.00
BAGGER -

w/o std-EBL 2.60 0.75 1.72 0.45 K'-

with std-EBL 3.56 0.98 1.96 0.74

training mode

Std-EBL 6.88 1.31 5.96 1.11

BAGGER
w/o std-EBL 3.24 0.95 2.01 0.75 J,-%

". with std-EBL na na 3.89 1.10

training mode
(clearing)

Std-EBL na na 3.96 0.68

BAGGER

w/o std-EBL na na 1.36 0.53

na - not available (experiment no', run)
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